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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the research was to analyse how an advertising agency strategically uses rhetoric to 

an informational and/or transformational purpose. According to the literature on the transformation 

economy, people are looking for authentic and transformative experiences in their consumption and 

transformational advertising can help reach such an experience. Therefore a better understanding of 

the way such an experience can be stimulated through communication is worth pursuing. The 

empirical setting of this research was a case study of the advertising agency Adtomic and the Sleep 

Technology film they had made for Tempur Hybrid. In the Stage 1 of the analysis the researcher 

used systematic content analysis to gain an initial understanding of the rhetoric used in the film. In 

Stage 2 the researcher gathered data by interviewing four of Adtomic’s employees who were 

involved in the development of the Sleep Technology film for Tempur Hybrid. The methods were 

furthermore supplemented with participant observation to analyse the context of the case.  

Based on the types of rhetorical proof present in this film the researcher concluded that this film is a 

high transformation/low information advertisement. The systematic content analysis showed that 

the film contained ethos and pathos, but had a clear lack of logos. Although, the interviews revealed 

that the agency’s goal with the Sleep Technology film for Tempur Hybrid was to inform the 

audience. Tempur is positioned as a performance brand, which requires them to use rational 

arguments to back this up. However, the argumentations that were used in the film were merely 

imitating logos and conveyed the impression of being based on research and technology, without 

actually forming logical arguments. Providing these detailed characteristics of the product gives 

consumers a reason to believe in it, because it signals that they are dealing with a credible brand. So 

it is ethos disguised as logos. Moreover, consumers make a mental leap by relating arguments to 

benefits which for legal reasons could not be stated. The storytelling in the film appealed to pathos 

and can be an important element of transformational advertising and positively change the 

consumption experience. Tempur’s high price was a concern that was addressed with each of the 

three types of rhetorical proof, supporting the notion that transformational advertising can influence 

the perceived benefit and increase satisfaction. The findings of the study suggest that there is an 

incongruence between the perception of the advertisement by the agency and the rhetorical 

characteristics of informational and transformational advertisements. 
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CHAPTER 1: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
1.1 Transformational Advertising 
Advertising is entering people’s lives from every possible media platform and is constantly trying to 

get people’s attention. Consumers have an unconscious aversion to intrusive persuasion attempts as 

they generally do not like being sold to (Teixeira, n.d.) and they will often try to protect themselves 

from this type of external stimuli by ignoring it. However, some advertisements are able to break 

through these barriers by helping consumers build deeper relationships with the products and brands 

they consume. This relates to the newest stage in the progression of economic value, which is called 

the transformation economy and it has evolved from the experience economy in which people are 

looking for authentic experiences. Pine & Gilmore suggest (1999) that the market value has shifted 

from offering the basic priorities like availability, cost and quality to satisfying the drive for 

personal growth by offering an experience or, better yet, a transformation. In the transformation 

economy businesses need to connect to an audience by building long-term customer relationships 

and engineering or reengineering a fully transformative process (Mermiri, 2009). 

The increasing demand of consumers to have deeper connections to products and brands challenges 

advertising agencies to develop communication strategies that help lead to such transformational 

experiences. This can be done through transformational advertising. Webster (1971) said that the 

fundament of advertising is to convey meanings, but Puto and Wells (1983) argue that some 

advertising may go further and even construct meanings, which they refer to as transformational 

advertising. Transformational advertising can affect what is experienced when the product is 

consumed opposed to informational advertising which merely generates awareness of choice 

options or supplies reasons to try one over another (Deighton, 1985). In order to fully understand 

the difference between these two types of advertising, the following two paragraphs will further 

explain what informational and transformational advertising is.  

Puto and Wells (1984) define an informational advertisement as one which provides consumers 

with relevant facts about the product and brand in a clear and logical manner. A precondition for an 

informational advertisement is that it should not only be designed as such, but it should also be 
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perceived as being informational by the audience. Informational advertisements can help give 

consumers more confidence in their ability to assess the benefits of making a purchase. The three 

characteristics that constitute an informational advertisement are that they:  

1. Present factual, relevant information about the brand 

2. Present information which is immediately and obviously important to the potential consumer 

3. Present data which the consumer accepts as being verifiable 

A transformational advertisement is much more complex, as it makes the consumer associate the 

experience of consuming the advertised product or brand with a unique set of psychological 

characteristics which would not typically be associated with the brand experience to the same 

degree without exposure to the advertisement (Puto and Wells, 1984). They ascribe this effect to 

vicarious classical conditioning as well as Clynes' (1980) model of generalised emotion, which 

means the advertisement evokes an emotional state and attributes it to the advertised product 

allowing the advertisement to affect the experience. For an advertisement to be considered 

transformational according to Puto and Wells it must contain the following characteristics: 

1. It must make the experience of using the product richer, warmer, more exciting, and/or more 

enjoyable, than an experience obtained solely from an objective description of the advertised brand. 

2. It must connect the experience of the advertisement so tightly with the experience of using the 

brand that consumers cannot remember the brand without recalling the experience generated by the 

advertisement. 

Informational and transformational advertisements are not mutually exclusive categories, but they 

are exhaustive. Thus, any given advertisement can be classified as belonging to one of four basic 

categories (Puto & Wells, 1984): 

• High Transformation/Low Information 

• Low Transformation/High Information 

• High Transformation/High Information 

• Low Transformation/Low Information  
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A point of caution should be given to over ascribing altered experiences to advertisements. Every 

successful commercial has some effect on experience, because the consumer at least expects the 

experience to be rewarding. Bayes’ Theorem suggests that any rational person alters prior 

expectations based on what they learn from experience. There have been various studies done on 

the change in experience based on expectations, so if one would label this as a transformational 

experience then all successful advertising would be transformational (Deighton, 1988). 

Swaminathan, Zinkhan and Reddy (1996) defined various factors that predicted the likelihood of 

finding transformational advertising. These factors can be grouped under product and consumer 

variables (newness of the product, level of risk, tangibility, product conspicuousness and product 

involvement) and under market characteristics (product homogeneity, technological stability and 

price elasticity). Price is an interesting factor as it is part of the customer value equation which can 

actually be influenced by transformational advertising. People evaluate the value that they receive 

based on an equation in which they deduct the customer-perceived price from the customer-

perceived benefits. The higher the outcome of this equation, the more likely it is that people will 

purchase the product or service (Leszinski & Marn, 1997). Although this perceived benefit can be 

influenced through transformational advertising by linking the brand or product with the capacity to 

provide the consumer with an experience that is different from the consumption experience that 

would normally be expected to occur without exposure to the advertisement. This transformation of 

experience can thus influence the perceived benefit (Puto & Wells, 1984). 

1.2 Rhetoric 

1.2.1 Rhetoric In Advertising 

Rhetoric is the art of persuasion through argumentation and is defined as the ability to see what can 

possibly be persuasive in every given case (Rhet. 1.2, 1355b26f.). Rhetoric provides the heuristics  

for understanding, discovering and developing arguments for particular situations such as Aristotle's 

three types of rhetorical proof: ethos, pathos and logos. Not surprisingly, rhetorical devices are 

frequently found in advertisements in order to persuade the audience. Holt and Macpherson (2009, 

p. 6) explain rhetoric as “a practice of sense-making that brings knowledge claims and judgements 
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into focus, justifying them to an audience and eliciting responses from that audience”. Unlike what 

some might think, rhetorical practice is not only useful for those who want to deceive their 

audience. Aristotle believes that even those who just try to communicate what is just and true need 

the help of rhetoric when they are faced with a public audience, because he argues that it is 

impossible to make such an audience follow all exact proof based on the principles of science and 

because most topics are not based on exact knowledge, but leave room for doubt. Especially in such 

cases it is important that the speaker seems credible and that the audience is in a sympathetic mood. 

So eliciting the desired response is a matter of persuasiveness and not of knowledge (Rapp, 2010). 

Shea (n.d.) indicated that the pathos in advertising generally has the strongest appeal, but logos 

could bring the kind of scrutiny that argues against a purchase decision. If applied correctly ethos, 

pathos and logos can work together and create a synergy in advertising and according to Aristotle 

the most effective communication covers all three. 

Rhetoric purely in service of oneself by using false or deceptive arguments is called sophistry. 

However, it is common to gesture at half-truths and some even say that one can never reach full 

truth. It is an advertiser’s job to convince people to buy a certain product or service, but if one 

would want to deceive people into buying their products or services by using clever, but fallacious 

and deceptive arguments they are sophists (Duke, n.d.). Sophistry can be hard to recognise as the 

arguments sound correct, especially when they come from people pretending to be experts (Gray, 

2012). 

Due to the difference in the use of rhetorical devices it is possible to make the distinction between 

informational and transformational communication and recognise it in advertising. Certain types of 

rhetorical proof are more likely to be found in either informational or transformational 

advertisements. Informational advertisements have a strong link to logos as the foundation of this 

type of ads is built on relevant facts and verifiable data. In transformational ads on the other hand, 

one will often find a blend of ethos, pathos and logos, because affecting a consumer’s experience is 

more difficult to achieve than describing facts and data and so requires more types of rhetorical 

proof (Deighton, 1985). Therefore, when people are asked to give the main point of a 

transformational advertisement, they will not be able to do so as there is no concrete main point and 
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transformational style is used precisely to the extent that the brand’s appeal is not reducible to 

everyday language (Deighton, 1988).  

1.2.2 Three Types Of Rhetorical Proof  

Aristotle developed a simple model to describe the concept of communication consisting of three 

main elements, being the sender, the message and the receiver. Therefore, it can be argued that this 

is why there are only three technical means of persuasion possible. Technical means of persuasion 

are either in the character of the speaker, in the emotional state of the audience or in the argument 

itself (Rapp, 2010), which correspond to ethos, pathos and logos. As Holt and Macpherson (2009) 

explain, these three types of rhetorical proof extend from considerations of credibility and 

emotional response to the inner logic of an argument. Ethos answers the question of how credible 

those are that are engaging in sense-making; pathos answers how receptive the audience is and what 

their interests are; and logos determines the logical entailment and reasonableness of the arguments. 

Criticisms to Aristotle’s communication model are the lack of the concept of feedback or 

communication failure, like noise and barriers. Furthermore, his model is focused on public 

speaking. However, rhetoric can not only be applied to speeches, but also to written text and even 

visuals. A rhetorical perspective on visual imagery involves the analysis of the communicative 

aspects of visuals rather than the aesthetic aspects (Foss, 2005). Despite these criticisms Aristotle’s 

model is widely accepted and suitable for communication in which the sender is active and the 

receiver passive, as is the case with most advertising. Although the researcher is not analysing a 

public speech in this study, she will still refer to a ‘speaker’ and ‘audience’ as part of the rhetorical 

process. 

Ethos 

A speaker can manage to persuade listeners of his credibility through the display of practical 

intelligence, a virtuous character, and goodwill (Rhet. 2.1, 1378a6ff.); because if none of these traits 

would be displayed, the audience will likely doubt that the speaker is able to give good advice. For 

example, if the speaker would not display any goodwill the audience could doubt whether the aims 

of the speaker are good. However, Aristotle concludes that if the speaker displays all of the traits it 

cannot rationally be doubted that his suggestions are credible. Ethos is limited by what the speaker 
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says and it is not necessary that the speaker actually has a good character. The speaker has 

persuaded the listener of their ethos when the listener believes the speaker is credible and accepts 

the speakers propositions as being true or acceptable. Building ethos takes time and effort and is 

especially important in cases where there is room for doubt (Crowley & Hawhee, 2004). Aristotle 

believed that a speaker could only appeal to his ethos within the speech itself and that one would 

have to spend the first part of the speech by establishing credibility. Others however believed that 

developing ones ethos and credibility with the audience begins even before the speaker commences 

his speech. Audiences naturally approach speakers and writers with some suspicion, so they will 

look to his past for evidence that he is trustworthy and knowledgeable about what he’s speaking or 

writing about and that is also the standpoint that the researcher takes in this study (McKay & 

KcKay, 2010).  

Pathos 

Pathos represents an appeal to the emotions of the audience and can be accomplished by a hook, 

like a personal anecdote, a metaphor, storytelling or by passion in the delivery as determined by the 

audience (Boundless, 2016). The emotional state of the audience can have a large influence on the 

success of the persuasive efforts, as people’s emotional disposition makes them judge differently. It 

is the challenge of the speaker to evoke those emotions that can modify judgments (Rhet. 2.1, 

1378a1ff.). According to Aristotle, a speaker’s ability to bring the audience to a certain state of 

mind largely depends on knowing the definition of every significant emotion. If one knows the 

definition it is possible to deduce circumstances in which a person will feel this emotion and 

determine the following three factors: in what state of mind people are when feeling this emotion; 

who these emotions are directed to and for what reasons. Knowing this it is possible for the speaker 

to highlight such characteristics of a case as are likely to evoke this emotion in the audience (Rapp, 

2010). This emotional connection has the advantage that the audience is more likely to understand 

the speaker’s perspective, accept his claims and act on his call-to-action (Dlugan, 2010).  

Logos 

For Aristotle the most important means of persuasion was logos. Logos or the inner logic of an 

argument appealing to reason can be approached in different ways. Firstly, through inductive logic 
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providing the audience with relevant examples and using them to point back to the overall 

statement. Secondly, through deductive logic providing the audience with general scenarios and 

then pulling out a certain truth (Wheeler, 2016). The advantage of logos is that it can be hard to 

argue against and therefore such arguments make the speaker look prepared and knowledgeable to 

the audience, which enhances ethos (Garver, 2004). In ordinary speaking and writing one would 

commonly not use formal logic and scientific reasoning, but a rhetorical form of reasoning. This 

means that instead of providing the audience with all the premises for a logical argument, some of 

these premises or the conclusion would remain unstated and be filled in by the audience due to their 

general assumptions. Aristotle refers to this as enthymemes. The appeal to logos often relies on the 

audience’s general assumptions and probabilities rather than certain truths (Edlund, n.d.). 

Furthermore, ads can contain subtle forms of logos by presenting counterarguments. In some 

instances this comes down to choosing one product over its competitor and at other times the 

approach is more elaborate by, for example, acknowledging and refuting myths about the advertised 

product, service or brand (Shea, n.d.).  

1.3 Problem Definition  
The above section covers transformational advertising and rhetoric and the relation between them 

from a theoretical perspective. There are however few empirical studies about the development of 

transformational advertising in an agency and how they use the three types of rhetoric. According to 

the literature on the transformation economy, people are looking for authentic and transformative 

experiences in their consumption and transformational advertising can help reach such an 

experience. Therefore a better understanding of the way such an experience can be stimulated 

through communication is worth pursuing. In this thesis the researcher aims to describe the practical 

relationship between the theories by studying how an advertising agency strategically uses rhetoric 

to an informational and/or transformational purpose. The following problem definition will be 

attempted to answer:  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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Philosophy Of Science 
It is important to recognise that all participants involved in this study, being the researcher and the 

interviewees, bring their own unique interpretations of the world and construction of the situation to 

the research (Hammersley, n.d.; Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006). The reason that this is important to 

identify is because the theoretical stance indicates how a certain world view has a direct influence 

on the conclusions drawn (Nygaard, 2005). The framework for the world view that is adopted by 

the researcher is defined as postmodernism, which asserts that all knowledge and meaning is the 

“product of unique systems of social, historical and political discourse, and are therefore contextual 

and constructed” (Duignan, n.d.). Consequently, the qualitative research performed for this thesis 

functions as a construction site of knowledge (Kvale, 2007). The research philosophy of 

interpretivism that was used in this research has many postmodern traits. Interpretivism 

acknowledges that the world is diverse and that knowledge is depending on heterogeneous contexts, 

which means that one can interpret reality in different ways and that there is not just one 

understanding (Kroeze, 2012). Especially language is something that is very context dependent and 

the perceived meaning can vary heavily among subjects. Therefore the researcher has given extra 

attention to the context of the study by, for example, providing relevant background information 

regarding the case study. Moreover, the analytical processes of the researcher are described stepwise 

so it is possible for the reader to follow the interpretations that were made and the conclusions that 

were drawn. 

2.2 Research Framework 
The research framework that was chosen for this thesis is a case study. The case study research 

methodology is well suited to the interpretivist approach (Elliott & Lukes, 2008; Torrance in 

Somekh & Lewin, 2005) considering it is suitable for the use of research methods that allow for 

many variables to be measured and interpreted. The goal of a case study is to give a practical and 

concrete illustration of a specific problem formulation (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2004). For this thesis a 

single case study was chosen, which means it is “concerned with the complexity and particular 

nature of the case in question” (Bryman and Bell, 2003, p. 53). Authors like Bryman and Bell 
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(2003), but also Yin (2003) distinguish between three types of case studies: the critical case, the 

unique or extreme case and the revelatory case. This research framework constitutes a revelatory 

case where the researcher has the opportunity to study a case that has not been studied before. There 

is little research done on the practical use of rhetoric by advertising agencies in relation to the 

creation of transformational advertisements and there have been no case studies performed in the 

specific empirical setting that was subject to study. The reason a case study was chosen was because 

of its ability to give a nuanced view on reality, as it gives an insight in the practical application of 

the theories. Moreover, a single case study allows for an in-depth research with a more rich 

description and analysis than what would have been possible with multiple cases within the scope 

of this research. 

A common concern regarding the use of case studies is that they allow for bias towards verification, 

which means that researchers want to confirm their own assumptions. However, as long as one is 

aware of their preconceived notions a case study can also show that these notions are wrong. 

Moreover, this bias towards verification is something that applies to all research methods. Another 

criticism is that one cannot generalise from a single case study and that therefore such studies do 

not contribute to scientific development. However, the purpose of this study was not to generalise 

nor find a common truth. The context of this case is highly specific, so the implication is that it is 

likely that much of the conclusions cannot be regarded as general premises for the relation between 

rhetoric and transformational advertising. Nevertheless, the case study can give an insight in the 

relation between the various theories and describe their relation in a particular case and can serve as 

a pre-study before engaging in a more extensive research with multiple cases (Flyvbjerg, 2006). 

The specific case study for this thesis is the advertising agency Adtomic and the Sleep Technology 

film they made for Tempur Hybrid, which will be introduced in Chapter 2.4. The film was one unit 

of analysis and several individuals within the agency were interviewed: the CEO, an Account 

Manager, a Copy Writer and a Creative Director. Each of these individuals has been part of the 

development of the campaign that was the subject of study. The film was specifically chosen for 

content analysis due to it being richer in content and rhetoric than, for example, the print material 

that was made and this allowed for a more in-depth analysis. The researcher was employed at the 
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agency subject to study and fulfilled the function of Account Manager. In order to lower the risk of 

bias it was decided that it was best to choose a client and campaign that the researcher was not 

managing herself. The choice of this case study was furthermore based on both its currentness as 

the communication material subject to study was just developed at the time of this research, but also 

on its convenience as the communication material and some background information were available 

to the researcher. In order to study this case there were several research methods used, being 

participant observation, systematic content analysis and expert interviews, which will be explained 

in the following sections.  

2.3 Research Methods 

2.3.1 Participant Observation 

The first research method that was used was participant observation, which took place over a time 

span of approximately 8 months, which was the time the researcher had been employed at the 

advertising agency. Participant observation is an ethnographic method and has been defined by 

Marshall and Rossman (1989, p. 79) as "the systematic description of events, behaviours, and 

artefacts in the social setting chosen for study". Participant observation can help answer descriptive 

research questions (DeWalt & DeWalt, 2002). The participant as observer stance was taken, which 

means that the researcher was a member of the group being studied and the group was aware of the 

research activity. It is important to note that the researcher’s degree of participant observation was 

not particularly high as the observation merely served to gather background information on the case 

and get a sense of the work processes within the agency to help guide the research. The methods 

included informal interviews and being a participant observer also allowed the researcher to get 

access to data and materials that otherwise would not have been available to her. 

According to DeWalt and DeWalt (2002), participant observation can increase the validity of the 

study, as observations may help the researcher gain a better understanding of the context and 

phenomenon under study, which is particularly useful in a case study that is so context specific. 

However, just like with case studies researcher bias is also a concern with participant observation 

and is mentioned by DeWalt, DeWalt, and Wayland (1998) as one of the aspects of qualitative 
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research that has led to the view that qualitative research is subjective, rather than objective due to 

the researcher’s personal beliefs of what is relevant and important to observe and report. Due to the 

researcher being employed at the agency subject to study it is likely that this had an influence on 

her notions of communication and the advertising industry and therefore also the analysis. It was 

therefore participant observation only served as a supplementary type of data collection.  

2.3.2 Systematic Content Analysis  

In the first stage of the analysis the researcher used systematic content analysis to gain an initial 

understanding of the rhetoric used in the film in order to develop relevant interview questions. The 

piece of communication chosen for analysis was of audio-visual nature and was approximately two 

minutes in length. In order to develop a systematic approach to the break-down of the rhetorical 

elements the researcher used a method proposed by Renee Shea in her course at Bowie State 

University about the analysis of rhetorical situations. The first thing which should be done 

according to Shea (n.d.) is to identify the context by answering the following questions: is the 

advertisement seasonal or was there a relevant situation/event happening at the time? Where does 

the advertisement appear? Does the advertisement differ depending on the media channel or 

country? Who is the audience? The next step is to identify the underlying assumptions; what are the 

implied beliefs of the target audience? Then one looks at the written text, including brand/product 

names and metaphors; and the spoken words, including facts, features, customer concerns, 

testimonies and competitive counterarguments. Finally, the visual elements are analysed, including 

pictures, colour, typefaces and design; the elements of sound and the elements of movement.  

Following Shea’s suggestions, in order to break down the Sleep Technology film for Tempur Hybrid 

all the raw data was listed in a framework. This raw data consisted of the various elements that 

could be observed in the film, categorised under written text, spoken words, elements of sound, 

visual elements and elements of movement. All the visual and audible raw data was translated into 

words for the purpose of analysis, which is one of the disadvantages of this type of analysis as some 

meaning might get lost in this process. Eventually, the raw data was grouped under overarching 

themes that showed what aspect the raw data communicated about the brand or product. Then these 

overarching themes were related to the theoretical framework, being the three types of rhetorical 
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proof: ethos, pathos and logos. Lastly, the data was reported according to their relation to the 

theoretical framework. The break-down of the communication elements including the assigning of 

common themes as well as the grouping under the three types of rhetorical proof was critically 

assessed by Marie Kiholm, who majored in Danish and teaches about the art of rhetoric at Greve 

Gymnasium. Her comments were interwoven in the analysis. 

2.3.3 Expert Interviews 

The last method of primary data collection was through interviews with experts in advertising who 

worked on the Tempur campaign. The seven interview stages as defined by Kvale and Brinkmann 

(2007) were applied, being thematise, design, interview, transcribe, analyse, verify and report.  

Thematise 

The thematisation of the interview was done by obtaining pre-knowledge of the subject through 

participant observation as well as the systematic content analysis as described earlier. The purpose 

of the interview was to get an insight in how Adtomic applied rhetoric in this particular case study 

and relate their practices to the theory of transformational advertising.  

Design 

For this study, the semi-structured interview method was selected which means that "the researcher 

has a list of questions on fairly specific topics to be covered (...), but the interviewee has a great 

deal of leeway in how to reply" (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p. 467). The researcher prepared the 

interview by making a list of questions and topics to be covered, but allowed herself to deviate from 

this and dive deeper into certain topics if an opportunity arose. The interview questions were 

primarily based on the systematic content analysis, but they also went beyond this. The interview 

was designed by creating an overview of questions within the main fields of theory, being 

transformational advertising and the three types of rhetorical proof. All interviews were designed 

similarly and covered the same theoretical areas in order to be able to compare their answers more 

easily. 
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Interview 

Following Kristian Hvass' recommendation given during his class Research Methods and Data 

Management taught at Copenhagen Business School in 2014, different types of interviewees were 

chosen for a holistic perspective (Hvass, personal communication, 2014). So all Adtomic employees 

who were part of the strategic development of the Sleep Technology campaign and who fulfilled 

different functions were selected. However, due to employee turnover within the agency the 

researcher had access to neither the account manager nor the copywriter who initially started the 

Tempur campaign. Their roles had been taken over by two new employees, who were therefore 

selected for an interview. It would have been preferable to also talk to the initial team, as they had 

made some decisions regarding the campaign that could not be explained by the employees who 

later started working on the campaign. Considering the narrowness of this case study and the small 

number of people involved there was limited access to relevant interviewee options and therefore 

the only people that were interviewed were the Account Manager, the Copy Writer, the Creative 

Director and the CEO of Adtomic. However, it was therefore also possible to conduct a more in 

depth analysis. The interviews were relatively long ranging from 41 minutes to 1 hour and 24 

minutes and were rich in data. During the interview it was not possible to follow the exact interview 

design as the interviewer allowed the interviewees to speak freely. Furthermore, questions were 

added and rephrased depending on what was said by the interviewee. The researcher’s knowledge 

also developed during the data collection, which made her make small changes to certain parts of 

the interview design to improve the quality and richness of the later interviews. 

Some of the interviews contained some leading questions, which can be dangerous as they influence 

interviewees’ answers and can confirm researcher bias. These questions appeared spontaneously 

and were in hindsight recognised as leading questions. The reason for these leading questions was 

for the researcher to use a form of member checking and to ensure correct understanding of the 

answers of the interviewees. Another factor which might have influenced the outcome of the study 

was that the questions that were asked directly related to the various theories covered in this 

research. The researcher’s preconceived ideas of what was worth discussing could have caused 

certain information to remain uncovered and give an incomplete picture. However, prior to the 

interview only a general introduction was given regarding the purpose of the study, but the precise 
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topic of the research was not revealed to the interviewees in order to limit the chance that they 

would provide answers that they thought would suit the research. It was the objective of the 

researcher to let the interviewees speak uninterrupted and freely about their thoughts and 

experiences without thinking about how this relates to scientific theories. Another potential 

boundary regarding the use of interviews for data collection is that it is difficult to establish whether 

the interviewees felt that they were able to speak freely. The interviewees knew that the interviews 

were recorded and would be disclosed to other people, although without their names, which might 

have made them feel like they could not tell the full truth. 

Transcribe 

The interviews were recorded and transcribed for analysis. Having a record of the interviews was 

important for the researcher as it allowed for a thematic analysis of the interview content. It also 

allowed the researcher to re-read the transcript which created some insightful moments in the 

analysis. The transcript was rendered into a more readable style by leaving out ambient sounds, 

filler sounds and words that were cut off.  

Analyse 

Hvass explained during his class that thematic analysis is a form of qualitative research analysis 

focused on meaning by examining themes within data (Hvass, personal communication, 2014). In 

this method of interview analysis one starts with a descriptive coding of the text by highlighting 

relevant parts and defining descriptive codes. Then an interpretive coding is applied by clustering 

these descriptive codes and interpreting the meaning of clusters. This is done without the use of 

theoretical frameworks. Finally, the overarching themes are defined by considering the interpretive 

themes from a theoretical stance. This means that the interpretive clusters are connected to the 

different types of rhetorical proof. The text was colour coded according to their relation to ethos, 

pathos and logos. This way of analysing interview data helped to get an overview of the data in 

relation to the theoretical framework and to interpret the data and strengthen the analysis in a 

systematic way. It is important to keep in mind that coding is not a precise science, but rather an 

interpretive act as qualitative research depends on word choices made by the researcher based on 

their perceptions of the data and the codes (Saldana, 2009). 
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Verify 

Member checking is when the researcher asks for participant feedback on his or her recorded 

observations to ensure that the researcher is accurately depicting the participants' experiences and 

the accuracy of conclusions drawn from the data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This type of respondent 

validation has been applied during the expert interviews that were conducted for this study. Both 

observations as well as the responses giving during the interviews were checked during the 

interviews by restating claims and questioning the participant to determine the accuracy of these 

claims. As mentioned earlier, this member checking was in some occasions done in a slightly 

leading manner which might have influenced the interviewee’s answers.     

Report 

All interview data is reported as thoroughly as possible. The full transcripts can be found in the 

appendices including the coding and themes that lead to uncovering of the theoretical themes. These 

theoretical themes were given colour codes that were used throughout the transcript to show which 

parts related to which types of rhetorical proof, so that the reader can more easily follow the line of 

thinking of the researcher in the analysis. The different steps undertaken in the interview process are 

described above.  

2.4 Case Study Introduction 

2.4.1 The Agency 

Adtomic is an international advertising agency that was established in 1999 and is located in 

Vesterbro, Copenhagen. The company is divided up into two business units, one focusing primarily 

on fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) and the other on the pharmaceutical industry. There are 

approximately 35 people working at Adtomic and the different departments within the agency 

consist of a group of consultants, project managers and account managers, creative directors, copy 

writers and final artists. It has a relatively horizontal organisational structure and strategy 

development is often done cooperatively through brainstorm sessions between consultants, account 

managers, copywriters and designers. The agency is relatively full-service and they create 

communication materials for a variety of media platforms like digital, print, film and social media. 
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There are no separate departments focusing on these different media platforms and they are 

managed by the same people, which requires a broad level of expertise of the employees. Adtomic 

officially labels itself as a strategic communications agency, which means that their work also goes 

beyond advertising by consulting their clients in how to achieve their business goals through 

communication, creating actionable plans and implementing them (CEO of Adtomic, personal 

communication, February 2016). The fact that Adtomic is a relatively full-service agency helps 

clients since they can outsource their communication to one agency and save time and money. 

Adtomic has an in-house film department meaning that the creation of audio-visual material is a 

smooth process and can be created together with the rest of the team. 

Their portfolio contains some long-term clients, but the majority is changing rapidly due to short-

term commitment from the client’s side. Apart from the increased knowledge of the client’s 

products and services, the benefit of this handful of long-term clients is that the agency has a more 

stable income and a better client relationship and understanding. However, there are also some 

upsides to having a quick turnover in a part of their client base. Whereas clients are usually working 

on a single campaign over a long period of time, Adtomic handles as much as ten clients and 

campaigns simultaneously. This develops the experience and knowledge of the agency’s employees 

and makes them better capable of using their expert knowledge to consult their clients and create 

successful communication materials. 

Adtomic started with lots of FMCG clients in the beginning of the 00’s, creating expensive 

advertising campaigns for large corporations like Carlsberg and Arla. The industry was less 

competitive, clients were more loyal and there was more money available to create advertising 

campaigns. Now, however, new advertising agencies are establishing themselves everywhere and an 

increasing number of businesses have in-house communication departments, so they do not 

outsource (all of) their marketing communications (CEO of Adtomic, personal communication, 

September 2015). However, as Chris Fill (2013) indicated it can only be through outsourcing that 

organisations experience increased levels of flexibility and gain access to the special skills and 

expertise necessary to engage audiences in competitive environments. Therefore, one could say that 
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the challenge in dealing with the competition is to develop and prove these special skills and 

expertise to engage consumers.  

Driven by this competitive market Adtomic found its area of expertise. The majority of the Danish 

industry is focused on the production of niche products and international export, but most of the 

Danish advertising agencies focus on products which are easy to understand and require simple 

implementation. This has provided Adtomic with a great market potential. As a strategic necessity, 

Adtomic now differentiates itself from its competition by specialising in complex products and 

complex implementations:  

“Anybody can create a fun advertising campaign for Carlsberg. There are now so many small 

advertising agencies and the competition on this level is very high. Adtomic was forced to find its 

blue puddle in a red ocean by moving to complex products and complex implementations. Over the 

years we have gained so many insights and so much tacit knowledge of these complex products that 

some of our key clients cannot afford to move to another advertising agency. They would have to 

start from scratch by explaining everything.”  

- CEO of Adtomic, personal communication, September 2015. 

2.4.2 The Client And Campaign 

One of Adtomic’s long-term clients is Tempur, the London-based mattress company known for its 

creation of pressure absorbing foam using NASA technology. This material was originally used to 

support astronauts during rocket launches and is now used in Tempur mattresses to supposedly give 

people the experience of feeling weightless. Tempur’s special viscoelastic foam is their unique 

selling point and they produce a range of mattresses and pillows that are recognised by NASA and 

certified by the Space Foundation. Tempur could be categorised as a company with medium 

complex products and medium complex implementation, due to their products being more intricate 

than other mattresses and their campaigns being global and multi-channel. The knowledge that 

Adtomic has gained over the years regarding Tempur mattresses and the craftsmanship behind their 

viscoelastic foam is likely to have made the client more eager to stay with the agency over this time. 
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Many people have a preference for either foam or spring mattresses due to the difference in comfort 

and responsiveness. Foam is generally considered more comfortable than springs, but springs are 

thought to have the responsive feel that foam mattresses lack. Therefore Tempur decided to make a 

combination of these two types of mattresses and called it the Hybrid. The brief that was given to 

Adtomic was to create and implement a global communication strategy for Tempur Hybrid. 

Adtomic decided to integrate the Hybrid campaign with another Tempur campaign that was being 

developed simultaneously called Sleep Technology, which is about communicating the technology 

behind the features and materials used in Tempur mattresses. The Sleep Technology campaign 

consists of numerous pieces of communication material, like print ads, an online study programme 

for internal use, a mobile application for the training of retail sales assistants and six films. Adtomic 

also created an interactive in-store environment with 3D-manipulated mattresses so consumers can 

see the product’s structure in a nicer and more experiential way than by cutting open a mattress.  

Due to the size of the Sleep Technology campaign in terms of time and budget several additions 

were made along the way to the list of deliverables. However, the size and complexity of the Sleep 

Technology campaign also required quite a lot from the small team that was working with several 

clients simultaneously. Adtomic decided that the Hybrid should get their own Sleep Technology 

film which was the piece of communication material that was chosen as part of the case study. The 

target audience consists of both the end consumers as well as retail sales assistants as the film is 

meant to be an integrated part of their Tempur training programme. However, in this study the focus 

was on the end consumers as the target audience. The agency cooperated closely together with one 

of Tempur’s sleep scientists in order to gain understanding of the performance and technology of 

the Tempur mattresses as well as to make sure that the communication created by Adtomic was 

correct.  

2.4.3 Market Research 

The performance of in-depth market research is not very common at Adtomic, considering that 

market insights and other relevant data are usually something that is supplied by the client if 

necessary and available, so that the budget can be assigned solely to the production of 

communication materials. However, for the Tempur Hybrid campaign one of the first steps the 
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Account Manager at Adtomic undertook was to look at the market. The reason that the agency was 

able to do this was because the client had supplied enough financial resources and time to be able to 

conduct market research. Adtomic performed research about the overall communication and sales 

argumentation across brands in the hybrid category. The primary research entailed a store visit to 

Sengekompagniet in Copenhagen and the secondary research involved an analysis of the 

communication used by eleven competitors in the hybrid mattress category. Both types of research 

were performed by the Account Manager in cooperation with the researcher.  

Besides Tempur several other mattress companies have started to produce mattresses that combine 

coils and foam: hybrid mattresses. Most of them also use the term ‘hybrid’ to define this new 

mattress segment. A price check showed that Tempur is positioned much higher in price than its 

competitors. What furthermore became apparent from the competitor analysis was that these 

competitors make claims about three different elements: the coils, the foam and the auxiliary 

aspects. The coils and the foam both refer to the two main components of the hybrid and the 

auxiliary aspects encompass all the other specifications and added benefits. Furthermore, it was 

found that the claims can be grouped under either one of two types of claims, being category and 

differentiating claims. A category type claim is a positive statement about the hybrid category as a 

whole compared to non-hybrid mattresses, for example ‘Best of both worlds’, stated by Simmons 

Beautyrest. A differentiating claim is one stating something about the specific hybrid by 

highlighting how it is different from competitors, e.g. ‘SolidEdge HD system’, ‘OptiCool gel-

memory’ and ‘CoreSupport Center’, as stated by Sealy. So when competitors differentiate they do 

so by highlighting the unique selling point of one or more of the components in the equation 

consisting of coils, foam and auxiliary aspects. However, no one seemed to differentiate by using 

the synergy created by the combination of the components in a hybrid. 

The conclusion from the store visit to Sengekompagniet was that the retail sales assistants focus on 

the category claims. This was done using both a positive and negative approach, meaning that the 

retails sales assistants try to persuade the customer to get a hybrid and avoid mattresses that are not 

a hybrid. One can convince people to buy a hybrid by saying that the combination of coils and foam 

is positive or that a mattress with coils or foam alone is negative. There were no differentiating 

claims detected as the retail sales assistant did not use any arguments as to why one should purchase 
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one type of hybrid mattress over another. The assumption of the Account Manager was that there 

were no differentiating claims needed, due to the lack of perceived competitors of Tempur Hybrid 

on the Danish market.  

Taking the market maturity into consideration, the following hypotheses were developed by 

Adtomic: 

• Category communication dominates in new/immature markets 

• Differentiating communication becomes increasingly important over time as the category matures  

Adtomic’s concern was to balance between the category and the differentiating claims and to make 

a scalable concept that could be used in markets that are in different stages of maturity. According 

to Adtomic the use of category and differentiating claims should also depend on which stage of the 

sales funnel the potential buyer finds himself in. The sales funnel refers to the buying process that 

consumers go through when they are buying a new product or service. The assumption was that if 

one divides the sales funnel into three different stages, that there are different types of claims that 

are valuable at each of these stages: 

1. Considering a new mattress  

In this stage one would focus on category claims, where the aim is to drive relevance by connecting 

the category to key consumption needs and occasions.  

2. Finding the Tempur Hybrid mattress  

Here one would focus on both category and differentiating claims in order to engage and guide 

potential consumers by making the Tempur brand a beacon in target venues.  

3. Buying the Tempur Hybrid mattress  

This stage of the sales funnel calls for differentiating claims by encouraging shoppers and giving 

them a final reason to select and buy a Tempur Hybrid. 
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS 
3.1 Likelihood Of Transformational Advertising 
The factors indicating the likelihood of transformational advertising as presented by Swaminathan, 

Zinkhan and Reddy (1996) have been applied to Tempur Hybrid in order to see how likely it is to 

find either informational or transformational advertising in such a context. This allowed the 

researcher to get a better understanding on the specifics of the product and the market related and 

how this relates to the theory of transformational advertising before commencing with the 

systematic content analysis. In section 3.1.1 the researcher will go through the factors regarding 

product and consumer variables, being newness of the product, level of risk, tangibility, product 

conspicuousness and product involvement. In section 3.1.2 the market characteristics product 

homogeneity, technological stability and price elasticity are related to the case study. 

3.1.1 Product And Consumer Variables 

The first variable indicating the likelihood of transformational advertising is the newness of the 

product. In the case of new products advertising often tends to be more informational in order to 

educate consumers (Swaminathan, Zinkhan and Reddy, 1996). The Tempur Hybrid is a new 

product, although in an established product category, and one might therefore expect to find more 

informational advertising.  

Another variable for the likelihood of transformational advertising is the level of risk involved in 

the purchase. Bauer (1960) suggests that the search for information is an important risk-handling 

strategy. The need for information in the early stages of the life cycle when the risk associated with 

the product category is high points to the use of informational advertising (Swaminathan, Zinkhan 

and Reddy, 1996). The Tempur Hybrid is a new product type, but in an established category, which 

lowers the risk. It is however a very expensive product and often bought for long-term use, which 

again increases the level of risk associated with a purchase. Therefore, it is likely that people would 

want to look for more information before purchasing a Tempur Hybrid mattress and so one expects 

to find informational advertising with this level of risk.  
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The third factor is tangibility, which is the fundamental difference between products and services. 

Because services are performances, consumers cannot use their senses with services in the same 

way as in which consumers can sense products (Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry, 1985). Features 

and benefits of services can be difficult to communicate due to this intangibility and therefore 

transformational advertising is more likely to be used in order to give life to intangible service 

features (Swaminathan, Zinkhan and Reddy, 1996). The Tempur Hybrid has both tangible and 

intangible features and benefits as it is a tangible product, but it provides a sleep service with 

invisible benefits such as better rest and improved health on the long-term. So there is no specific 

likelihood of either informational or transformational advertising in this regard.  

Product conspicuousness refers to the intended communication role played by certain consumption 

decisions. People see possessions as a part or an extension of themselves and can therefore 

communicate who they are through their consumptions choices. A number of studies have focused 

on the product categories where there is a high congruence between self-image and images of the 

owned or desired products. These products such as cars, health and beauty products, beer, leisure 

products and activities, clothing and accessories, food products, cigarettes are called conspicuous 

products (Belk, Bahn and Mayer, 1982). One is likely to come across transformational advertising 

with conspicuous products as they provide a great opportunity to focus on image, feelings and 

emotions associated with the use or ownership of certain products (Swaminathan, Zinkhan and 

Reddy, 1996). A mattress is not expected to be a product that has a high congruency between self-

image and product image, partly because mattresses are not publicly displayed and therefore do not 

communicate their image or social status to others, although this is not a defining factor of 

conspicuous products, but also because of the purely functional purpose of a mattress.  

The last factor within product and consumer variables is product involvement. Krugman (1965) 

defines involvement as the number of conscious bridging experiences, connections or references per 

minute that the viewer makes between his own life and the stimulus. Some products are higher 

involvement (e.g. perfumes and cars) while others are low involvement (e.g. cleaning products). It 

is also possible to distinguish between ego-involvement products and cognitive-involvement 

products. A consumer is ego-involved when a consumer’s value system is engaged when purchasing 
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a product (Muncy & Hunt, 1984) and contributes to the use of transformational advertising. 

Cognitive involvement products on the other hand may have important consequences for the 

consumers and do not evoke such feelings during a purchase process and are likely to involve 

informational communication. Transformational advertisements for ego-involvement products are 

organised in meaningful ways as symbols for actual or ideal self-concept. So for example, in 

perfume advertising one would often appeal to emotions by showing a man or a woman the viewer 

wants to identify with. For cognitive-involvement products on the other hand, consumers require 

information to make a purchase decision (Swaminathan, Zinkhan and Reddy, 1996). The type of 

involvement consumers would have with the Tempur Hybrid is expected to be in between ego and 

cognitive as a mattress purchase can be related to values such as health, well-being and comfort, but 

it does not contribute to the building of the self-concept in the same way as a perfume or a car can. 

However, the overall product involvement is expected to be relatively high as the consumer 

undergoes a daily experience and a long-term relation with the product and therefore this factor 

makes a product like the Tempur Hybrid more likely to involve transformational advertising.  

3.1.2 Market Characteristics 

Market characteristics also influence the likelihood of transformational or informational advertising. 

One of these characteristics is product homogeneity. The greater the similarity between various 

brands, the more likely it is that one will find transformational advertising in order to build this 

brand distinctiveness. That is because with high product homogeneity reason does not play a large 

role (Swaminathan, Zinkhan and Reddy, 1996). Mattresses are highly similar to one another as they 

have a very specific functional purpose and so their product features do not differ to a great extent. 

Transformational advertising is therefore likely to appear in this product category.  

Technological stability is another market characteristic that can be a differentiating factor. In 

technologically turbulent markets, advertising tends to be highly informational stressing technical 

features or superiority of products (Swaminathan, Zinkhan and Reddy, 1996). Although Tempur 

focuses on communicating the innovative aspects of their products, one can still say that the 

mattress industry is a technologically stable market with few highly innovative changes, so this 

again increases the likelihood of transformational advertising.  
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The third market characteristic influencing the use of transformational versus informational 

advertising is price elasticity. Price elasticity indicates how sensitive consumers are to price in a 

particular market. This is important because markets with a highly elastic demand are driven by 

price rather than imagery (Swaminathan, Zinkhan and Reddy, 1996). This suggests the use of 

informational advertising in highly price elastic markets in order to stress price positioning. Price 

elasticity varies from product category to product category and the mattress category is rather 

elastic. One of the determinants of price elasticity is time, and since consumers are not likely need 

to replace a mattress overnight, but have plenty of time to shop around, the mattress category is 

rather elastic. Furthermore, the facts that there are many substitutes and that the high price tag is 

very high, both increase the price elasticity (Kerr, 2007). One might therefore expect more 

informational advertising in a price elastic market in order to stress the price position of the brand 

or product. However, the fact that Tempur has a high price positioning might actually encourage 

them to avoid disclosing this information in their advertisements and rather focus on 

transformational advertising. 

3.1.3 Sub-Conclusion 

Taking all the variables into account, three out of five products and consumer variables indicated a 

higher likelihood of informational advertising, one suggested a high likelihood of transformational 

advertising and one variable gave a neutral outcome. With regard to the market characteristics, two 

factors indicated a high likelihood of transformational advertising and one was inconclusive, but 

also leaning more towards the likelihood of transformational advertising. All in all, the researcher 

could conclude that there was a relatively equal chance of finding either transformational or 

informational advertising with this type of product and these market characteristics. The likelihood 

of transformational advertising in this case does not determine the actual transformational 

characteristics of this film and was simply assessed to gain a deeper understanding of the context of 

this case in relation to the theory. In the following section we will look at the three types of 

rhetorical proof that are present in the promotional film and see how this correlates to 

transformational advertising.  
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3.2 Stage 1 - Systematic Content Analysis  

3.2.1 Stage 1 - Systematic Content Analysis Part 1 

The piece of communication material that was subject to analysis was the Sleep Technology film 

for Tempur Hybrid which is a two minute long promotional film for the global market. The film is 

non-seasonal, which means that it is not tied to any specific event and can be used all year round. 

Although it is a supporting element to the launch of the Tempur Hybrid the lifespan of this film is 

more long-term as the purpose is not to communicate the launch itself, but rather to inform the 

audience of the technology behind the product. The target audience is twofold, consisting of end 

consumers as well as retail sales assistants. The platform on which this film will be shown is digital, 

both online as well as an integrated part of the mobile application for the training of retail sales 

assistants. The underlying assumption in this film is that people like both the responsive feel of 

coils and the comfort of foam, hence the combination of the two elements in one mattress is 

communicated. The film is divided up in two parts, the first and longest part being the animated 3D 

universe and the non-animated ending in which you see a real bedroom with a Tempur Hybrid 

mattress, which Adtomic refers to as the ‘tag-on’.  

Following the different stages of the sales funnel as presented earlier, one would expect this specific  

piece of communication material to fit in the third stage, buying the Tempur Hybrid mattress, as 

consumers would most likely have to search for information about Tempur online in order to find 

this film. Therefore this stage calls for differentiating claims. Though the film had some category 

claims, it was indeed mostly filled with differentiating claims focusing on the features and the 

quality of the technology that is in the Tempur Hybrid, which can give people the final reasons for 

selecting this particular product. So this film using the ‘get’ approach rather than the ‘avoid’ 

approach. 

Table 1 provides an overview of the systematic content analysis. Based on the interpretation of the 

raw data the following six overarching themes were identified: Modernity, Comfortability, 

Knowledgeability, Unearthliness, Longevity and Authority. The choice of these themes as well as 

their link to ethos, pathos and logos will be explained in the sections below.  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Type Raw data Overarching theme Type of rhetorical 
proof 

Written text Sleep Technology™ Knowledgeability Ethos 

by Tempur Knowledgeability/
comfortability

Ethos/pathos

Hybrid Modernity Ethos

2015 - 2000 - 1985 Longevity Ethos 

Unreadable text and numbers in the 
background

Knowledgeability Ethos

Certified space technology 
www.spacefoundation.org

Authority Ethos/logos

The only mattress and pillow recognised by 
NASA and certified by the Space Foundation

Authority Ethos/logos

Tempur® material + precision™ micro coils Modernity Ethos

Cold-drawn steel Knowledgeability Ethos

45 mm Knowledgeability Ethos 

7 turns Knowledgeability Ethos 

Compressed to 10 cm Knowledgeability Ethos 

Individually encased Micro Coils Modernity Ethos

Conforming to your body’s shape Comfortability Pathos

Support layer Comfortability Pathos

Reducing unwanted motion Comfortability Pathos

Extraordinary comfort Comfortability Pathos

Spoken words Our reputation as pioneers in sleep technology 
started thirty years ago when we created our 
signature Tempur material, an advanced 
viscoelastic foam created using NASA 
technology. 

Longevity/
knowledgeability 

Ethos

Tempur material became the foundation for our 
range of mattresses and pillows and changed 
the way the world sleeps. 

Authority Ethos/pathos

So it is no surprise that springs were never 
really our thing. 

Knowledgeability Ethos

Then our sleep scientists became curious: 
could we offer the responsive feel of a spring 
mattress, with the unparalleled comfort of 
Tempur high performance material? The 
answer is yes. 

Comfortability/
knowledgeability

Pathos/ethos

Type
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Introducing Hybrid, a revolutionary 
combination of advanced Tempur material and 
precision micro coils made from state-of-the-
art cold-drawn steel. 

Knowledgeability Ethos/pathos

Each precision micro coil has a diameter of 45 
millimetres, is wound to 7 turns and 
compressed to 10 centimetres, an ideal 
stiffness to maximise response and comfort.  

Comfortability/
knowledgeability 

Pathos/ethos

Each is individually encased so can move 
independently to conform to your body’s shape 
and react as you move. 

Comfortability/
knowledgeability  

Pathos/ethos

Directly above a support layer allowing Hybrid 
to return quickly to its original form, enhancing 
responsiveness and helping to reduce unwanted 
motion. 

Comfortability/
knowledgeability

Pathos/ethos

On the surface, Tempur material relieves 
pressure, gently supporting your weight to 
offer extraordinary comfort, night after night. 

Comfortability/
knowledgeability

Pathos/ethos

We even designed a cover with a smart climate 
system that wicks away moisture and delivers 
cool to the touch comfort, which you can wash 
by simply unzipping the top fabric. 

Comfortability Pathos

Tempur Hybrid. We have reinvented the 
mattress. Again. 

Knowledgeability Ethos

Experience our latest innovation in your 
nearest store. 

Knowledgeability Ethos

Elements of 
sound 

Swooshing sound Unearthliness  Pathos

Piano music Unearthliness Pathos

Soft cymbal sounds Unearthliness Pathos

String instruments Unearthliness Pathos

Visual elements Typeface sans serif Modernity Ethos 

Circles and dots with lines connecting them Unearthliness Ethos

Timeline Longevity Ethos

Graphic illustration of a mattress in an 
illuminative green colour

Modernity Ethos

White dots scattered over a dark blue-green 
background

Unearthliness Ethos

Graphic illustration of the earth Unearthliness Ethos

Graphic illustration of coils with a layer of 
small circles above in an illuminative green 
colour

Modernity Ethos

Raw data Overarching theme Type of rhetorical 
proof 

Type
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Table 1: Systematic content analysis 

Modernity 

Modernity was indicated through words that are characterised by their technological sophistication 

like ‘Hybrid’ and ‘precision™ micro coils’. Visually, modernity was represented through a 

simplistic, yet high-tech design of the mattress and mattress elements. The illuminative green colour 

that was used for the graphic illustrations added to this feeling of modernity and technological 

Rays of light Unearthliness Ethos/pathos

Two streams of light meeting and merging 
together 

Unearthliness Ethos/pathos

Graphic illustration of individually encased 
coils 

Modernity Ethos

Non-graphic dark grey and white Tempur 
mattress on a bed without mattress cover with 
pillows and blankets draped over the mattress. 
The rest of the room is minimalistic and light 
with design furniture and a fireplace. 

Modernity Ethos 

Elements of 
movement

Moving shapes Knowledgeability Ethos

Changing numbers Knowledgeability Ethos

A spiral circling upwards Modernity Ethos

Round moving shapes on a round, turning grid 
figure 

Knowledgeability Ethos

Grid with changing numbers Knowledgeability Ethos

Graphic illustration of casing sliding over coils Modernity Ethos

Graphic illustration of the Tempur Hybrid 
mattress with the various layers coming 
together 

Modernity Ethos

Moving and curving line following the shape 
of a graphic illustration of a woman’s body 

Comfortability Pathos

Light flash moving over the mattress Modernity Ethos

Graphic illustration of arrows curving and 
moving upward out of the mattress 

Modernity Ethos

Graphic illustration of mattress moving to the 
background, so an image of a non-graphic 
Tempur bed appears 

Modernity Ethos

Camera sliding over the side of a Tempur 
Hybrid

Modernity Ethos

Raw data Overarching theme Type of rhetorical 
proof 

Type
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advancement. Modernity was furthermore indicated through the sans serif typeface that is, perhaps 

subconsciously, correlated to modernity. Fonts play on our archetypical perceptions of design to 

influence how we feel (Montenegro, 2015) and the font type in this advertisement cleverly adds to 

the idea that Tempur Hybrid is a highly modern mattress. The theme modernity was grouped under 

ethos as modernity can lead to credibility and respect by indicating that Tempur is following or even 

leading modern technological developments. However, some of the raw data grouped under 

modernity, like the elements of movement ‘A spiral circling upwards’ and ‘Graphic illustration of 

casing sliding over coils’ could also be said to imitate logos as they seem to constitute a visual 

illustration of scientific research (more about the imitation of logos can be read under 

Knowledgeability).  

Comfortability  

Data that was grouped under the theme comfortability underpinned the statement of the mattress 

being supportive, conforming and easy to use. Words like ‘comfort’, ’gently’ and ‘relieves’ evoke 

feelings of comfortability and the word ‘extraordinary’ in ‘extraordinary comfort’ is almost 

hyperbolic as it exaggerates the feeling of comfort. The graphic illustration of a woman’s body fully 

conforming to the shape of the mattress implies the same comfortability. Also, the elements of 

sound like the soft piano music supported this theme and even the brand name Tempur itself has a 

sense of comfort to it, as the word ‘temper’ can mean ‘calmness of mind’ (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). 

However, this last point might not be perceived similarly by all viewers, as it depends on the 

familiarity with the meaning of the noun. The reason that comfortability was linked to pathos was 

because it directly links to the interests of the audience and can evoke an emotional response, 

though the appeal to the needs of the consumer seems stronger here than the appeal to their 

emotions.  

Unearthliness 

The researcher attached the theme unearthliness to the elements that had an extraterrestrial feel to 

them. The string instruments in the advertisement give a sense of the revelation of heaven and also 

the other musical elements add to this feeling of airiness: the swooshing sounds that resemble the 

wind and the piano music that makes the viewer feel light and calm. Furthermore, the graphic 
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illustration of the earth; the circles and dots that are connected resembling zodiac signs and the 

white dots scattered over a dark blue-green background indicating a star-scattered space make the 

viewer feel like the brand and product are transcendent. The two streams of light that meet in the 

middle represent the benefits of the spring mattress and the benefits of the foam mattress meeting 

each other. Together these streams of light seem to create a synergy, an unearthly combination: the 

Hybrid. As mentioned earlier, the secondary market research performed by Adtomic showed that 

none of the competitors were differentiating their product by communicating the synergy created by 

combining the components of the hybrid. This specific Sleep Technology film clearly did do that, 

by creating the impression of a product that is better than the sum of its parts. Unearthliness was 

often defined as ethos, as the unearthly position indicates expertise and therewith gains respect. 

However, it also has a very strong appeal to pathos as many of these elements have a feeling of 

grandeur.  

Longevity 

In the advertisement a backwards moving timeline is shown with the years 2015 - 2000 - 1985. The 

voice-over says: “Our reputation as pioneers in sleep technology started thirty years ago when we 

created our signature Tempur material, an advanced viscoelastic foam created using NASA 

technology”. All these elements show how long Tempur has been on the market and how long ago 

their signature foam was developed, indicating the longevity of both the brand and its unique selling 

point. The reason that longevity was categorised as ethos, was because longevity indicates a solid 

level of establishment, which can help reassure potential customers of the brand’s ethos. People 

tend to think that if a company has managed to stay on the market this long, they must do 

something right, hence enhancing credibility.  

Authority 

There were several elements that indicated Tempur's authority. The text reading ‘Certified space 

technology www.spacefoundation.org’ and ‘The only mattress and pillow recognised by NASA and 

certified by the Space Foundation’ both give the brand a strong certification. The Space Foundation 

and even more so NASA are held in high regard as authorities and a certification or recognition 

from these organisations helps Tempur gain authority. Tempur’s spoken claim that “Tempur 
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material became the foundation for our range of mattresses and pillows and changed the way the 

world sleeps” shows their self-assigned authority as they state that they are able to change how the 

whole world sleeps. However, this claim can also indicate knowledgeability as they claim to have 

the ability to make this change. Authority has been categorised under ethos as it gives credibility 

and respect to a brand. Arguments that relate to the ethos of another associated brand, like the 

certification and recognition of NASA and the Space Foundation, are also called sponsored ethos 

(M. Kiholm, personal communication, April 3, 2016). Tempur’s statement that it has “…changed 

the way the world sleeps” was also labeled as a pathos argument, as changing the world evokes 

feelings of grandeur and can make the viewer feel excited.  

Knowledgeability 

Tempur is a relatively well-known mattress brand, which helps give viewers a certain sense of trust. 

Sleep Technology™ is the trademarked name that Tempur has for the technology that goes into 

their products. This gives Tempur a high sense of knowledgeability, which is further supported by 

written text like ‘cold-drawn steel’, ’45 mm’, ‘7 turns’ and ‘compressed to 10 cm’. The voice-over 

indicates that these factors create “an ideal stiffness to maximise response and comfort”. These 

factors do not really say much as their validity cannot be determined by the viewer, but seem to be 

mentioned merely to show the science and knowledge that goes behind the manufacturing of a 

Tempur mattress and make the product appear more complex, hence they fall under ethos. They 

however also appeal to a sense of logos as they sound like facts, but pure logos is based on research 

and undeniable facts, which inductively or deductively cannot be argued against. Therefore, these 

arguments are only imitating logos (M. Kiholm, personal communication, April 3, 2016).  

“Introducing Hybrid, a revolutionary combination of advanced Tempur material and precision 

micro coils made from state-of-the-art cold-drawn steel” is a statement that shows Tempur has the 

knowledge to create a revolutionary product built with state-of-the-art materials. The words ‘sleep 

scientist’ in the sentence “Then our sleep scientists became curious: could we offer the responsive 

feel of a spring mattress, with the unparalleled comfort of Tempur high performance material? The 

answer is yes.” indicate a certain level of knowledgeability, as it is not expected that there are many 

mattress companies that would employ their own scientists. Posing this question implies that 
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Tempur has managed to achieve something very difficult and innovative and they assure the viewer 

of their success by firmly stating the answer ‘yes’. Using the word ‘again’ in “Tempur Hybrid. We 

have reinvented the mattress. Again.” implies that Tempur is such a knowledgeable company that 

they managed to reinvent the mattress multiple times. The word ‘innovation in “Experience our 

latest innovation in your nearest store” showed the same kind of revolutionising knowledge, but this 

sentence also gives a sense of convenience to the viewer by knowing you can find Tempur Hybrid 

nearby. Knowledgeability was furthermore reflected in the film through changing numbers and 

shapes suggesting complex technology behind the making of the mattress.  

The reason that knowledgeability supports ethos is because, just like authority, it gives credibility to 

a brand. One could also argue that the visual elements indicating complex technology imitate logos, 

as they support the sense of scientific research and facts. The words ‘revolutionary’ and ‘state-of-

the-art’ in “Introducing Hybrid, a revolutionary combination of advanced Tempur material and 

precision micro coils made from state-of-the-art cold-drawn steel” appeal to pathos as it makes the 

viewer feel impressed. 

3.2.2 Stage 1 - Systematic Content Analysis Part 2 

In many occasions there was an overlap between the overarching themes and the three types of 

rhetorical proof, showing that logos, ethos and pathos are interdependent. In Table 2 one can find an 

overview of the rhetorical proof found in the systematic content analysis related to the type of raw 

data and the six overarching themes as identified in Part 1 of the systematic content analysis. In the 

following sections the researcher will further analyse the content of the film related to the three 

types of rhetorical proof: ethos, pathos and logos.  

 

Overarching 
theme

Ethos Pathos Logos 

Written text Modernity III

Comfortability IIII

Knowledgeability IIII II

Unearthliness

Overarching 
theme
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Table 2: Tally of the different types of rhetorical proof in the systematic content analysis 

Longevity I

Authority II II

Spoken words Modernity

Comfortability IIII I

Knowledgeability IIII IIII I

Unearthliness

Longevity I

Authority I I

Elements of sound Modernity

Comfortability

Knowledgeability

Unearthliness IIII

Longevity

Authority

Visual elements Modernity IIII

Comfortability

Knowledgeability

Unearthliness IIII II

Longevity I

Authority

Elements of 
movement

Modernity IIII II

Comfortability I

Knowledgeability IIII

Unearthliness

Longevity

Authority

Ethos Pathos Logos Overarching 
theme
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Ethos 

Ethos was the dominant type of rhetorical proof in this analytical break-down and was more based 

on expertise and knowledge than on moral competence. Building ethos takes time and effort and is 

especially important in cases where there is room for doubt (Crowley & Hawhee, 2004) and as the 

mattress industry is not built on exact knowledge it is not surprising to find this level of ethos in the 

film. As explained in the theoretical framework, the three ways a speaker can persuade listeners of 

his credibility are through the display of practical intelligence, a virtuous character, and goodwill 

(Rhet. 2.1, 1378a6ff.). In this film one finds all three premises. Practical intelligence is the most 

apparent of the three and is mostly displayed through the data categorised under Knowledgeability, 

but also through Modernity, Longevity, Authority and even Unearthliness. Tempur’s virtue is less 

apparent, but still shown through the honesty about that “springs were never really our thing”. The 

company’s goodwill could be read in their care for the end-consumer (Comfortability), of which the 

arguments often use the word ‘you’ which can make the viewer feel like Tempur has the interests of 

the consumer at heart. Moreover, one can read goodwill in the fact that Tempur wants to innovate 

people’s sleeping experience. Despite the fact that many companies communicate their care for the 

consumer’s well-being externally, their ethics can be questioned as they have an ulterior motive to 

do so considering they want to sell their products and services. It is an advertiser’s job to convince 

people to buy a certain product or service, but if they would deceive people into buying their 

products or services by using clever, but fallacious and deceptive arguments they are sophists 

(Duke, n.d.). In the case of Tempur Hybrid, it can be questioned how much truth there is behind the 

mattress technology as the arguments imitating logos could be forms of pseudoscientific evidence. 

Pathos 

Pathos represents an appeal to the emotions of the audience and can be accomplished by a hook: a 

personal anecdote, a metaphor, storytelling or by passion in the delivery of the speech or writing, as 

determined by the audience (Boundless, 2016). Pathos was a slightly less common form of 

rhetorical proof in the film, although according to Shea it often has the strongest appeal. Pathos was 

shown through arguments categorised under Comfortability as well as Unearthliness. The grand 

music is likely to have served the purpose of adding pathos to an overall rather non-pathetic film 

(M. Kiholm, personal communication, April 3, 2016). Music can serve as a powerful tool to evoke 
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certain feelings in order to create an emotional bond and persuade the viewer of the speaker’s 

suggestions. Other appeals to the emotions of the audience were achieved through storytelling about 

Tempur’s history as well as personal anecdotes like: “Then our sleep scientists became curious: 

could we offer the responsive feel of a spring mattress, with the unparalleled comfort of Tempur 

high performance material? The answer is yes.” of which the words ‘sleep scientists’ will probably 

leave many viewers impressed. These type of arguments that leave the viewer in awe help create a 

feeling of desire, which is likely to increase sales. Furthermore, the tone of voice of the man doing 

the voice-over gives a general sense of passion from Tempur about what they do.  

Logos 

Logos can be appealed to through inductive logic and through deductive logic (Wheeler, 2016).  

As can be seen in Table 2, it became apparent through the analytical break-down of the Sleep 

Technology film for Hybrid that logos was the type of rhetorical proof that was hardly present and 

the only arguments that were categorised as having some logos were related to external 

organisations (NASA and the Space Foundation). An explanation for the lack of logos could be that 

using logos could bring the kind of scrutiny that argues against a purchase decision (Shea, n.d.), 

because perhaps the different features and materials do not provide a better sleeping experience and 

they are presenting pseudo-scientific evidence. Another suggestion for this lack of logos could be 

that mattresses are functional products in which case highly informational advertising would not be 

very inspiring. Logos can be quite heavy and boring. The arguments that were imitating logos were 

classified under ethos as the researcher interpreted those as being there to make the speaker look 

more credible, trustworthy and respectable. It is possible that these arguments were based on 

rhetorical forms of reasoning, enthymemes, in which the speaker uses the audience’s general 

assumptions to leave out parts of the logical argument (Edlund, n.d.). On the other hand, it is not to 

be expected that people possess over such assumptions in order to make a logical reasoning. 

Another subtle form of logos can be to present counterarguments as to why to choose one product 

over its competitor (Shea, n.d.). There were no counterarguments presented as to why one should 

choose Tempur Hybrid over a competitive product. A reason for this could be that this enhances 

their ethos as it shows confidence in themselves and their products. Furthermore, there are 

relatively few competitors out there for Tempur, which diminishes the need to defend their position. 
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3.2.3 Sub-Conclusion 

In Part 1 of the systematic content analysis found six overarching themes: modernity, 

comfortability, knowledgeability, unearthliness, longevity and authority. These themes could be 

related to the three different types of rhetorical proof, which made clear that the promotional film 

contained a lot of ethos, quite a lot of pathos, but very little logos. As mentioned earlier, 

informational advertisements have a strong link to logos as the foundation of this type of ads is built 

on relevant facts and verifiable data, but in transformational ads one will often find a blend of ethos, 

pathos and logos, because affecting a consumer’s experience is more difficult to achieve than 

describing facts and data and so it requires more types of rhetorical proof. 

There were however a lot of communication elements that were imitating logos. High technology 

names of features, a listing of various facts about the material as well as visual and moving 

elements indicating complex technology all were labelled as an imitation of logos. These factors did 

not really say much as their validity cannot be determined by the viewer, but seemed to have been 

mentioned merely to show the science and knowledge that goes behind the manufacturing of a 

Tempur mattress and make the product appear more complex. It can be questioned how much truth 

there is behind the mattress technology as the arguments imitating logos could be forms of pseudo-

scientific evidence.  

The overshadowing of both ethos and pathos in this film indicates that the promotional film might 

be stronger in its transformational than in its informational abilities. However, for an advertisement 

to be considered transformational it must alter the experience from the audience’s perspective and 

therefore it is not possible to establish to true level of transformational ability of this film. In Stage 

2 of the analysis the researcher wanted to find out if the agency was aiming at an informational or 

transformational purpose and what the intention was regarding the use of the three types of 

rhetorical proof to this purpose. Furthermore, the researcher wanted to find out the reasoning behind 

the lack of logos and the use of logos-imitating claims.  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3.3 Stage 2 - Expert Interviews  
Based on the outcome of Stage 1 of the analysis the researcher was able to formulate relevant 

interview questions about the use of rhetoric in the film. The expert interviews formed the 

foundation for Stage 2 of the analysis in which the researcher wanted to find out if the agency was 

aiming at an informational or transformational purpose and what the intention was regarding the use 

of the three types of rhetorical proof. Following the method of thematic analysis as described in 

Chapter 2, Table 3 shows an overview of the relation between the descriptive coding, the 

interpretive coding, with a more lengthy explanation of this interpretive coding, and the overarching 

theoretical themes. As can be seen in this scheme, ethos, pathos and logos are recognised in pairs or 

triples in the answers given by the interviewees underpinning the earlier mention of the 

interrelatedness of the three types of rhetorical proof. Although the three types of rhetorical proof 

and the data connected to them cannot be fully separated, the researcher tried to extract out the 

information from the interview data in relation to ethos, pathos and logos. The colour coding as can 

be seen in Table 3 was part of the analysis to recognise the various types of rhetorical proof in the 

interview transcripts. Based on the interview data the following interpretive claims could be 

formulated, which will be discussed in Chapter 4: 

• The communication in this film has a predominantly rational appeal in order to gain credibility 

• Brand image and price positioning reinforce one another and define the target consumer and are 

supported by the Sexy Performance visual universe 

• Besides the use of a more universal way of communicating, the only influence of location is 

language adaption 

• Communication through storytelling helps the audience go on a journey and makes information 

more appealing  

• The brand personality displayed through communication affects the audience’s willingness to 

listen 

• The emotional appeal is inferior to the rational appeal and serves to make the rationale more 

interesting 

• The film is meant to make people feel proud for having a Tempur Hybrid by making them believe 

in the product 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Table 3: Coding scheme for the thematic analysis of the interviews 

Descriptive coding Interpretive coding Explanation interpretive coding Type of rhetorical 
proof

informing credibility The communication in this film has a 
predominantly rational appeal in order to gain 
credibility

Logos 
Ethos

RSA training

sleep technology

hybrid brief

legal

competitive differentiation

credibility

research

truthful messaging

price positioning

longevity

visuals premium Brand image and price positioning reinforce 
one another and define the target consumer and 
are supported by the Sexy Performance visual 
universe

Ethos 
Pathos

brand image

price positioning

consumers

music

markets market adaption Besides the use of a more universal way of 
communicating, the only influence of location 
is language adaption

Pathos

language

story telling communication through 
storytelling

Communication through storytelling helps the 
audience go on a journey and makes 
information more appealing 

Pathos

brand personality brand personality appeal The brand personality displayed through 
communication affects the audience’s 
willingness to listen

Ethos

emotions emotional appeal The emotional appeal is inferior to the rational 
appeal and serves to make the rationale more 
interesting

Pathos

product experience pride and belief The film is meant to make people feel proud 
for having a Tempur Hybrid by making them 
believe in the product

Pathos
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION  
The purpose of the research was to analyse how an advertising agency strategically uses rhetoric to 

an informational and/or transformational purpose. This research was designed based on the premise 

that there is a relationship between transformational advertising and rhetoric which was derived 

from existing literature, but here the researcher tried to gain an understanding of the practical 

connection by studying a specific case. The findings of this research are depending on a multitude 

of factors, including the agency, the client, the campaign and the specific piece of communication 

material that was subject to study. In the following sections the researcher will discuss the 

interpretive claims and the findings of the study according to their relation to the three types of 

rhetorical proof.  

4.1 Ethos 
Interpretive code 1: The communication in this film has a predominantly rational appeal in order to 

gain credibility 

The first interpretive code categorised under ethos was that the communication in the film has a 

predominantly rational appeal in order to gain credibility. According to the CEO, it is not possible 

to make the argumentation that Tempur and the Tempur Hybrid are better than other brands or 

mattresses. That causal connection cannot be made and claiming to be better can actually even harm 

a brand’s credibility. However, a brand can claim that they are different by informing the audience 

of the brand’s and product’s unique selling points as is done in this film through the differentiating 

claims. The CEO refers to the Sleep Technology films as credential communication. Due to the high 

price of a Tempur mattress as well as their positioning as a performance brand they need to prove 

their qualifications. Tempur took a much more emotional approach in the past by communicating 

the brand from a wellness perspective. This was for example visualised by three rocks placed on a 

Tempur mattress. However, this did not explain the price positioning and it was not rational at all. 

The CEO compared it to a LandRover and mentioned that the image is important, but consumers 

also need to believe that it is the best terrain vehicle. You need information about the specific 

characteristics of the car in order to believe in the product. Both the CEO and the Creative Director 
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said that it is not even important that people remember every detail or even that they understand it 

all. Most people would not know what it means to have cold drawn springs, for example, but the 

detail of the argumentation sends a signal about Tempur being a credible brand.  

One of the challenges that the interviewees mentioned was to justify Tempur’s use of springs. Since 

Tempur has always sold foam mattresses and now they all of a sudden introduced springs this could 

make people wonder about Tempur’s motivations and doubt their credibility. People could interpret 

it as a strategic move just to be able to financially exploit the market potential, which is a challenge 

that commercial brands have to deal with. Communicating that they know that they still are a foam 

company, but just want to innovate sleep might help persuade the audience of Tempur’s virtuosity. 

Adtomic wanted to explain this and state that even though “springs were never really our thing” 

Tempur just wanted to create an even better mattress by combining the qualities of foam and 

springs, which is their latest innovation. Tempur’s claim to be an innovative brand is something that 

has to be proven, according to the Account Manager, since the word innovation is used quite 

commonly and it becomes an empty claim without the argumentation to back it up. Moreover, it is 

communicated that all of the materials in the Hybrid are of great quality by explaining the history 

behind the signature foam as well as the specifications of the micro coils that are used, proving 

Tempur’s practical intelligence. Furthermore, the fact that the film does not come across like a sales 

tool by focusing on informing the audience and not selling and the use of a voice-over that sounds 

calm and confident also contributes to the virtuosity and thereby the ethos of Tempur. The clear 

emphasis on ethos in the film is not very surprising as it is the type of rhetorical proof that takes 

most time and effort to establish (Crowley & Hawhee, 2004). 

Interpretive code 2: Brand image and price positioning reinforce one another and define the target 

consumer and are supported by the Sexy Performance visual universe 

The second interpretive claim was that brand image and price positioning reinforce one another and 

define the target consumer and are supported by the Sexy Performance visual universe. This 

interpretive code was grouped under both ethos and pathos as it appealed to both types of rhetorical 

proof. The challenge for Tempur is that consumers can buy a mattress at one tenth the price of a 
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Tempur and so their price positioning requires justification, but it also reinforces their image as a 

premium brand. The target consumer is defined by their ability to afford a Tempur mattress and the 

importance they attach to the performance of their mattress. The agency also believed that people 

who care this much about their sleep would put a lot of time and effort into researching their 

potential purchase, creating the need for this Sleep Technology film. Tempur’s performance focus 

means that inside their products there is a certain level of technology, which is believed to make the 

product perform better. They need to use rational arguments to back up their performance claims 

and their price positioning. Luxury brands on the other hand involve more emotional purchases. 

The Copy Writer mentioned that the jargon used in the film helps reassure people that they are 

dealing with experts. Experts are people who have practical intelligence and this is one of the 

prerequisites to persuade people of the speaker’s ethos (Rhet. 2.1, 1378a6ff.). The visual universe 

with its technological, yet poetic look and feel as described under Modernity, Unearthliness and 

Knowledgeability in the systematic content analysis was defined as Sexy Performance by Tempur. 

This visual universe contributed to the establishment of ethos as it reflects the brand image and 

shows the effort that has gone into the making of the film, making the consumer feel like they are 

getting something special.  

Interpretive code 3: The brand personality displayed through communication affects the audience’s 

willingness to listen 

The researcher made a third interpretive claim connected to ethos, which was that brand personality 

displayed through communication affects the audience’s willingness to listen. It was mentioned that 

the film was not meant to feel like a sales tool, but to inform people from a knowledgeability 

stance. Adtomic changed the person doing the voice-over from someone who sounded a little too 

sales-like to someone who was able to convey this sense of authority, confidence and 

knowledgeability they were trying to bring across. The Copy Writer explained that if you come 

across as completely confident in what you are selling, it shows that you have done your research 

and it permeates so other people feed off that confidence. This makes people feel better placed to 

accept whatever it is you are telling them. According to the Creative Director you have a much 

higher chance of getting and keeping someone’s attention if you have a pleasant personality and 
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provide relevant information, than if you come across as an intrusive seller. Brand personality is 

important when you are selling. 

4.2 Pathos 
Interpretive code 1: Brand image and price positioning reinforce one another and define the target 

consumer and are supported by the Sexy Performance visual universe 

The first interpretive statement which was made based on the data from the interviews regarding 

pathos was that brand image and price positioning reinforce one another and define the target 

consumer and are supported by the Sexy Performance visual universe. From the interviews it 

became clear that the agency's employees who were working on the Tempur account used their gut 

feeling more than factual market insights in regard to target group appeal. This was in coherence 

with the researcher’s observations at the agency. The Copy Writer stated: “I keep in mind my 

understanding of the market on a whole. It is from research I have done elsewhere or even from 

people I know. I can imagine people I know who would be the Tempur customer”. The obvious 

benefits of avoiding extensive target group research are that it saves both time and money, which is 

an advantage in the fast-paced and competitive advertising industry. Moreover, the agency can 

focus more on their specific skills instead of spending time and effort on conducting research. 

None of the interviewees really seemed to know much about the client determined target group 

called the Active Optimists, because they felt that it was not suitable as a communication target 

group as it was based on lifestyle. This emotional lifestyle approach simply did not fit the rational 

performance image of Tempur. Considering the length of time Adtomic has worked with the client it 

is to be expected that they developed a certain level of understanding of Tempur and their target 

group appeals. So instead of targeting a specific consumer profile they simply created 

communication that supported Tempur’s premium brand positioning and performance focus. People 

are not buying a Tempur Hybrid because of their lifestyle, but because they care so much about 

their sleep that they can justify spending this amount of money on a mattress. These people were 

referred to as Sleep Believers or Sleep Sufferers depending on their reasoning for the importance 

they attach to sleep. These people have quite a strong relationship with their beds. However, not all 
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Sleep Believers and Sufferers have the disposable income to purchase a Tempur and therefore it 

becomes a socio-economically defined self selection target group. This is also the desirable brand 

positioning of Tempur since it gives a certain kind of exclusivity. 

The visual universe of the film needed to support Tempur’s premium positioning and provide a 

balance to the scientific side of the film and make it more appealing. It was expected that there are 

people who will remember the beauty and premium quality of the film when they come face to face 

with the brand. The Creative Director made an analogy with beer labels saying that if you have a 

bottle of beer with a beautifully designed label, the beer tastes better. If you would remove the label 

or have a non-appealing label, the beer tastes less good. These visual aspects add to the 

consumption experience. 

Interpretive code 2: The film is meant to make people feel proud for having a Tempur Hybrid by 

making them believe in the product  

The second interpretive statement connected to pathos was that the film is meant to make people 

feel proud for having a Tempur Hybrid by making them believe in the product. All interviewees 

mentioned that they think the film will make consumers feel special for having this mattress. The 

CEO suggests that with Tempur being a performance brand, consumers buy their mattresses 

because they think they are useful. The arguments provided in external communication will have an 

influential effect, because people will try to notice the positive aspects that have been pointed out to 

them. Even if they were slightly let down by the product, they would not want to admit it, because 

they have convinced themselves that it is a better product than something else on the market. 

Especially with more expensive products people try to justify their purchases to themselves and to 

others. So there is a rationalisation process that occurs to protect the purchase of the high-priced 

product. However, the CEO stated in the interview that there are not made any promises in the film. 

It is not explicitly stated that the mattress will make you sleep better or that the features and 

materials are better than the competitors’, but people make these mental leaps during their 

rationalisation process. According to the Creative Director people can play tricks on their own 

mind. He believes that people will remember the feeling they got when they saw the film 
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influencing how they experience the mattress, which he referred to as a psychosomatic occurrence. 

Therefore people might get excited when they first see and experience the product after watching 

the film. 

Interpretive code 3: Besides the use of a more universal way of communicating, the only influence 

of location is language adaption 

The third interpretive claim under pathos was that besides the use of a more universal way of 

communicating, the only influence that location has is language adaption. From the interview with 

the Account Manager it became clear that translation was the only aspect that differentiated the 

communication in different markets. However, the Creative Director also said they had thought 

about how to make the communication international. So, for example, it was important to avoid too 

much humour to ensure that the communication would work in a lot of different countries and 

cultures.  

Interpretive code 4: Communication through storytelling helps the audience go on a journey and 

makes information more appealing  

The fourth interpretive claim is that communication through storytelling helps the audience go on a 

journey and makes information more appealing. So one of the ways the agency tried to create 

emotional resonance was through storytelling, which is a typical way to establish pathos 

(Boundless, 2016). The story about the brand and their signature foam helps lead the audience’s 

interpretation even though the CEO claims that nobody will be really able to feel a difference 

between the various viscoelastic foam materials. The agency proposed to move Tempur into the 

storytelling type of communication and the CEO made an analogy with a luxury restaurant visit 

during which the chefs explain at the table what they have made and tell the story behind the 

ingredients. People believe that it tastes better even though most of the time they actually cannot 

taste the difference, but the storytelling helps them interpret the experience differently. Generally, 

people believe the stories they are told, which is what makes advertising so effective. However, the 

researcher believes that there are some crucial differences between a luxury restaurant visit and a 
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mattress, which makes it impossible to compare them on equal terms. A luxury restaurant visit is an 

experience that only lasts a few hours and the storytelling is done directly followed by the 

consumption experience and all the senses are stimulated through the taste of the food, the smells, 

the music and noise, the feeling of the food in your mouth and the food presentation. Therefore a 

luxury restaurant experience is likely to evoke a stronger emotional response. Mattresses serve a 

much more functional purpose in which the senses are not stimulated as much and there is a longer 

timespan between the storytelling and the use of the product. However, the researcher does see 

some similarities in that both cases use storytelling as a way to increase the perceived benefit of the 

product or service. The storytelling can be an important part of transformational advertising and 

change the experience so the food tastes better or the mattress feels more comfortable. Also logos 

imitating arguments and the ethos elements signalling longevity and knowledgeability among other 

things were made part of the storytelling. The background story of Tempur and their signature 

viscoelastic foam is being retold in every Sleep Technology film, because it is what the agency 

wants the audience to remember.  

Interpretive code 5: The emotional appeal is inferior to the rational appeal and serves to make the 

rationale more interesting 

The fifth interpretive claim was that the emotional appeal is inferior to the rational appeal and 

serves to make the rationale more interesting. According to Aristotle, a speaker’s ability to bring the 

audience to a certain state of mind largely depends on knowing the definition of every significant 

emotion, because the speaker is then able to highlight such characteristics of a case to evoke this 

emotion in the audience (Rapp, 2010). However, in this case none of the interviewees could 

mention a specific emotion that was attempted to evoke in the audience and they all felt that the 

emotional appeal was secondary to the rational appeal. The Account Manager said that there was a 

clear difference between the Sleep Technology films and the earlier Weightless campaign that was 

done for Tempur. Weightless was meant to have a strong emotional appeal, whereas in the Sleep 

Technology films the emotional aspects were only meant to provide a balance to the informational 

aspects of the film and make it more interesting. During the interview the CEO mentioned that the 

choice of audio-visual communication was important, as this would not be something that people 
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would want to read. Film allowed the communication to be more emotionally appealing since it 

gave the opportunity to include music, a voice-over and visuals, which were elements that carried a 

lot of pathos. The music was like a juxtaposition against the technology as it sounded calm, organic 

and spacious. Furthermore, it had a pace which would not distract the audience. The visual universe 

had a dreamlike quality and nighttime feel to it which the Copy Writer explained was achieved 

through darkness, stars and constellations. The working title Tempur had for the visual language 

was Sexy Performance. This meant that the masculinity of the heavy information was made more 

feminine and poetic, which made the overall film different and refreshing compared to more 

traditional mattress advertising. The combination of masculinity and femininity also relates to the 

statements by the CEO and the Creative Director that the purchase of a mattress constitutes a social 

buying situation. It is something that couples decide on together and so it is important to appeal to 

both men and women. This film assists in the rationalisation process that goes on between two 

people when they are looking for arguments to convince themselves and each other. 

4.3 Logos 
Interpretive code 1: The communication in this film has a predominantly rational appeal in order to 

gain credibility 

A lot of the interpretive claims presented in Stage 2 of the analysis are referring to the informational 

intentions of the film. The agency’s goal with the Sleep Technology film made for Tempur Hybrid 

was to inform the audience, but as was shown in Stage 1 of the analysis there was hardly no logos 

in the film. The only interpretive claim that could be made in connection with logos is that the 

communication in this film has a predominantly rational appeal in order to gain credibility, which 

was also grouped under ethos.  

One of the purposes of the Sleep Technology films was to train the retail sales assistants by 

informing them about the products. However, according to the agency, the details of the materials 

and features are not what is most important for the retail sales assistants to know. Generally, it is 

more important that they can tell a story about the product. Furthermore, the agency thought it was 

important that the trade knew that the core of the brand had not changed in order not to lose 
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credibility. The second purpose of the Sleep Technology films was to provide people with rational 

argumentations for the purchase. All of the interviewees were very clear on this informational 

purpose of the film. The purchase of a mattress is not impulsive as it is something expensive and it 

is bought once every so many years and therefore consumers look for information. Now more than 

ever, people have access to facts and they are much less wiling to accept information at face value. 

It was important to justify Tempur’s premium positioning through rational argumentation regarding 

the research and technology. The CEO gave an example about Nike, a premium brand with a great 

image, but which did not focus enough on their performance aspects and therefore did not rationally 

convince the audience that they had a better product and lost out on sales. By rationally explaining 

the performance aspects of a brand or product you can give the brand credibility and the audience 

an excuse to buy the product despite the higher price positioning.  

There was even much more information and research data available from Tempur and one of their 

sleep scientists, but the agency had to cut down to not overload the audience with heavy 

information. The Copy Writer made an analogy with the purchase of a car, because when you 

purchase a car you will not listen to all the specifications. You just want to know that it is the best 

that you can afford. So it was about giving people enough information to show that a lot of time and 

research has gone into this product without overloading them. 

However, the Creative Director pointed out that it is up for discussion whether these facts and 

arguments will really be understood by the audience or if they even have any meaning, further 

indicating that we are not dealing with highly informational advertising. Many of these arguments 

looked like they were based on facts and research, but they were neither deductively nor inductively 

undeniable. It was merely a summation of features and qualities of the materials with high 

technology sounding names and visuals conveying the impression of having a scientific 

background. The characteristics that constitute an informational advertisement are they they provide 

relevant facts that are important to the consumer and that the consumers accepts the data as 

verifiable (Puto & Wells, 1984). Taking the example of the coils being described in detail, including 

their diameter and number of turns, one can say that these arguments do not fulfil any of the 

characteristics of informational advertising. Like the Creative Director said, people do not buy a 
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mattress because the coils are of a particular size. These arguments were however meant to send a 

signal about the attention to detail and professionalism of Tempur. The jargon played an important 

role in convincing people of the credibility of the science. Therefore one can argue that these 

arguments are ethos disguised as logos. 

The CEO admitted that the argumentation in the film is not actually rational, because if it really was 

rational the connection would have to be made between the features that are mentioned and better 

sleep. It was never stated that Tempur Hybrid gives consumers a better night’s sleep. For legal 

reasons Adtomic had to be very careful not to make any ungrounded claims and better sleep was not 

a causal connection that could be made by Tempur. The benefits of all the features that are 

mentioned are formed inside the audience’s head, which makes it a mental leap. So the film is not 

meant as a rational argumentation leading to a specific point, but it gives people reasons to believe 

in the product. By providing seemingly rational arguments and making people believe that they are 

being rational you can give the audience an excuse to buy an expensive Tempur mattress. So it is 

rational argumentation used for an emotional sell. The consumer buys the dream of better sleep. 

There was a strict legal check done by Tempur to ensure that the argumentation was clear and 

correct. Both visually and verbally the agency was limited in their creativity as they were restricted 

to provide only clear and truthful messaging. The interview data showed that the agency believes 

that there is no pseudo-scientific evidence behind the arguments in the film, but that all 

communication is based on facts and the research and testing by Tempur. However, Adtomic 

mentioned to have used a clever wording like ‘an ideal stiffness’ instead of ‘the ideal stiffness’. This 

insinuates that the mattress is ideal in its stiffness, although the agency considered this to mean that 

it is simply one of the uncountable ideals that exist. This strongly resembles sophistry as the 

audience is lead to believe that they will get a mattress with the one scientifically defined ideal 

stiffness. It is an advertiser’s job to convince people to buy a certain product, but using deceptive 

arguments to this purpose is called sophistry (Duke, n.d.). Due to Tempur’s ethos it can be hard to 

recognise sophistry, as the arguments sound correct. The reason that the agency formulated it in this 

particular way was for legal reasons and seems to be a way of manipulating the audience into 
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believing in the product. However, one could also argue that the argument is not fallacious, but 

simply clever wording or a half-truth. 

The rhetorical form of reasoning is built on enthymemes, meaning that the speaker uses the 

audience’s general assumptions to build their logos on and therefore does not explicitly mention all 

premises for a logical argument (Edlund, n.d.). In the case of Tempur Hybrid it is to be expected 

that the audience does not possess over a lot of relevant knowledge about the product. However, 

according to the CEO the audience makes a mental leap, which seems to bear relation to the 

concept of enthymemes. Neither the facts and research to back-up their claims nor the conclusion of 

better sleep were stated, but the audience might assume that the claims are based on unstated 

premises and that the conclusion is inherent. This corresponds to the notion that eliciting the desired 

response is a matter of persuasiveness and not of knowledge (Rapp, 2010). Especially with the 

expertise of Tempur on the subject and their established ethos the audience might be more willing to 

accept claims and simply assume that they are dealing with an enthymeme rather than sophistry. 

This consequently helps establish ethos, as the agency believes that it is simply not credible when a 

company states that they are better. 

4.4 Sub-Conclusion 
All of the interviewees stressed the price positioning of Tempur as something that needed to be 

justified. Customer value is even more important than price as it determines the level of satisfaction. 

People evaluate the value that they are getting by deducting the customer-perceived price from the 

customer-perceived benefits. The higher the outcome of this equation, the better (Leszinski & Marn, 

1997). This perceived benefit can be influenced through transformational advertising by linking the 

brand or product with the capacity to provide the consumer with an experience that is different from 

the consumption experience that would normally be expected to occur without exposure to the 

advertisement (Puto & Wells, 1984). The importance of this film with its appealing visual universe 

and informational purpose was largely to justify the price of the Tempur Hybrid and as the 

interviewees suspect is likely to influence the consumption experience positively. Since people 

generally believe what they are being told this will make them look for the positive aspects in the 

consumption experience, making it different from the consumption experience that would normally 
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be expected to occur without exposure to the advertisement. This is also supported by Bayes’ 

Theorem suggesting that any rational being modifies prior expectations based on what we learn 

from experience. However, it is important not to over-ascribe these effects to transformational 

advertising (Deighton, 1988). Not all effective advertising is transformational. 

Both Shea (n.d.) and Aristotle argue that the most effective communication covers all three types of 

rhetorical proof, just like in transformational advertising. Though not all effective advertising is 

transformational, the researcher believes that all transformational advertising is effective as such 

that it adheres to the characteristics as defined by Puto and Wells (1984) and that it makes the 

experience of using the product richer, warmer, more exciting, and/or more enjoyable, than an 

experience obtained solely from an objective description of the advertised brand. Although it was 

out of the scope of this research to study what the actual transformational abilities of this film on 

the audience are, it was possible to look at the rhetorical characteristics of transformational 

advertising.  

As explained in the theoretical framework one will often find a blend of ethos, pathos and logos in 

transformational advertisements, because affecting a consumer’s experience is more difficult to 

achieve than describing facts and data and so it requires more types of rhetorical proof (Deighton, 

1985). The clear focus on ethos and pathos and the lack of logos in this film definitely hints at a 

transformational advertisement. Film is one of the most versatile types of communication material 

and allows one to use audio-visual elements in the establishment of pathos and ethos, which are 

fundamental for a transformational experience. Moreover, the fact that the interviewees said that 

they expect people to be excited about the product, but they do not expect the audience to remember 

much of the arguments made in the film points at another characteristic of this type of advertising 

being that there is no concrete main point to be drawn as the brand’s appeal is not reducible to 

everyday language (Deighton, 1988).  

The findings of the study suggest that there is an incongruence between the perception of the 

advertisement by the agency and the characteristics of informational and transformational 

advertisements as defined by Puto and Wells (1984). Informational advertisements provide relevant 
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facts and have a strong link to logos, but they are not truly informational unless they are perceived 

as such. Furthermore, the characteristics that constitute an informational advertisement are they 

they provide relevant facts that are important to the consumer and that the consumers accepts the 

data as verifiable (Puto & Wells, 1984). In this study we have an advertisement that is perceived as 

informational by the agency, but does not follow these characteristics of informational advertising. 

Although it is the assumption of the agency, it is a leap to suggest that the audience will also 

perceive the advertisement as informational, which would imply that the link between logos and 

informational advertising can differ from the theoretical connection. Should the perception of the 

audience be different from the agency’s, a possible explanation for this could be that Adtomic has 

worked together with Tempur’s sleep scientist and had access to a lot of test results and research to 

base their communication on, hence influencing their ideas of the informational qualities of the 

film. The film does not make clear to the audience how much the claims are backed up by tests and 

research and therefore they might judge the film differently. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
There are relatively few empirical studies about the development of transformational advertising in 

an advertising agency and how they use the three types of rhetorical proof. The researcher aimed to 

analyse the practical relationship between the theories by studying how an advertising agency 

strategically uses rhetoric to an informational and/or transformational purpose in a particular case. 

The case study involves the advertising agency Adtomic in Copenhagen and their Sleep Technology 

film for Tempur Hybrid.  

Ethos was the most dominant type of rhetorical proof in the film. It can be challenging for 

commercial businesses like Tempur to convince people of their ethos and especially now Tempur 

started using springs in their Hybrid while they were always a foam company people might wonder 

if this was only done to exploit the market potential. Adtomic felt the need to explain the 

motivations and persuade the audience of the brand’s virtuosity. Tempur is positioned as a premium 

performance brand meaning that they are high priced and focus on the technology inside their 

products. This position requires them to use rational arguments to back this up. Communicating 

very specific characteristics of the product gives people a reason to believe in it, not because those 

details really matter to the consumers, but because it signals that they are dealing with a credible 

and knowledgeable brand. That is also why the jargon helps reassure people that they are dealing 

with people who have practical intelligence, which is a classic way of persuading listeners of 

credibility (Rhet. 2.1, 1378a6ff.). The informing nature of the film as well as the calm and confident 

manner of the voice-over made that the film did not seem like a sales tool and thereby increases the 

chance that the audience will listen.  

Although the agency said that the emotional appeal was secondary to the rational appeal, there was 

a considerable amount of pathos in the film. The agency used a self-selection tactic for the target 

group appeal, meaning that based on their socio-economic status and the importance these people 

attach to sleep they automatically belong to the target group. The price of the Tempur Hybrid 

narrows down the group of potential customers considerably and to support this premium price 

positioning Adtomic used emotional appeals that made the film more interesting. The use of film 

allowed the communication to be more emotionally appealing since it gave the opportunity to 
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include music and visuals, which were elements that carried a lot of pathos. Visual aspects have an 

influence on the consumption experience as the consumer associates the look and feel of the 

product with the experience. The specific 3D visual universe of the film was referred to as Sexy 

Performance, which meant that the masculinity of the heavy information was made more feminine 

and poetic with the purpose to appeal to both sexes. This was important as the purchase of a 

mattress constitutes a social buying situation. Also storytelling, a typical emotional hook, was used 

to engage the audience. The storytelling itself carried all three types of rhetorical proof and can 

assist in achieving transformational advertising by positively changing the consumption experience.  

The systematic content analysis showed a clear lack of logos in the film, although the agency’s goal 

with the Sleep Technology film made for Tempur Hybrid was to inform the audience. According to 

the agency, all communication was based on facts and the extensive research and testing by Tempur, 

but the argumentation in the film lacked this scientific back-up and the relevance of some of the 

information that was given was highly disputable. Those arguments did not follow the structure of a 

typical logical argument and were imitating logos. Although, to the audience the argumentation 

might seem rational, as the CEO said that people make their own mental leaps. People connect 

Tempur’s differentiating claims to the benefit of better sleep, which for legal reasons was not 

allowed to be explicitly stated. They might assume that the claims are based on unstated premises 

and that the conclusion of better sleep is inherent and that they are dealing with enthymemes rather 

than sophistry. However, some of the arguments closely resemble sophistry as they were misleading 

and were labelled as clever wording. Moreover, the reasoning behind guiding the audience through 

this rationalisation process was to give them a justification for buying an expensive Tempur Hybrid 

mattress and not to convince them of a certain truth. Sophistry can be hard to recognise, especially 

coming from Tempur, a brand which convinces the audience of their expertise with their NASA 

story and scientific and technological jargon. One can say that the actual appeal of such arguments 

is ethos, but it is disguised as logos. 

Following the four categories for the classification of advertisements as defined by Puto and Wells 

(1984) this film was more focused on ethos and pathos than logos and so the researcher concluded 

that this film is a high transformation/low information advertisement. The findings of the study 
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suggest that there is an incongruence between the perception of the advertisement by the agency 

and the characteristics of informational and transformational advertisements as defined by Puto and 

Wells (1984). Informational advertisements provide relevant facts that are accepted as verifiable 

and have a strong link to logos, but they are not truly informational unless they are perceived as 

such. In this study we have an advertisement that is perceived as informational by the agency, but 

does not follow these characteristics of informational advertising. 

The high transformation/low information categorisation of the film helps to justify Tempur’s high 

price positioning. People evaluate the value that they are getting by deducting the customer-

perceived price from the customer-perceived benefits (Leszinski & Marn, 1997). This perceived 

benefit can be influenced through transformational advertising by linking the brand or product with 

the capacity to provide the consumer with an experience that is different from the consumption 

experience that would normally be expected to occur without exposure to the advertisement (Puto 

& Wells, 1984). The need to justify the price was a concern that was addressed with each of the 

three types of rhetorical proof, supporting the statement that transformational advertising can 

influence the perceived benefit and increase satisfaction.  

The purpose of this study was not to make a generalisation and it is not possible to determine the 

exact influence of the context of this case on the findings nor indicate to which extent these findings 

can be transferred to other contexts. The goal of the researcher was to gain an understanding of how 

advertising agencies strategically use the different types of rhetorical proof in relation to 

informational and transformational advertising. The reason that this is important to study is because 

the transformation economy, which is the latest stage in the progression of economic value, 

indicates that people are looking for authentic and transformative experiences in their consumption. 

Therefore a better understanding of the way such an experience can be stimulated through 

communication is worth pursuing.  
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CHAPTER 6: SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
This single case study can serve as a pre-study before engaging in a more extensive research with 

multiple cases. In the following sections the researcher will discuss interesting possibilities for 

future research.  

All of the interviewees expected some kind of transformational experience to happen to people who 

had seen the promotional film and bought a Tempur Hybrid. This could however not be said with 

any certainty, which makes sense as this is an individual psychological reaction. Emotional 

resonance is the key to transformational advertising and vicarious classical conditioning explains 

how an advertisement that can evoke an emotional state makes the audience attribute this emotion 

to the advertised product (Puto and Wells, 1984). In this research, the researcher did not study if 

people actually have such transformational experiences during the consumption of the product. If 

one should test the effects of the Sleep Technology film for Tempur Hybrid on the consumption 

experience of the consumers the researcher has certain hypotheses, which will be explained in the 

following two paragraphs.  

There are two characteristics of transformational advertisements, with the first one being that it 

makes the experience of the product richer, warmer and more exciting and/or more enjoyable than if 

one would not have seen the advertisement. The Creative Director mentioned that people might get 

excited after watching the film when they first see and experience the product. A hypothesis is that 

the time between seeing an advertisement and the interaction with the product is an influential 

factor in the likelihood to achieve a transformational experience. This would mean that it is more 

likely to occur early in the buying process, for example when potential customers try the Tempur 

Hybrid for the first time in-store rather than later when the mattress has been purchased. 

Furthermore, the interactive in-store materials that were created for Tempur including the 3D-

manipulated mattress showing the inside of the Hybrid mattress are likely to increase excitement 

and make it more likely to achieve a transformational experience. 

The second characteristic of a transformational advertisement is that it must connect the experience 

of the advertisement so tightly with the experience of using the brand that people cannot remember 
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the brand without recalling the experience generated by the advertisement. It is questionable if the 

advertisement has such a strong appeal that it can connect the emotional state felt during the 

viewing of the film to tightly with the experience of using the product, that people will recall this 

feeling every time they sleep on a Tempur Hybrid mattress over a period of several years. So 

another hypothesis is that the transformational effect, if present, is stronger in the beginning of the 

consumption of the product and wears off over time. 

The researcher has some critique regarding the theory on transformational advertising as presented 

by Puto and Wells (1984). They argue that informational and transformational are not mutually 

exclusive, but exhaustive categories of advertisements. The statement that the two categories are 

exhaustive is highly disputable according to the researcher. Both informational and transformational 

advertisements have to be experienced as being transformational and/or informational by the 

audience to be defined as such. Namely, a precondition for an informational advertisement is that it 

should not just be designed as such, but it should also be perceived as informational by the audience 

and in a transformational advertisement the consumer associates the experience of consuming the 

advertised product or brand with a unique set of psychological characteristics which would not 

typically be associated with the brand experience to the same degree without exposure to the 

advertisement (Puto and Wells, 1984). If one argues that the two categories are exhaustive this 

implies that the consumer has to feel either informed or transformed or both, which is highly 

questionable as this is an individual, psychological reaction and if one does not feel informed this 

does not automatically lead to a transformational experience nor the other way around. Therefore 

the researcher suggests that in future research one should problematise this assumption in order to 

avoid building the theory on premises that are not correct.  
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Appendix 1: Transcription Of Interview With The Account Manager 
Descriptive 
coding

Interpretive 
coding

Type of 
rhetorical 
proof

I It should be okay! So, well, hello, well it’s really nice that I can 
interview you and what I'm going to ask about is the Tempur Hybrid 
campaign and then mostly related to the argumentation used in the 
Tempur Hybrid campaign and then specifically regarding one 
promotional film that I will show you in a little bit as well, but maybe 
you can give me a little introduction to Tempur Hybrid to start with?

R Yes, i feel like I am in a radio haha. So Tempur Hybrid is a new 
product, a new bed, mattress actually, for Tempur. And it's special, 
because Tempur is all foam mattresses and this is the first mattress 
when they combined springs and foam. And it’s a big deal, so it’s a 
big launch as well and really important that it’s being communicated 
the right way, so it’s important for Hybrid to get the message across 
so people know that this mattress is different, because it’s a hybrid 
between a foam and a spring mattress, all in once. So that’s why 
we made the, do you want me to say what which kind of 
communication?

Informing credibility Logos
Ethos 

I Yeah. 

R So, we made a TVC tag-on, that’s a short ten-second, five-second 
and fifteen-second of scene added on to an existing commercial, to 
kind of tease people with the new product launch. And then we 
made a 3D animation promotional film, which is going to be used in 
stores, online, also presenting like for other markets and it’s going 
to be interacted on their website, actually, and the app for internal 
use and educational tool and all that. So it’s really part of a 3D 
animation universe, Sleep Technology, where we mainly focus on 
the technology behind Tempur Hybrid. We also made of course 
some key visuals, how it’s going to be presented, which colors, how 
is it presented in the brochure with key messages and what else did 
we do? I think…

I The retail sales assistant app, as well?

R Yeah, they also going to have… But it’s of course, because it’s part 
of like what Hybrid is, so we are going to use the Sleep Technology 
film and the app going to be talking about product sheets or what is 
Hybrid and all the key, so it’s of course integrated, because they 
have to know what they are selling.12 

1 RSA 
training
2 Sleep 
Technology

credibility Logos
Ethos 

I Yes. 

R So for them as well to understand this is what we sell. Yeah?

I And was that all part of the original brief or was it something that 
you added later on? 

R Well…

I If you know the original brief (laughing). 

R I (laughing) well I know for sure that for example the app, wasn’t 
existent at the time when we started with the Hybrid.1  
I know that the Sleep Technology films were coming before Hybrid, 
as an idea to communicate the USPs of Tempur, so it was originally 
just to tell what Tempur is, like pressure relief and all those other 
things and then they got to the idea, oh and we have Hybrid, maybe 
we should also make a Hybrid Sleep Technology version, because 
there is so much technology in that and so much things to explain.2

1 RSA 
training
2 Sleep 
Technology 

credibility Logos
Ethos 

I Okay.
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R And micro coils and all that, so it could be a nice addition to this 
Sleep Technology. So that’s also kind of, like add-on.1 I know the 
original brief is for us a lot, it was about how to communicate 
Hybrid.2 (silence)

1 Sleep 
Technology 
2 Hybrid brief 

credibility Logos
Ethos 

I Is there anything?

R No it’s just so aligned (referring to the visual vocal track on the 
recorder). 

I Oh (laughing). 

R No, but, so that was when we had to find, so how is the key visuals 
going to look like for this. We started out with the photoshoot, I think 
you were there with the photoshoot?

I Yes. 

R Yeah. That was the, you know, how it is going to look like and then 
put it all together having one tag-on like, we reinvented the 
mattress. Again. Like this is, so this is the main tag and this is the 
main visual, so that was the first big assignment for Hybrid. So how 
do we actually display this, because it is not, it’s something really 
new for Tempur. And I also think with the tag-on that was a part of it, 
because they knew, and it’s also something I heard, I am not sure, 
that because of the photoshoot we had for the key visual, we made 
some footages for video and they thought, we already have this, so 
why don’t just make a tag-on. So that was a really messy process, 
because no one knew what they going to use it for. I remember they 
were like, we have 5 second, 10 second, 15 second, make it 
happen. And they didn’t know where it was used, so we didn’t know 
what to say in the beginning, because who are we talking to? Are 
we introducing, is it something already introduced, and so it was 
kind of a long process to actually get those really mini kort tag-on 
videos.12 

- 

I Yes. 

R Because I don’t think the client knew at the time what it actually is 
going to do or we, what we can do and have to do, so, but yeah, so 
I think those things adding up, we knew it was going to be 
integrated on the website, because it’s a new, big product, but other 
than that. 

I Did you already find out what you are going to use those tag-ons 
for, and the audience and those kind of things? Or is it still up for 
discussion? 

R Well, I know that it’s, I’m pretty sure it’s for commercial use, 
because we got, we had to cut it down for, you know, you have 20 
second spot, 15 second spot. And I got an email once, that I think in 
Austria or somewhere, they have like 17 second spots, so we have 
to make a edited version or something like that. With a, with a 
timeframe you can advertise and how much they have in each 
market. 

I And how many markets are we, do you want to reach? With Tempur 
Hybrid?

R That’s a good question. Markets market 
adaption

Pathos

I Is it, is it global?

Descriptive 
coding

Interpretive 
coding

Type of 
rhetorical 
proof
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R It is, but for, what I know it’s, I know Germany was a big launch in 
March, I think. And other European, I know more about the 
European market. I am assuming it’s coming to all the other 
markets as well, but I’m not sure that it hits the same time.

Markets market 
adaption

Pathos

I Okay. 

R Strategically, it’s, I know it’s always UK first and then it got adapted, 
because they have to translate it to another language and all those 
things so. But we release it UK, they can use it, but all the others 
have to adapt. For example, with those Sleep Technology films I 
just sent out the translation sheets to Netherlands, Germany and 
French, uh France. 

language market 
adaption

Pathos

I (laughing) ooh lala. 

R French (laughing) ooh lala. So they are going to translate it now 
and it’s going to be at least a month process for us to put it all 
together and they record it and. 

I But is is it going to be the same text, but just translated?

R For, for each market? Yes, that’s what we hope, but I have to say 
my concern is that it’s kind of a text-heavy video as we are 
explaining a lot. You know trying to be emotional, but more 
informational as well and more getting the tech-side of it, so we 
have to say a lot, in a short time. So I I know for the recordings we 
have it’s really like, there’s not a lot of pause, there’s not a lot of 
emptiness. You really have to have to fit everything in. 

language market 
adaption

Pathos

I Yes. 

R And I have my concerns how, sometimes you know words are 
longer in other languages, so they might have to adjust some of the 
script. 

language market 
adaption

Pathos

I Okay, but but it’s just because of the time frame?

R Yeah. language market 
adaption

Pathos

I It’s not because they have different needs?

R No. language market 
adaption

Pathos

I Or different, or differences in target group in these different 
countries. 

R That way, no. They should be the same. language market 
adaption

Pathos

I Okay. Do you want to watch the promotional film that I would like 
you to (inaudible)

R Oh I am so excited (laughing). 

Watching promotional film. 

R So nice. It changed though. A little bit. 

I Yes?

Descriptive 
coding

Interpretive 
coding

Type of 
rhetorical 
proof
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R We, can I say this?

I Yeah yeah. 

R At the end I got a panic mail, after we had approved this film, 
somewhat like this. Uhm, and after three weeks or two weeks, we 
everyone got a panic mail from (name client) and the whole team 
and production team and oh my god, we fucked up. The cover, this 
Smart Climate System, it’s something that they use in the US and 
it’s not the same that Hybrid has, so we cannot call it Smart Climate 
System. And it does not wick away moisture that we said. 

truthful 
messaging

credibility Logos
Ethos 

I No? (laughing)

R (laughing) So we were like, great, that’s just wonderful after being 
like three month production and back and forth and finally 
approved, so we had to come up with a different ending and it 
actually got crossed, it’s not a Smart Climate System, but a Cool 
Touch System and it doesn’t wick away moisture, so. 

truthful 
messaging

credibility Logos
Ethos 

I (laughing)

R We had a different, because you couldn’t have the arrows now, 
because it’s confusing, so we kind of made a bed with lights, light 
over it and stuff to avoid confusion (laughing).12 So yeah that was. 

1 truthful 
messaging 
2 Visuals 

credibility 

premium

Logos
Ethos 
Pathos

I And what were the lights supposed to represent?

R That was for a cool. It’s almost like a breeze going over the bed, it’s 
really you know, because it’s a cool touch, so you can say that, is 
fine, but we couldn’t yeah. We wanted to do, because it’s cool touch 
we wanted to do snowflakes, kind of an icy thing, and they were like 
no, it actually doesn’t feel cool so you shouldn’t do that and we 
were like do you actually know what this thing does?(laughing) So 
we, you know, when you cannot be, you have to stay true to what 
you say right, but you still want to visually make it look a little more 
interesting and then you find out it doesn’t really do that much, so 
please don’t say too much, because it’s confusing.12

1 Truthful 
messaging
2 Visuals 

credibility 

premium

Logos
Ethos 
Pathos

I But saying Cool Touch was okay then?

R Yeah, that got trademarked. Legal credibility Logos
Ethos 

I Okay. 

R And it’s going to be the name of this technology cover, something. 
Yeah. So you can have the Cool Touch cover. 

I (laughing) Okay, great. But was was actually, what was the goal of 
this promotional film?

Descriptive 
coding

Interpretive 
coding

Type of 
rhetorical 
proof
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R So, the goal of this is to explain as rational, as technically, of how 
Hybrid is built up.1
Because Tempur already made beforehand those weightless 
commercials and those weightless concepts, which was all about 
emotions and all about making you feel like all you feel is 
weightless, really like this sensation more of like a feeling of what 
Tempur is as a brand and how you associate it.2
And then after that they turned it into okay we need more, because 
it’s fine that we feel good and stuff, but it’s a really expensive 
mattress, so you kind of need to back it up with so why is it actually 
that expensive.3
That’s one thing that it feels good, but what do you actually have, 
so that way we came up with the Sleep Technology idea, to talk 
about the performance of the mattress and the whole so how is it 
build up and especially with Hybrid they really thought that it’s 
important to be clear on what we are selling, because being an 
thirty years off foam manufacturer and all of a sudden if you say 
springs, it can kind of question oh I thought you always said that 
foam is the best. So you had to be like so why are we doing this, is 
it better, like are you going springs, so it’s. You have to stay clear to 
who Tempur is and really explain like why is this Hybrid like super 
awesome.14

1 Informing
2 Emotions
3 Price 
positioning
4 Sleep 
Technology

credibility
 
emotional 
appeal

Logos
Ethos 
Pathos

I So you feel that it was maybe also to reassure people or?

R Yes. I think it’s to reassure and to inform and by, for example, it’s 
really detailed telling like those micro coils, like cool, like state-of-
the-art and in case like this and that, so it’s also differentiate from 
other Hy - because hybrid bed is out there and it’s really really 
popular and you can get it so much cheaper and you know like.123

1 Informing 
2 
Competitive 
differentiatio
n
3 Price 
positioning

credibility Logos
Ethos 

I Other brands? 

R Yes, like Sealy. So why then Tempur, what does this bed has what 
other hybrid bed doesn’t and that way try to communicate that we 
took the foam and that’s awesome foam, Tempur foam, with NASA 
technology, together with the coils and being like it’s the best 
combination ever you can get. So I think it’s informational and it’s 
not a lot of emotions like that. It’s more of being rational about, like 
facts and you know you cannot argue with what it’s made of and it’s 
like the best material and it’s NASA technology, like really having 
credibility of yeah you can’t get better than this and yeah put it 
together.123

1 Informing 
2 
Competitive 
differentiatio
n
3 Credibility 

credibility Logos
Ethos 

I Great. And what do you think people will or what do you hope 
people will think or feel when watching this film?

R Well, I really hope they think this is amazing (laughing). And I hope 
they would understand when you say Hybrid, then they going to 
know exactly what it means, because it’s important that they know 
what they can get out of this. Like the responsiveness of this 
(inaudible), like why is it important to combine. And if you are that 
type of consumer and customer then you want to sleep that way, 
you find a perfect match, so you understand what this bed actually 
gives you.12  
And of course I really think the 3D makes it cool, like it’s really, it 
looks also premium in my mind. I really hope that suggests, kind of 
matching the price, you know. It’s a, it shouldn’t be like a sloppy nah 
nah nah nah nah. It actually has to look kind of luxurious and 
premium and with all the argumentations in there. That it’s not just 
something you say, but it’s the real deal.345  

So of course I hope they are going to. 

1 Informing
2 Consumers
3 Visuals
4 Price 
positioning
5 Credibility

credibility

premium

Logos
Ethos 
Pathos

I So, who decided that the, that you wanted to do this 3D animation?

R I think it was.

Descriptive 
coding

Interpretive 
coding

Type of 
rhetorical 
proof
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I You know at least if it was Tempur or was it Adtomic who suggested 
this?

R I would love to know that, but I know they had this discussion about 
going for technology for a long time. So I think, I would say maybe 
it’s mutual, because they they knew, if they about to talk technology, 
and they have this sexy performance they call it when you still want 
to make it premium and not boring, but you also want to get nerdy 
about the science and the testing and all that. How would that look 
the best way? And it’s really hard to make a (inaudible) video 
looking sexy and it’s.12 

1 Visuals
2 Sleep 
Technology

Credibility
Premium

Logos
Ethos 
Pathos

I And that was the goal of this promotional film? To make this sexy 
performance?

R Yeah. They call it the sexy performance, so it has to like you know 
when I, when you see the raw materials, you know how the bed is, 
it’s so boring. No it’s really a boring thing. You talk about micro coils, 
you talk about. I you really think what it actually says it can be super 
boring if it’s not actually nice to look at. With the colours, with the. 
That’s why the 3D animation comes into life, instead of just being 
pictures, you know, you get like a whole, what is it like, journey of 
going into this mattress and (inaudible), so it really tries to also sell 
this Tempur feeling, but still be you know scientific and testing and 
all those boring stuff as well.12 

1 Visuals
2 Sleep 
Technology

Credibility
Premium

Logos
Ethos 
Pathos

I Yes. But then in a sexy way?

R In a sexy way. That was important (laughing). 

I And do you also think that if if people watch this this promotional 
film on for example the internet or something, do you think it can 
actually influence how they experience sleeping on the mattress 
afterwards? Or do you maybe not?

R Yes, I really hope. I think that’s the goal as well, to make them feel 
special for having this special kind of mattress.1  
And every time I see it, and of course I know every piece of it, why 
we said that and why is this important and why exactly these 
colours and stuff like that and the green was actually, I don’t know if 
you actually noticed the green zipper in the key visuals? I think that 
was also give Hybrid a, it’s own colour. It’s got the green colour in 
all the product and this is a green universe so it really tries to make 
it as a okay you can recognise it. And that makes it you know, gives 
personality to it or how you say.2  
So I think I would feel it’s really cool if I would have a Hybrid bed 
and after watching what it does I would feel like it’s definitely worth 
the money, because I know it’s, it says what it or it does what it says 
or. I would believe in it.13 

1 Product 
experience
2 Visuals 
3 Informing

Pride and 
belief 
Credibility 

Logos
Ethos 
Pathos

I So you would feel like you would have a better experience with 
sleeping on a Tempur mattress if you watched this video than if you 
wouldn't have watched it? It would influence how you experience 
the mattress?

R Yes. Product 
experience

Pride and 
belief

Pathos

I Okay. And do you know why actually the green universe was 
chosen, the colour green? Did it have any significance or was it 
just?

Descriptive 
coding

Interpretive 
coding

Type of 
rhetorical 
proof
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R It's actually, I think it’s down to production level, when they decided 
they have this cover. And it could be unzipped. I actually I think a lot 
of Tempur bed has those zipping (inaudible), but this one was with 
a green zipper and it was actually Adtomic who came up with this 
zipper-idea to being, it actually got quite a lot of focus in the key 
visuals and in the colouring and everything, because we thought in 
the visual you open up the zipper and in there you could see that 
it’s foam and spring. So it’s really showing like what’s under it. And 
it kind of become like a signature thing, by unzipping and, like this 
zipper line and and I think it just stuck and since that was a green 
zipper it filled up quite a lot of space on the screen as well and it 
just. Now also the label is green on Hybrid and then it just went on 
that’s a green product. 

Visuals premium Ethos
Pathos

I So that’s also why in the rest of the film you see a lot of green 
colours and?

R Yeah it’s definitely, I never think debated which colour Hybrid should 
have. Like all the other films have this discussion you know which 
colour to go for, but I think Hybrid it was just of course it’s going to 
be green.  

I Because of the zipper?

R Yeah. 

I Okay. Okay, I am interested in hearing like what do you think makes 
a persuasive argument. Because we have seen a lot of different 
arguments here in this this promotional film. What do you think is 
important in persuading people, for example in this case, to buy the 
Hybrid mattress?

R Hm which one. Well, for the Hybrid I think the most important when 
they say the micro coils and the Tempur material, how they interact. 
When they say, do you want to hear a specific sentence?

Informing credibility Logos
Ethos 

I Yeah yeah yeah, please. 

R I don’t know. Wait, okay if it’s a sentence actually I like the we 
redesigned the mattress again, kind of, because it shows Tempur 
really want to be innovative brand and innovation and technology 
and all that. And I think in that way they try to come up and say we 
are improving every time. So by introducing Hybrid as an 
improvement and as the newest innovation, like they use the word 
newest innovation and reinventing and it also really shows that it’s 
not just something they accidentally come up with, but it’s 
something they worked for to make it good for the consumer. So it 
makes me feel when I hear that or see that that okay, this is like a 
step up for Hy, so it’s not like just something, because it looks nice, 
but it’s something like okay this is actually really good. The newest 
technology and meaning you sleep awesome in this bed, because 
obviously it’s invented like, almost like come up with this idea, but 
it’s not entirely true, because they have this hybrid combination for 
other brands right, but for Tempur it’s the first time and I think it 
makes it interesting for a consumer to hear now oh they are doing 
this you know and it’s a new innovation and if you really want to try 
the best and you spend so much money on a mattress, I would 
really want for sure to have the newest innovation, you know. So I 
think this is a good statement to sell it with.123 

1 Brand 
image  
2 Price 
positioning
3 Consumers

premium Ethos
Pathos

I And why do you think it’s so important for people, why do you think 
that’s the most persuasive part, the newest innovation?

Descriptive 
coding

Interpretive 
coding

Type of 
rhetorical 
proof
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R Because, Tempur’s target group is the active optimist, they call it 
actually. And those people, or consumers, they are usually, okay 
they are people with money, because you kind of need to have the 
money for this, so the high income. And they are really health 
focused and conscious, because sleep is like really prioritised for 
them. And really healthy you know. So I think for them to be like 
really conscious about how you sleep, you have the money for it, 
you actually care, you would always want the best thing and if you 
say already with Tempur you say this NASA technology, it already 
got this guarantee on this is kind of the best you can get, that why 
it’s so, what is it called, expensive as well.1234

That’s the material in it, it’s really premium as well, but it’s getting 
old and when you after twenty years buy a new mattress, you want 
to know that this technology, because it’s been 20 years, 30 years, 
you know back in the days, that happened something to it since. I 
think innovation is something and you have to prove it, because a 
lot of like innovation is the word everybody uses, so it’s really empty 
if you just say it. And I think Hybrid is one of the actual physical 
product that you can say that’s a proof, we do new stuff, we do 
combine things and test and. You know of course there’s other 
Sleep Tech videos would say more like argumentations for each, 
but with this Hybrid I think it’s important to say that this is also the 
best you can get as a sleep conscious customer looking for 
something good and new.13 
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I So it’s a bit of prestige, but it’s also health actually what the 
customer is looking for?

R Yeah, because I think the prestige it’s already in the brand name, 
it’s premium. If you like have Tempur, say it’s Tempur you know that 
it’s a luxury product, so I think you get that already, but to actually 
go for this particular model, you need to know also why would I 
spend money on this one.12  
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I Is the Hybrid mattress more more expensive than most other 
Tempur mattresses? 

R No, that way it’s not. I don’t know. 

I So, it’s more to justify the price of a Tempur Hybrid compared to the 
price of another brand’s hybrid? 

R Yeah, because that that’s also the thing. I think foam mattresses are 
generally just more expensive than spring and when you keep that 
combination spring and foam it could be really, it’s a dangerous 
move for Tempur to introduce something that it’s not their heritage 
and everything. So I think they really have to flip it around and say 
this is a new innovation, it’s a good thing, instead of being like oh 
we see that a lot of people want spring, we better get spring. And 
how do we do this, oh we make a hybrid. And springs are usually, I 
think they are kind of perceived cheap. Like a spring (inaudible), 
because of the coils that didn’t last that long and you know that’s 
why, they made kind a lot of effort explaining this micro coils, how 
big it is, that it’s encased, how it’s.

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos 

I That it’s not just any spring. 

R Yeah exactly. Spring would kind of come down to, but oh you said 
springy shit, because that what they are saying. I mean they always 
end up, sorry (laughing), they always advertise spring you know, 
you shouldn’t have spring and it’s bad.

Informing Credibility Logos
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I So it's almost going against what they say. 

R Yeah, exactly. And that’s why it’s really important that you make the 
right argumentations and that you make it to your advantage not 
even just to excuse yourself, but also just to say god damn it I’m 
awesome (laughing). You know it’s it’s for the best. 
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I Yes. And I am also curious to hear like what, did you try to evoke 
certain emotions in the viewers with this film? Is that something you 
had in mind?

R Okay, I would say this film wasn’t meant to be totally emotional. It’s 
not, but again if you listen to the music, it really like adds drama to 
to the whole thing and the way it’s, the colours being like this blød, 
blød what is that, say.12 
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I Soft?

R Soft and shiny and all, so. The sexy universe kind of. That’s, you 
have to have the feel of luxury and niceness, besides that you get 
all the more rational side and technology and all that.13

So of course it should make you feel exclusive when you watch it 
and have this nice. But it’s not the stronger, it shouldn’t make you 
feel like crying or (laughing). And it should’t make you feel super 
happy and laughing. It’s not those commercials. That’s for example 
the Weightless, it was more about the light music and the the what 
is it called, the nature around you and that’s more about like 
oooohh.4
But here they also of course playing with the music, playing with the 
colours, playing with how it’s, the camera how it goes through 
almost like a journey of these things and following, so it’s not just 
like oh there’s a micro coil. When you are like okay (laughing).2
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I (laughing) Interesting. 

R And I remember we, it was part of the discussion how to make it 
look nice, and it was really oh it was almost people started 
sweating, because it’s like oh my god this script is talking about 
micro coils and spring and how do, you you know, make it look 
good and they really, I think they really done a great job, because 
you forget actually how that part is, for example, really informational 
and boring, because they make it sound like, you know also with 
the voice and knowledgeable and. So you feel yeah, that it’s it’s 
good stuff (laughing).123 
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I Yes, okay. Let me see. So you you said that, for example, some of 
these these things, like the micro coils and stuff sounded a little bit 
boring. Was there initially more more of this information in there that 
you had to cut out or?

R Yes, it was definitely more boring (laughing). No, okay, I can’t say 
boring. 

I You can say boring (laughing). 
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R That's a between us. No (laughing). Well, it was funny actually, 
because the client really wanted boring, well of course not boring, 
but meaning that she really wanted, and the whole team at Tempur, 
going into depth with every single technological or how the science 
behind, how the materials, the quality, like viscoelastic cell 
structure, like how in depth everything is in this video. And of 
course, I think there were other parts, you know because you can 
add on, you know a lot like a list of what is actually nice about this 
bed. So it was cut down to the absolute max you can say without 
being super nerdy, but it was actual a lot for for for Tempur, they 
really wanted it, because they thought this is a combination of like 
when you see this it’s not only what you see, you going to see the 
key visuals, you might know the brand already from the Weightless 
commercials, you know. They wanted something different, they 
wanted something that actually adds this, it’s actually 
argumentations for the quality and why this is and and the 
differentiation between the prices and all that.123

You have to go down to the performance level and be really precise 
why is this spring so awesome in this exact mattress. So someway 
of course they wanted those detailed stuff in it and then our job was 
still to make it nice and you know sell this (laughing). Because you 
can’t just make something completely, if you see if out of context 
you still need to recognise that it’s Tempur and it’s luxury and it 
feels good and. But the idea is that’s part of you know lot of things, 
so this particular one is not about the emotions that much.14
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I So you expect people to have seen the emotional film first and this 
one after or not per se? 

R Yes, because you know as I said they are putting on a tag-on on 
these emotional films and introducing and then coming visuals and I 
think also ads in magazines with, and then most likely they are 
going to see these things in store or online and actually, I just 
remembered, right now I am working on making it into a gif for 
social media as well. One element of this film. 

I Is it the coils turning?

R Yeah or the mattress building up, you know, with the spring and 
then there is foam, so you can see that.

I Different layers?

R Different layers, yes. So that part into a gif. I don’t know, it’s still in 
the let’s see how it looks phase and then they decide if they want to 
run or not, but they try really to also tease a little bit with it and of 
course, if it’s social media, you would already see a lot of other 
things as well about Hybrid, because I think you know, the images 
are coming out and so hopefully it would be a mix and I think you 
would see all the teasing stuff before this film comes out. 

I And what other teasing stuff is there, besides?

R Well, I think it’s the ad and the tag-on video, the room. It’s just really 
just about what it is like and wellI think that’s it. With the POS 
materials in stores and then yeah, you have. But of course you can 
never say like for 100% that people not going to see this one first. 

I No. 

R Might be that it’s get more attention than other ones and then this is 
what get hyped. I would say. 

I I am actually wondering, like for example, for these things like the 
the seven turns of the coils and the 45 millimetre diameter and 
those things. Do you, do you have, how much research did you 
have at your disposal to make these arguments?
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R Yeah, okay, so those films, the Sleep Technology films has, the 
research part it’s extremely long, because we had to work with, and 
it was actually (name of the previous copywriter on the Tempur 
account) who had to work with a scientist at Tempur and the 
product team to get all information right. We had so much 
information of different testings, and of course with Hybrid it was 
more product focused so it was more about the product in itself. We 
had to had, actually, because it was before the bed actually was 
available right, it’s coming up and in the process of producing we 
had to have screenshots and pictures taken by the phone, what is it 
called, phone, see actually the coils how it looks like, because we 
had to make it and it should be, I mean it should be reality. Like how 
it looks and we counted the turns so many times, because people 
were just like it’s not seven, it’s actually eight and ten and we 
couldn’t see on the picture and it was really. Even the mattress size, 
the mattress we pick to show, it had to be with the layers as well, 
because it’s you know, some of them are more thick, some of them 
more, you know. You don’t want mislead people with the very 
details. So it was a lot of back and forth with the product 
department and the scientist had to be like, is it viscoelastic cell 
structure or, you know, and then how is a viscoelastic cell structure 
looks like. We had to have a scientist, like saying approval for 
visuals, to be like this is how its interconnected cell structure looks 
like. You know, because how would we know (laughing).123 
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I Yes, and that scientist was he working for Tempur or? 

R Yes. 

I Okay. 

R And he had, he had to, so everything is documented and that’s why 
it’s it’s quite a, you know, a strong film, because this is what we say, 
it’s really reality. And everything has to be 100 percent right, so you 
can’t just say this is how it looks and then it’s not real life, so. That 
way we were also challenged, because, for example, when we built 
up those micro coils and it was like oh my god, there are so many 
of them, you know. If you are just being visual and creative and 
artistic you would say half of them looks nice, nicer you know, take 
it away. But we were like, yeah but we can’t, because there’s more 
than that and you can’t you know, take something away just 
because it looks nicer. So that was definitely a challenge to adapt 
reality to this sexy performance right. So there is a heavy research 
and heavy double checking and everything is backed up and we 
had to go through legal department to approve even the slightest, 
for for example, there is one scene when it says an ideal stiffness 
of. So the word was the ideal stiffness before when legal came and 
say you cannot say it’s the ideal stiffness, you have to change this 
to an ideal stiff, you know (smiling). Like every single word, 
because you cannot claim, you know there are always a lot of 
claims you know in this film and you can’t claim something which is 
not, you know you can’t say this is the best bed, if you cannot have 
what is it called, proof for it. You have to have proof for every single 
wording, you know.12
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I But what is the proof then for the ideal stiffness?

R That yeah, because if you say the ideal stiffness then you claim that 
this is the only thing. If you say an ideal stiffness then it’s not that 
specific, it claims that it’s ideal to squish you, then you can make 
argumentations around it. Because it is is an (emphasised the word 
‘an’) one, maybe it’s not the (emphasised the word ‘the’) ideal one, 
but it’s a yeah. 
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I But how does that work, because I would say that for different 
people, there are different ideal stiffnesses. If you weigh, if you 
weigh a lot more maybe you need another type of stiffness than 
someone who doesn’t weigh as much. So I’m just wondering what 
that claim is based on. 

R That's a lot of product (laughing). Well, I know that they test it. The 
ideal stiffness of those things most relate to how how can they be 
compressed and how how much. And an ideal stiffness is actually 
that they compress all the way when they are like seven centi, like 
how they moved together and it’s more about the materials, the 
state-of-the-art coil. And there’s something about if it’s too thin then 
they would, what it’s called. 

I Bend or?

R Bend and it’s like, because it’s encased. So the whole structure of 
those things, make it ideal, because and it’s connected to if you are 
really light or really heavy it’s it’s been tested, which is the best for 
all those scenarios. And of course you have an average weight you 
can test out. And that is the, for the average, the best. You know, 
because then you are not for too light or for too heavy, because 
some of them has, you know, really like strong coils and some of 
them really light. So this, that that way it’s ideal, because it’s in 
between and it’s the best fit for everything. But of course, that’s why 
you cannot say the ideal, because it might not be the ideal for that 
exact weight, but it’s an ideal for kind of everyone.12 
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I Yes. So was all this, the research, was that supplied by Tempur or 
did (name of the previous copywriter on the Tempur account) create 
some stuff?
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R Well it had to be supplied by Tempur, because they do this testing 
and they know the product. Like we haven’t designed the product 
ourself, but we done, I don’t know if, I don’t think it was for this film, 
but we had to do a lot of research online as well about the 
technology, because sometimes and that’s the tricky part working 
with scientists, that (laughing) they can be so scientific about things 
that you don’t get it. So, here you almost use like knowledge 
communication when you take something so scientific and maybe 
Hybrid is actually not the best of the examples, but they also have 
the viscoelastic cell structure. What the hell does that mean? If you, 
no you had to think that the scientist is supplying like his language 
right to us and then (names of the previous and current copywriter 
on the Tempur account) I often caught them online Googling like 
what does that mean. How do you know. We are not scientists and 
when we are going to communicate this that’s not going to be for 
scientists. And of course we kept the word, for example, 
viscoelastic cell structure, we kept that word, because it sounded 
scientific, and it really give sit an edge, that it’s we know what we 
talk about, but the argumentation around it and how we show it and 
what it means, it really had to be down to earth. You couldn’t 
continue on that level and say, because the molecules of eh you 
know, that’s just not how you talk to normal people. So it’s it’s that 
way we have some scientific wording to to have the credibility of 
that this is actually science, but dumb it down, also for ourselves, 
and Googling stuff, like okay so what do you actually mean. So it’s 
funny how we have a scientist helping, but it’s a lot of okay how do 
you then take those nerdy scientific stuff to normal people and like 
actually get what you are saying. Because if it gets too scientific 
then it’s actually not credible, because you don’t get it. It’s like we 
have one place we use the word glass transition curve, which was 
actually just showing, it was a graph showing you know, it’s also 
about temperature and stuff like that and we used so long Googling 
and everything We tried. We just didn’t get it. We were like, it’s 
because it was such a fancy word, but it was actually just a graph 
and if you want to use the word, do you want to explain the word or. 
So it’s getting really detailed in that sense that we were really 
thinking about every single word, like is it actually understandable, 
is it too much science. And sometimes (name of client contact) 
came in and I want more science. I want this. So this viscoelastic 
cell structure it’s in every film I think. It was also really the client that 
was like I love this. It’s really good. It’s such a scientific, I love this. 
So it was like, okay then it stays and you have to kind of make it 
also, is it fitting, is it nice.123 
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I Was it that there was actually a lot more research, data and 
explanation for this whole Sleep Technology available that you cut 
out, because otherwise it would not be understandable? 

R Yes and I would say that Hybrid is already the longest Sleep 
Technology film of them all. It is really a long, what is it called. I 
think it’s almost 2 minutes, that like really okay. In the beginning it 
was about one or one and half minute. And somehow this was two, 
and everyone was like oops. Because the script just kept on being 
longer, because everyone just wanted to add and even if we cut 
down then ah but this is nice, let’s keep it and. So that was for sure 
a lot of extra work for just making sure we say the right things and 
we understand what we say and all those things. 
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I Yeah. Okay. Great. And Tempur is actually also known for this 
company that has a secret foam technology. They are a little bit 
secretive, because they say only a handful of people know you 
know. What do you actually think about this? The fact that they use 
the word secret? 
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R Well, they always claimed that like if you Google Tempur and NASA 
and everything they always go side by side. That really made it a 
big deal that those two things relating. However, that is also one of 
the things people question a lot. Or I actually Googled, yeah when I 
did research for Tempur, coming up with is Tempur really has a 
NASA technology or is it just bullshit and actually all the foams are 
NASA technology, but something because Tempur can claim it, 
because they started it and they really got a hold on this is NASA 
and stuff, but to be honest there are foams with pretty high quality 
out there and they just cannot say NASA technology, you know like 
just the wording. So people call bullshit on those a lot, however 
Tempur does have some pretty sick material and quality checks and 
testings. Because when I, I never knew, I never thought before I 
started working and didn’t even know Tempur. I am not the target 
group. But I remember that when I saw how much it, we got the 
scientist researches and the testings and the voice-overs and what 
we had to work with, I was amazed how much, energy, time, money 
they put into the research development and how the, how 
everything is tested and when they say pressure relief, that is like 
something with temperatures, something with material. And so I 
was actually amazed that they can pretty much, that is also why the 
films are so, I would say, successful, because they do have a lot to 
say about the quality. Because usually in commercials you just say 
high quality, and then people are like ah of course it’s high quality.
123
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R Like, of course you say that, but by showing like sometimes testing 
or actually how the materials is built. Like, it’s not just springs, it’s 
like encased in I don’t know what, and the material in the very, like 
the steel, of that it’s made is the best and this foam has the 
viscoelastic, whatever it means, and then the cover has a Cool 
Touch System, which is like oh my god, stop already, you know. I 
just had today, no, yesterday, a discussion about a new thread that 
they are going to have in their cover, which is also, that feels cool. 
That you touch it and it’s cold. And it’s nothing, and it’s actually you 
can’t cut it with scissors, I am like oh my god, is this a bullet proof 
mattress. What are you doing (laughing). So then, they are really 
stepping up on being crazy with the materials and that’s why I think 
it works really well with the Sleep Technology, because they cannot, 
you know, they can talk about it. It’s not just oh it’s emotion and nice 
and you can actually say well it’s hardcore science and we do test it 
and we do guarantee it, what 15 years of guarantee, and they 
actually test if you lie on the mattress like for 10 years, how many 
lumps, bumps and things are in it. Because usually, and it’s for all 
other foam mattresses, then if you lie in the middle at some same 
spot, every single day, you could say your mattress gets 
compressed. And then you know, it’s lumpy and bumpy and you 
don’t want that. And they test it! Like, for a machine so many times 
and they looked how much it actually changes over fifteen years 
and it’s, what, one centimetre. If it’s more you get a new mattress, 
like. So all those things, really felt true.123
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I Yes, but do you also think there is something really secret, 
something that they are not revealing? Because, I mean there is a 
lot of research and data revealed to you at Adtomic, but do you 
think they also have a real secret or?

R I don't think so (speaking softly). I am sorry, I don’t, no I don’t really 
want to speak to Tempur. But I don’t think, for us, I don’t. No. No. I 
do think. No. I actually think they would rather say what they do. I 
think. No (laughing). But it’s, yeah because they are pretty, with the 
coils and everything, they are out there about what they use and 
how they use. 

I But of course not being very secretive either? 
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R No, but of course they have secrets on how they put things together 
I guess. How they actually manufacture and which way and. I think 
those are more the secret parts. The exact materials they are using, 
I don’t think that’s such a secret, because they use it as an 
advantage to tell people that this is the best material. And I can’t tell 
you which one, but this is the best. It actually proves that the 
competitors do not have the money to use this. You know. It’s, I 
really think if you have to make the Tempur mattress you have to do 
as much, and then you are as luxury, you know. So for that they 
cannot compete with the price making cheaper mattresses, 
because that is like a cheaper technology. Or like, no technology or 
whatever you say.12
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I Do you think maybe they also put the price high to have this appeal 
or do you think it really is more expensive to manufacture this 
mattress?

R Okay. They have different sizes and different like supreme and. So 
you can. And it’s different price categories. Like it’s all expensive. 
But then then there is like the premium premium of you know. The 
thicker the mattress the better. It’s because there is more 
technology in it and I would say as I can. But I don’t want to. I don’t 
know for sure. But they always say the best, the premium mattress, 
the most expensive one, has all the technology and every single 
layers and. And then of course they have less advanced ones and 
yes, of course the price is more than it is actually worth, because it 
is a brand and you have a brand name and you have a, this whole 
personal touch to it. But they have some mattresses which is, you 
know gets the price and get the you know, they have it all. Of 
course, they have some more, you can still sell it that high, because 
it’s Tempur and you can’t sell it less, because then why is the other 
one so high. So you have to put the same price range. But it’s, I 
never seen the numbers how much they actually cost to create and 
how much they learn, and or earn, and.123 
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I That's their big secret (laughing). 

R That must be a big secret, yeah. Because I don’t know that part. 

I No, of course. Okay, well actually I went through all of my 
questions. I don’t know if you want to (inaudible). 

R Oh god. I think I talked so much (laughing). 

I It's great. 

R I hope it’s going to be useful. 

I I don't know if you want to add anything. If there was some other 
things, challenges or experiences with this promotional film that you 
felt like you haven’t been able to tell me yet?

R Oh well, I talked so much. Well, no I don’t think so. Well, I have to 
say it’s a long process. And also when you do those big claims and 
being scientific, I was also surprised with the legal stuff. You have to 
run through every word as I said with legal and you have to have all 
argumentations and scientific proof behind every single things you 
claim. And that was of course a challenge, because if you just make 
an emotional film about bubbles and a lady floating it’s like, okay I 
know it’s not real. You don’t need to, you know, is she really floating 
and feeling weightless, you know. I mean that’s commercial in a 
whole other level. So that way it was different and that made it also 
so cool. That’s all.123 
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I Okay, thank you. 
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I Yes, so I don’t know if you know a little bit about what I am doing or 
what I am going to write about. 

R Not a lot, no. 

I I don’t know either yet (laughing). No, it’s about the Tempur Hybrid 
campaign. And more specifically regarding the argumentation used 
in one of the promotional films that was made for Tempur Hybrid. 
And don’t know if you remember which one that is, or maybe I 
should show you which one I am talking about, because there were 
many different films. 

R Yes, that might be helpful. 

I Yes. I will do that. 

Watching promotional film. 

I And I know we changed a little bit since, since then. 

R I think it’s fairly similar to that yeah. It hasn’t changed an awful lot. It 
might be the odd word, but. Yeah, it’s very much that yeah. 

I And do you maybe want to tell a little bit about the Tempur Hybrid 
campaign and your involvement in it?

R The Tempur Hybrid campaign was one of the first thing I worked on 
after I started here. It’s part of a wider campaign which is called 
Sleep Technology, which you probably know. It’s a new sort of focus 
from Tempur. I guess they saw there is there is very much a gap in 
the market in. Well they have a very special USP in that they have 
this NASA technology behind them. They are space certified. An 
awful lot of, I think out of many mattress production company or 
manufacturer they spend the most time and money on testing. And I 
think that when people are buying mattresses as well, having this 
sort of information and this this campaign overall, it really justifies 
why they are spending that sort of money. Because they are not 
cheap mattresses. So yeah, it it it justifies the spend I suppose. The 
Hybrid is a completely new direction for Tempur as well, so this was 
actually the bit, sort of the odd one out of the series of five films. 
Whereas the other four talked about sort of classic Tempur material, 
the Hybrid was very much product focused. And it is a new, a new 
direction for Tempur in that it is the first product they have created 
that uses springs. So I think one of the main challenges for Tempur 
in the past has been convincing their market that foam is better than 
spring. They have, you know, since they were founded in 1998, they 
have always been advocates of foam. And then sort of done not 
quite a u-turn, because there is still foam in the Hybrid, but they are 
slightly eating their words. And I think what we have to do with this 
campaign is to be very careful not to say spring is better or foam is 
better. It’s just sort of broadening their portfolio slightly and saying 
we understand that a lot of people trust springs, they are responsive 
and of course springs do have certain qualities that foam cannot 
replicate. But, so we have, you know, again with this sort of highly 
technological looking video and all the research behind it, come up 
with this product which provides the best of both. So people who are 
interested in foam, but might not be willing to make the jump from 
spring to foam, you know, might might be interested in at least trying 
it and vice versa people who have got consistently used foam might 
think ooh maybe it’s time to upgrade to a to to the foam mattress I 
know, but with the added benefit of spring. So I think that that was 
pretty much the story behind it. Yeah. I mean I would be very 
interested to see how it works in the market, because like I said it’s 
a completely new direction for Tempur. Yeah. 
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I Okay. And what would you say was the goal of this promotional 
film?

R The goal of this promotional film. I think it was, well obviously to sell 
beds. It’s to diversify the Tempur range without alienating their loyal 
customer base already. I think it’s also an opportunity for Tempur to 
talk about the technology that goes into all their products. And it’s 
not, I mean it is about the, Hybrid is a product or just a selection in a 
range of products. But a lot of this TVC is talking about Tempur 
material, which doesn’t really change throughout their products. It 
still has the benefits so it’s sort of jumping on the back of a new 
product launch to talk again about the existing beenfits of Tempur, 
the material they have been using historically. Yeah, and yeah I 
think, I mean ultimately the goal really is to draw in a new section of 
the bedding market. A lot of people would never consider buying a 
mattress that was just made with foam, but if it’s a foam mattress 
with springs in it they might think hm, you know it’s still a spring 
mattress, so why not give it a try. 
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I And how do you think this this film, particularly, does that? What do 
you think people will, or hope people will think or feel when watching 
it?

R I think it comes across as very credible. You have got things like the 
NASA heritage in there. You know it’s a name people know, they 
trust. It’s a brand who has achieved amazing things scientifically. 
And if they have their stamp, if Tempur has the NASA stamp on the 
beds that they create, then it it’s a, it automatically makes people 
feel like they are buying from a trusted, credible manufacturer. And 
so I think there is that. I think the great, the production that has gone 
into this really sort of reflects Tempur in that it has taken a lot of hard 
work. It’s it’s very, I mean the videos themselves are precision 
designed, you know. They are really intricate and beautiful. And 
there is a sort of real dream-like quality to them, which I think is a 
really nice reflection of the Tempur brand. You know it’s, it sort of 
two fold. It looks very high tech. It looks very, not scary, but there is 
a lot of science in there, you know, compared to a lot of other 
manufacturers I think on the market. At the same time you have got 
the music, you got (name of Adtomic employee doing voice-over) 
his lovely voice-over and you have got this sort of very beautiful 
images, which which do sort of transport people into a dreamlike 
place, rather than like a science lab. So I think it crosses over 
between the two quite nicely. 
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I Okay. So you think it’s credibility, you think, and you think it’s the 
visuals in the sense of both technology, which might be impressive, 
and the dream-like, more emotional kind of feel of it. 

R Yeah, I think it touches people at all the right points. People who will 
look more at the science behind the mattress when choosing what 
to buy. There are people who will just, they will remember the way 
they that they felt when they have come face to face with the brand. 
And if people remember, oh wow I remember seeing that Tempur 
film was really beautiful. It comes across as very premium. And 
there are also people who, you know that’s why things like Trustpilot 
and TripAdvisor, all these things exist, because now more than ever 
people need some kind of second opinion or they like to have some 
kind of recommendation from somewhere before spending a lot of 
money on a product. And the NASA things is what does that. So I 
think it’s a combination of the three. And I think people like the idea 
that a lot of people know Tempur already. It’s a brand that’s been 
around for a long time and I guess a lot of the prospective buyers 
could also be curious or interested in the fact that this is sort of the 
very latest innovation in bed manufacturing. And and and it really 
shows. 
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I Yes. Well you mentioned that, you said that the ad made people feel 
something, make them remember Tempur. Do you think it actually 
also could even influence how they experience sleeping on a 
Tempur bed? So take it a step further. 

R I think it will give people high expectations of a Tempur mattress. If 
people see something like this they presume they are buying the 
best. And when they take their mattress home they, you know, start 
sleeping on it, they will they will I think, I mean I can never really 
speak myself, I expect, I would expect to feel a noticeable 
difference. And I think people will definitely be, I think it’s the case 
with any mattress that, perhaps even more so with if you have made 
the jump from spring to foam or foam to spring and foam, you will be 
looking to notice the differences. 

Product 
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Pathos

I Yes, but actually someone might say that high expectations can be 
a danger, because lower expectations and then the difference with 
what you actually experience might be. 

R People might be pleasantly surprised rather than disappointed. 

I Yes, exactly, but do you think it can actually be a positive thing to 
have these high expectations or.

R I think so. I don’t think high expectations necessarily leads to to, sort 
of, the risk of disappointment. I think people, to a certain extent, will 
convince themselves that this is a really lovely product. I think that’s 
naturally what we do. It doesn’t have to be a mattress, it could be 
anything, you know, I bought this really expensive pair of shoes, but 
because they have got this, this name, a label in them, I think they 
are better than the budget pair you buy from the highstreet. We 
convince ourselves that it has this, sort of, (inaudible) value to it, 
because it comes from a certain, it has a certain (inaudible) and I 
am, for example, one of the people that does that. I know a lot og 
people who are. And I think there is an element of that as well when 
people choose a mattress or when people experience a mattress for 
the first time. Then, you know, it’s almost like even if they were 
slightly let down by it, they wouldn’t almost want to admit it, because 
they have sort of convinced themselves that it is a better product 
than something else on the market. 
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I Yes. And do you think that also has something to do with what other 
people might think of them? Do you think it could also work in that 
sense?

R I think there is definitely, it is funny with mattresses, I mean for me 
it’s a completely alien idea that you would use a mattress as a 
status symbol. Or that you would, you know that you, it’s not really 
an aspirational thing for me. As far as I am concerned a mattress is, 
it’s purely for the enjoyment of the user and doesn’t really reflect 
who you are or your choices. That said, there will definitely be 
people out there who want that want for themsleves and maybe for 
other people to know that they have a Tempur mattress. 

I Because maybe you could also think about the fact that Tempur has 
this very recognisable, coloured zipper. It could also show people 
that this is not just any mattress, look this is a Tempur one. 
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R It is yeah, I think this is quite a new thing with regards to bedding 
and mattresses. I mean it’s something, yeah, it makes Tempur stand 
out a little bit more. I am trying to think what it’s like. It’s a bit like 
having a, a pair of Louis, a pair of Louboutins with the red sole and 
that you can see it from a mile off and that you automatically know 
oh, you know, you make judgment calls about the person wearing 
them, because they have got a red sole. I mean, it really means 
nothing, but. I mean, yeah, I think it’s a little bit different though with 
mattresses, because they they exist sort of in our most private 
spaces. I mean, unless you filled your house and you have got 
mattresses in the spare rooms and everything, that (inaudible). I 
don’t know. 

I Okay. I am actually just curious to hear more in a general way, like, 
what do you think makes a persuasive agrument? 

R What makes a persuasive argument. I general or with regards to 
this campaign or?

I Both. If you can relate it to this campaign. 

R What makes a persuasive argument. That’s a very good. 

I Or what do you think is the most important, what’s important to keep 
in mind when you want to convince somebody to buy a Tempur 
Hybrid, for example?

R I mean, you have got to be able to back yourself up factually. Like I 
was saying before, now more than ever, people have access to the 
facts and they are much less wiling to accept information at face 
value. So if you present something, you present a person with an 
argument or something you want them to accept you you always 
have to have something to back it up. I think that goes for anything. 
I think I think there are also loads of other elements. I think 
confidence plays a huge role in in in arguments. If you come across 
as completely confident in what you are selling, it shows that you 
have done your research and it sort of translates what, it permeates 
so other people sort of feed off that confidence. And it makes people 
relax, they feel better placed to to to to accept whatever it is you are 
telling them or selling them.   
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R It that is interesting, because we we actually had a or when we were 
talking to (name of Adtomic employee doing voice-over) about his 
voice-over we were initially going to use a different voice-over artist 
that we had found from a talent agency and we all heard his voice 
on recording and we all loved it. And then I think, and the client 
loved it as well. And then we got him to record, not sure if it was 
Hybrid or if it was one of the other Performance films, but he 
recorded it and we listened to it and we thought it’s not, it’s just not 
right. It’s it’s too, it’s too sales-y, it’s not, he’s not close enough, he 
doesn’t sound like he’s close enough to the brand. It sounds like 
he’s been brought in, which he had been to sell. And it was that fine 
line. People don’t want to sit there and feel like they are being sold 
something. They want to sit there and feel like they are actually 
learning something. And this is the purpose of the video, it is not 
necessarily to sell sell sell, it’s to inform people. So when we were 
speaking to (name of Adtomic employee doing voice-over) it was 
important that he knew that, you know, we had actually created this 
character for him. You’d have to, you’d have to, like an actor, 
imagine that you work at Tempur and that you are one of the 
scientists and you are just a calm person who, who is not there 
going buy this, this is amazing, no no, you know the product inside 
out. You know that the work, the work that has gone into it, and your 
voice, you know, a hard task is that your voice needs to come 
across like, that’s you. You don’t, you are so confident, you don’t 
need to sell it. You are just telling people about it. And and and that 
sort of calmness, that sort of calm authority, would be enough to sort 
of lend credibility to the film. And I think it did. Yeah, again it is sort 
of, you know, 2016 people will run a mile if they feel like someone is 
just trying to sell them something. And this is, this is not that. It’s it’s 
providing people information. It’s telling them a story from from a 
place of authority and credibility, which which I think really helps with 
the argument.  
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I Well, the other, well that’s mostly the credibility part and the other 
thing you said was the backing up what you are claiming. 

R Yeah. 

I Do you think that’s been done in this film?

R I think so, yes. I mean, we were given a lot of information by Tempur 
about the product. A lot of research and development has gone into 
it. This was another interesting, an interesting part of working on this 
campaign as well (inaudible) also that it’s, you are selling a mattress 
and a good night’s sleep and all this kind of stuff, so you don’t want 
to overload it with too much kind of information. But for us I think it 
was about finding the right amount of technology to include in it, so 
you have got things like precision micro coils, you have got they 
have a smart climate system with a cool touch cover. You know, 
these are these are very much kind of scientific sort of little pieces 
of technology in themselves that they have built to create this bigger 
piece of technology. You know, if you go and buy a car for example, 
you are not going to listen to all the spec, I mean maybe some 
people do, but you just want to know that it it’s the best that you can 
afford or that, you know, that it will serve the purpose. And this is, I 
think it’s kind of the same. It was about giving people enough 
information to to to sort of prove or to support that so much time and 
research has gone into this product without overloading them with 
information or making them think I am buying a science product, not 
a not a cosy mattress. And again, I think it achieves that. 
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I But for example, arguments or words like the, what is it cool touch 
cover and those kind of things or you also have like 45 mm diameter 
and 7 turns, they might not actually say a lot to people. They don’t 
know what this is based on research. 
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R No, but a little bit of jargon I think goes a long way in in in reassuring 
people that they are being told from from some people who know, 
you know, they know their stuff. Clearly, Tempur know their stuff if 
they know what’s an ideal, what an ideal diameter is for for a spring 
mattress to be sort of, what’s the word, responsive. Yeah, I think 
there is just enough in there. You want to feel like you are buying 
from the experts. And yeah, again, I think we achieved that. If there 
was a bit of push pull, and certainly on the other films as well the 
client maybe wanted to add more of the technology. On another one 
of the videos for sure I remember them saying I like this, I want to 
keep this in there. It’s called the glass transition curve, but to you 
and me that means absolutely nothing. To to to 99 percent of people 
buying a mattress that means absolutely nothing, but yeah they 
were sort of (inaudible) it, so we had to find a way of explaining 
what the glass transition curve meant, while keeping it credible and 
scientific enough, but also translating it sort of into every day human 
speak. Yeah, otherwise if would have, it’s sort of almost a waste of 
information that would just go through through someone’s head. 
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I Yes. And I am just wondering about some of these these arguments, 
because on one of the points it says that actually this 45 millimetre 
diameter, this 7 turns and all those things that it would actually 
create an ideal stiffness. And I am just wondering, like, how is that 
something you can claim? Because I can imagine that for different 
people there would be different ideal stiffnesses, depending on your 
weight, your size and those things. 

R I think, I mean it’s just clever wording. That’s why we said an ideal 
stiffness rather than the ideal stiffness. I mean, it’s as simple as that. 
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I So for any person it could be ideal. 

R It could be. And so it’s one of the, I mean, any stiffness can be an 
ideal stiffness. 

I Depending on whoever sleeps on it. 

R Depending on who is sleeping on it. I mean, it’s literally as simple as 
that. In fact, I think it was, someone had told us, it was the ideal 
stiffness to begin with, and we used it in the text. And then 
somebody else said be careful, because it’s very much subjective. 
And yeah, just I think the way we went around it was by replacing 
the with an, to broaden it slightly. 

I Yes. Okay. You also said there is quite a lot of focus on the 
credibility of, and  confidence of Tempur. Do you think, why do you 
think that was necessary to focus so much on that?

R I don't know if there was so much need to focus on it. I think it just 
happened naturally, because Tempur is already one of the, you 
know, I think one of the world’s number one brand mattresses, 
mattress brands. I think it’s one of these things, it would just be a 
shame not to at least mentioned it and talk about it. I think, yeah 
Tempur, it’s not a new company. They have been around for a long 
time. They know they do well. They know they make lovely beds. 
That’s. They are the most recommended. So they can sit back quite 
calmly and claim these things. And again, I think it just comes 
across I think in the overall feel. It wasn’t, I think, a particularly 
conscious thing to make sure we talk too much about about about 
about their sort of credibility or anything. 
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I So it was more of Tempur’s position. There was not a specific need 
to reassure people extra of?
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R No, I don’t think so. But, I mean, it’s there so it would be silly not to. I 
think it’s just part of the whole package. Like I was saying before, 
you want to show the product, but you also want to reassure people 
the place they are buying it from is the correct place. And Tempur is 
obviously a good one to buy from. 

I Okay. And you said that this was mostly informational. 

R Yeah. 

I Was the film also meant to evoke certain emotions?

R Yes, I think so. So, I mean like I said before, there’s a kind of 
dreamlike quality to it with the sort of darkness and the, sort of, stars 
and constellations and planets and things. The sort of place you 
disappear to when you are asleep, sort of nighttime feel. The music 
plays a very important role as well, it’s, I think it’s almost a bit of a 
juxtaposition against some of the technology, because it’s very 
calm, it’s very organic sounding. There’s nothing harsh about it. I 
think, again, that makes people feel just like, yeah, it’s calming, it’s 
reassuring, and they are not watching a science video. In the text as 
well, it was important to always, to make sure we weren’t going off 
and only talking about the technology. I think it’s always important to 
relate it back to what that actually means for me and and getting a 
good night’s sleep. You know, it’s part of the, that’s the whole reason 
people buy this mattress in the first place. So, I think it’s. 
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I So you feel like you could show people that it relates to a good night 
of sleep through these visuals of, for example, this sleepy, dreamy 
world. 

R Yeah. There’s that and the voice-over too. I think as soon as you 
talk about something, like, about the science behind it, then you 
have to kind of go back to your starting point and say and this 
means that you will enjoy a better night’s sleep, because ultimately 
that’s all they need to know. So yeah, you are kind of going down 
and down and down into the deeper layers of what this mattress is 
and then coming back again and say and this is why you should, 
you know, you’ll feel weightless or you’ll enjoy a better night’s sleep. 

Consumers Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I Okay. Let me check. Do you know anything about the target group 
for this specific film. 

R The target group for this specific film. That, I mean, the target group 
for Tempur in general they are called, it’s called something 
optimists. 

I Active optimists?

R Active optimists, thank you. I don’t really know what that means 
(laughing). The target group for this audience, I think Tempur is a 
particularly aspirational brand, but these are people who are, they 
are not going to buy something just because it’s the most 
expensive. Equally, they are not going to buy something because 
it’s the cheapest. I think people who buy Tempur mattresses really 
do their research, they value a good night’s sleep. They value, or 
they want to know that they are getting good value or value for 
money. And whether or not you can call Tempur value for money is 
sort of, is debatable. But I think they they want to know they are 
getting a lot for their money. Yeah, I think it’s an aspirational brand. 
It’s obvious not the lowest end on the market. It’s something that 
people put, or the people who are buying Tempur are the people 
who put a lot of time and effort into researching, researching and 
they want, they want to know that they are getting the best.  
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I Yes, and you said this was something that you heard this morning, 
or what?
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R We were talking about, what were we talking about? I had been 
working on a different campaign for Tempur and I was just reminded 
how they call the target group, the active optimists, but I haven’t 
really gone into it in much detail. I don’t quite know what that 
means, an active optimist. 

I Okay. So it’s not something you really keep in mind when you write 
copy for a?

R I keep in mind my understanding of the market sort of on a whole. 
It’s from, sort of, research I have done elsewhere or even from 
people I know. I can imagine people I know who who would be the 
Tempur customer. For example, I know that I am not. Whereas, and 
even you know people like my mother are not. Probably because 
we could sleep anywhere, but yeah yeah, I know certain people who 
would who would be that person and that’s why I find it hard to 
understand this active optimist thing, because, you know, I don’t 
look at them as one and the same. I think I probably should should 
find out what it means. 

Consumers Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I But you know some people that might buy a Tempur mattress. Is 
that something you keep in mind then, like, are you talking to those 
people, like, in your head when writing stuff or (inaudible)?

R No, not in my, not in my inner circles. Not in my family or immediate 
social groups. I wouldn’t think that people are buying, you know, 
there is definitely a sort of a timeline and usually it means that you 
buy a house first or this is very much your marital bed. I mean, in 
my mind Tempur is that it’s your marital bed. It’s not the bed that you 
buy to fill a rental apartment with. It’s maybe not even your first bed 
after you buy an apartment. It’s it’s its an investment. Much like all 
the other things you sort of invested in after that point. 

I Yes, but I guess you must have had something in mind when writing 
this. That you think about who you are talking to and. 

R Yeah, but I mean it’s not, I wouldn’t necessarily think of it in terms of 
who do I know buying a mattress. I think, I have worked on a lot of 
campaigns for people who who filled that, that or, demographic of 
having enough income, I mean, things like property. I worked on 
property and luxury brands and things, whereas Tempur is not a 
luxury brand, it’s a premium brand and and it’s it’s it’s targeting 
people at an aspirational level, but also showing them they are 
getting more than more than the average can buy. Yeah, if that 
makes any sense. 
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I Yes, and you said that Tempur they they they supplied quite a bit of 
data and research to base to base claims on and things. Is there 
anything additional that you had to find our or was there, was it, how 
credible was also the background information? 

R I think so much of it was just factual that they are not going to give 
us false information, because they would get in a lot of trouble. 
Yeah, I mean I don’t really know. I think we were in contact with one 
of the, yeah, one of the scientists who has actually worked on one 
of these products in their development. Yeah, I mean, I think we just 
trusted it. I mean the client knows they would be in serious hot 
water if they were giving us false information to use in their 
communications. So, I think, by default we just we just trust what we 
are given. 
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I And then there are, there is also often talk about that Tempur is a 
little but secretive. That people say that they have a secret 
regarding their foam technology, that it’s something that only a 
handful of people know. How do you feel about that?
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R That’s news to me. I didn’t. It’s like, sort of, the MacDonald’s secret 
sauce recipe or something. I mean, it almost makes sense. I know 
that they have a unique patent on their material, so no one can 
replicate it even if they work out what it’s made of, they can’t they 
can’t use the same ingredients to to make the same viscoelastic 
foam. It’s a completely patented product. So maybe that’s that’s 
what it is. 

I But patented is something else than secretive, of course. 

R I guess it’s not secret. I mean, I don’t know enough about the, how 
the product’s manufactured to know if it’s a secret. Only, it could well 
be. But, I mean, who are they keeping the secret from from from 
customers or from competitors? 

I That's a good question, but maybe it’s. I was thinking it maybe could 
also have something to do with the fact that, it’s almost an invitation 
for people to invite them to be part of the secret. 

R It’s alluring, yes. It’s, they want to know, like, (gasps) what is this 
brand that has a secret, yeah. Well, I am sure if it does have, I have 
not really come across this secret of Tempur before. I think they are 
fairly open about how it was designed by NASA or before it even 
became Tempur material it was designed by NASA in the seventies 
as a as a supporting material for astronauts during take-off who 
would go into space and someone realised that it had these 
amazing properties, that it conforms and adapts to your shape and 
it’s temperature sensitive, and it’s just ultimately very supportive and 
they thought why not turn that into a mattress. But as far as, you 
know, the actual compounds and the ingredients that go into 
creating this foam, I don’t know if they have, presumably they do 
keep a lot of it under lock and key, because they don’t want people 
replicating it. But I don’t think it played part of their, I don’t think it 
was ever part of their brand story. And because Tempur was also 
historically a clinical brand. I think a lot of people, before I even 
started working on this campaign, I remember hearing Tempur and 
thinking it’s hospital beds. Or not necessarily hospital beds, but it’s 
beds for people with problems. And that was actually something 
else we discussed in this meeting, so when we were talking about 
active optimists someone in the meeting said we are talking to 
people or trying to target people who are suffering and they certainly 
now do not want to be conceived, or perceived as a brand for sick 
people. It’s a premium brand and I think they have come a long way 
from shedding that kind of, that image. 

Brand image Premium Ethos 
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I But is that something you keep in mind for, like, further copywriting?

R I don't think so, no. 

I Because you think they already got rid of this image?

R Yeah, I mean they have, Tempur is part of a wider family, so you 
know, a wider portfolio. Tempur Sealy is the mothership and then 
you have got Tempur, Stearns and Foster, Cocoon and these other 
brands. And I think within within that portfolio is Tempur-Pedic, if that 
still exists, which is their sort of clinical branch of beds that are 
specifically marketed business to business to to clinical outlets, or 
hospitals and homes and to people who who have sort of specific 
needs when it comes to their bed. But Tempur itself is it’s it’s sort of 
moved away from that. I mean, I am sure there are a lot of people 
who do do consider it or bear it in mind and maybe it’s one of these 
things that actually adds a another layer of credibility to the brand, 
because, you know, if it’s good enough for people who need to be 
really comfortable in a hospital, who have bad backs or shoulders, 
then presumably it gives us a really good night’s sleep. 

Brand image Premium Ethos 
Pathos
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I Yeah. Yes. So you have the credibility of the technology, you have 
the feeling, the dreamy world and you have the credibility of the 
clinical use of the beds. 

R Exactly, but, yeah, I think, so that sort of summarises is quite nicely, 
when he first said that he wants to get a Tempur bed, his wife said I 
don’t want a bed for sick people in my house. And that’s why 
Tempur Tempur, this sort of branch of Tempur are very careful to 
distance themself from that. Whereas, there is a connection there, 
but it’s not part of their, the overall brand image. Or not anymore, 
anyway. 

Brand image Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I And what was your your biggest challenge when working on this 
campaign? 

R What was my biggest challenge. I am not sure if there is one 
particular challenge, there never is one particular challenge. I think 
being, yeah, introducing springs to the Tempur portfolio for a brand 
that has, you know, snubbed springs for years and years, yeah, you 
know, how do we how do we communicate this, that was one of the 
initial challenges. I think the challenge is the whole piece. It’s sort of 
(inaudible) with little challenges along the way, yeah, you know how 
do you make yourself credible, how do you make the copy sound 
nice, how do you make sure you don’t get into legal trouble. And 
keeping the client happy along the way is always a challenge. 

Informing
Legal

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Tell me about it (laughing). 

R (laughing) Yeah. I think a lot of people have different ideas for these 
campaigns. And when so many people are working on it from a 
different perspective, people making the videos, the people who are, 
you know, controlling the budgets, the people who work at the 
brand, it’s it’s it’s, I think it’s true at every campaign that there will be 
colliding opinions. 

I Yes. And how did that affect you?

R I think I just had to make sure that what I was producing was the 
best I could. And like I was saying before about arguing, just being 
able to back it up, say this is why I have chosen to say this. And 
yeah often, I mean people are open-minded and are happy to listen 
to input if it’s delivered sort of in a well though out way. I hope. 
Otherwise, I don’t don’t really. Challenges. I mean, again, finding the 
right balance between technology and actual human benefits was a 
challenge. It was a challenge in all of these, because the the brief 
for for for this whole campaign was make it look scientific. Make it 
look really advanced. And you have to do that without alienating 
people who just want a comfortable bed. So I think that was a 
challenge too, but one that we overcame, I think, quite naturally, 
because we understand the brand and also understand what people 
are ultimately looking for. Yeah. 

Consumers Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I You said that the springs, that was a challenge to introduce that. At 
one point (name of Adtomic employee doing voice-over) or it says 
that so springs were never really our thing. Do you know the reason 
for that sentence? Because I think it’s a little bit of a tricky sentence 
or, like, risky. 

R It's flippant isn’t it. It’s quite dismissive. It’s sort of, the client actually 
wanted it to be a little more self-deprecating. I have, actually I have 
really, we worked actually on that hook for quite a long time and I 
remember, what was it, I probably got the original copy that was 
somewhere, yeah it was, I really can’t remember. I think we maybe 
drew too much attention to begin with to the fact that we are a foam 
company and this is the first time we have made springs. So I 
guess, yeah, (inaudible) a little bit. I mean, it still is a little self-
deprecating, you know, spring were never really our thing. It it is 
dismissive, I think. 
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I And why do you think that’s a good thing to show or why did you 
choose to show?

R I think a little element of it is admitting that we were perhaps wrong 
by by not considering springs. Just by virtue of us even talking 
about spring not being our thing we are alluding to the fact that that 
we have previously only talked about or sold foam materials. We 
could very easily I think or Tempur could have very easily gone in 
there just saying we have made a mattress which has got springs 
and foam in it, but I think it felt important to actually draw attention to 
the fact that, you know, we might have been wrong and. 

Informing
Research

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I And why is that why is that important to say? 

R Good question. Yeah it is a good question. Maybe they thought if we 
just just ran into the market introducing a product which has springs 
in it a lot of people might go hang on, what what’s this? Tempur is a 
foam company. Yeah, and by drawing attention to it it sort of, it’s 
highlighting it and saying let’s be done with it, let’s move on. We 
know we are a foam brand, so, you know, whoops. But actually 
there is a really good reason behind why we have done this. And I 
think that’s that’s actually, I mean, the sort of flippancy of it, sort of 
springs were never really our thing is actually half of is only half of it, 
because after that we go on to say, we sort of save ourselves, 
slightly or hopefully entirely, by saying our sleep scientists, we 
wanted to know if we could provide an even better product. And and 
that’s the mission, I think that, we admit one thing and say but we 
were happy to sort of go back on everything that we have done if it 
meant we can provide something that is even better that what we 
have done before. And that I think ultimately is what comes across. I 
hope that’s what comes across. It’s, yeah, I think it’s all part of this 
credibility thing. We do mention, somewhat, our history, but we also 
want to reassure people that that we are not just, you know, a 
money making machine. We actually are really curious to find out 
what makes a great night’s sleep. And we have come up with this. 

Informing
Research
Sleep 
Technology
Credibility

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I It's maybe also adding some emotional side to the brand or?

R Yeah. I think it’s a compensational thing. I don’t know, that was 
another part of I think what we briefed (name of Adtomic employee 
doing voice-over) when we were doing the voice-over with him was 
that, again it doesn’t want to sound salesy, it wants to sound 
conversational. Obviously, we are not having a dialogue with the 
video, but it’s in the sort of tone, the tone of voice that, it’s like 
someone sitting opposite you explaining to you. And it’s very natural 
that you might have a little bit of humour or emotion in there as well. 
It’s not completely robotic, which I guess is what what the brand is 
as well. They do want to talk to people on a on a on a level where 
people understand them. Yeah, I hope that answers something.  

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Yes, definitely. Actually, I went through all my questions, so I don’t 
know if I, if you felt like I missed something or if you?

R No, I think you are pretty thorough. 

I If you want to. 

R If there are any more comments about the campaign. The client is 
really happy with it. 

I That's always good (laughing). 
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R Yeah, they are happy with all of them. Yeah. I was actually, I found it 
very interesting, because it was the first time I had worked on a 
mattress brand. I mean it’s not something everyone works on, 
mattress brands. Or even like a furniture or bedding or anything, 
you know. I had not really worked on anything remotely similar, but I 
have been through the emotions of buying my own mattress or a 
house. And I have been subjected to the marketing and I have seen 
how people market their product. And it’s quite sort of, I don't know. I 
am very proud of these, because it's very different to what I think 
other people in the market are doing. And it's nice to see, yeah, 
taking a slightly different approach. I think it's easier said than done. 
Or it's easier for a brand like Tempur to do it, because they do have 
a long history and they do have a lot of claims they can make. But 
yeah, it's not not something that I would ever have expected to see, 
let alone create or be part of creating. 

Informing
Longevity
Research 
Competitive 
differentiatio
n

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Why?

R Just wouldn't necessarily think of a mattress brand marketing 
themselves in that way. I think they are beautiful videos. I mean I am 
biased, but, yeah, I think we have an idea of what mattress 
marketing looks like and a lot of the sort of classic Tempur stuff is 
probably it’s like that, you know. you have someone lying on a bed 
waking up feeling refreshed and ours, everything is sort of, in the 
traditional stuff it's all sort of kind of white and clean and blue and 
and this this is very different. And I find it very refreshing.  

Visuals Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I But there are a couple of other elements made for Tempur Hybrid, 
right?

R Yeah, there was some print stuff. 

I Yes. Do you do you have any specific idea of what the place of this 
film is in the whole of all the different elements? Do you expect 
people to see it at a certain moment or in a certain stage of their 
buying process? Is that something you maybe. 

R I think the Tempur Hybrid is the sort of thing that you would do your 
research on before buying it. I mean this is not going to be 
appearing on television channels and things. This is, it’s going to 
live on the internet and it will be used in sales training and things 
like that, but. 

Informing
RSA training

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I So not for customers, but for actual retail sales assistants? 

R For retail sales assistants, but presumably they will be able to show 
it to the customers as well and say this is, here is a two minute 
video about the Hybrid if you want to see it. (inaudible) if I were 
about to spend however much it costs to buy a Hybrid, I would 
Google Tempur Hybrid and this will be one of the first things that 
comes up. And people will watch the video and, you know, it’s 
almsot better than appearing on television, because on television it’s 
not, we haven’t actually gone out searching for information. That’s 
why it’s important that this comes across not like an advert, but like 
like a story that is giving people information, because that’s where 
it’s going to be found. 

Price 
positioning
Informing

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I So actually that’s quite, maybe quite different parts of the buying 
process you could say they have to see it in store, like, right at 
where they can actually buy it or if they are first still looking online at 
home. So it’s actually quite a wide purpose. 
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R Yeah, it’s another string to the bone. They will see this and they will 
see the craftsmanship in the video itself and it will reflect well, 
hopefully, it will reflect positively and they will it will tick them into 
making the decision to buy a Hybrid mattress. Like I was saying 
before, if they go into the shop and someone’s there saying oh yeah 
this is a brilliant mattress, you should definitely buy this one, you 
know, it’s only a few thousand pounds or ten thousand whatever. It’s 
much higher, people sort of recoil a little but and they sort of oh I 
need a little time to think about it and in the privacy of their own 
home, you know, in a space where they feel comfortable, they will 
do their own research. They will find this video and, yeah, it’s it’s 
somehting else for them to digest, which will hopefully make the 
difference. I think that’s about it. 

Visuals 
Price 
positioning 

Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I Great! Thanks! Awesome! 

R My pleasure. I hope there is some nuggets of wisdom in there. 
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Appendix 3: Transcription Of Interview With The Creative Director
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R Many questions?

I Well, I will take as many questions as I can get. If you have to go 
back to work, just go, you know, you just say so and I. 

R Oh well, no worries. I mean, I, is half an hour okay? 

I Yes, that would be great. 

R Yes, and I will try to be, yeah, be as informative as possible. 

I Yes, that sounds great. Just yeah, just talk as much as you as 
much as you can and. 

R Okay, yes I will. 

I So I don’t know if you know a little bit about, like, I have to write my 
thesis and it’s about, well I don’t want to say too much what it’s 
about, but I will take the Tempur Hybrid campaign as a case. 

R Yes. 

I And I want to write about the argumentation used and then 
specifically in one of the one of the films. And i think maybe it 
makes sense if I show the film, so you know which one I am talking 
about. 

R Yes. 

Watching film. 

R Yes, I remember. 

I You remember, that’s good (laughing). I know it changed a little bit, 
little bits and pieces. 

R Yeah, in the end. 

I Since then. But I don’t know if you want to tell a little bit about the 
Tempur Hybrid campaign and your role in it?
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R My role was to, in this campaign, to to take you can say, this is 
actually part of a bigger campaign. Or this is, so Hybrid actually 
launched as as on a you can say normal way, it was launched with 
a big nice picture of the bed and also the story, you know, about this 
the coils and the foam and all that. So it was it was originally, you 
can say, launched, you can say, in a more normal way, with a big 
nice picture in a bedroom and all that. And and and talking about 
this new Hybrid thing combining coils and foam, still looking great 
and you can unzip and showing this zipper thing and all that. So 
and this this film is also sort sort of selling, you can say, Hybrid, but 
but where we go more in to details about the, you can say the 
technology behind the, the stories behind the, you know, the coils 
and the foam and the history of Tempur and, you know, why we 
have never done this Hybrid thing before and so on. And the reason 
why we were doing that was to sort of to sort of open up and tell the 
story, because there are actually a lot of stories behind the product. 
You can’t normally do that in a normal in in in a, you can say, 
consumer TVC that normally is like 30 seconds. There you sort of 
have to sell the dream and the nice picture and the and on a more 
headline basis. But when we were doing this film we just saw it’s it’s 
where you sort of, it’s online, it’s in the stores, it’s actually where 
you are closer to to a actually buying a bed or considering buying a 
bed. And then you are more open for, actually, getting, you can say, 
different, more into detail stories about this bed and why it’s so 
fantastic and all the research and giving the consumer and idea, not 
an idea, but a clear, sort of, picture of that this is not just a mattress, 
even though it looks like a big white thingy that is, you know, yeah, 
just a normal mattress. Then sort of digging inside and actually 
telling the story, it’s it’s giving it much more value and giving, and 
also the reason why you have to pay that much, so you can 
probably better understand why it’s that expensive, because there’s 
a lot of a lot of research going into that, into the whole process. And 
it’s not just a mattress, there is a long story behind it. So that was 
the reason we did that and sort of try to make it try to make it 
interesting, even though there is a lot of information and there is a 
lot of facts and and and, you can say, in traditional way quite boring 
stuff, but we tried to sort of to take the highlights and still go go into 
depth of the you can say the information and the facts and then 
combined with you can say graphic language that are that hopefully 
compealing, not compealing. 

Informing
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I Appeal or?

R Yeah sort of appealing. Yeah, no I was just looking for the 
appealing. So you you want to hear it even though it’s like 2 
minutes long. So, and send a signal about high tech quality, 
craftsmanship. Send a signal about that that, it’s not just, you know, 
yet another mattress. There is a lot of work in it. And, but you also 
have to pay a lot of money for it. 

Visuals
Sleep 
Technology
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Pathos 

I Yes. And what would you say is was the goal of this film?
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R To to to to to tell people that you know, that, it had some different 
goals. You know, overall it is to sort of inform and and and and and 
and you can say, because it’s it’s it’s, because when you buy a 
mattress or a bed for that sake, you don’t you don’t do that, just, 
you know, you do that every eight years or so, so it’s fairly, you 
know, you don’t you don’t come in that situation that often, so, and 
it’s big, it’s a big decision and you sort of walk around and you try 
different beds and mattresses and it’s, you talk with your partner 
and, you know, blah blah blah. You don’t just go out impulsive and 
just buy something, unless you are very rich, so so so it’s it’s a big 
process and this is to sort of, to guide and and and to come up with 
a lot of, you can say, benefits and and and reasons to believe. And 
it’s also for, that’s one of the reasons you know, okay, I can 
understand this, it sounds really interesting. I can discuss with my 
partner, you know. And suddenly, he or she can also realise why we 
are maybe buying this mattress and it’s because of all these, you 
know, important things that’s inside and it’s not just foam and all 
that. So that’s that’s one side of it I think. And the other side is also 
to sort of explain to people that, and also internally in Tempur to 
explain that that it’s actually okay to sort of combine springs and 
and foam. In this case springs has always been you an say the 
enemy and suddenly we are sort of using springs, so there is a, you 
can sort of angle it as are you not believing in your own product. 
Suddenly, why, why do you suddenly sort of use springs together 
with foam. Is that because you are doubting your own, your foam 
thing. And we tried to sort of turn it around, because that that’s not 
the fact. They are they are actually just combining the best of two 
worlds to sort of speak. And for some reason they never sort of 
thought about combining. And now they realised it is actually quite a 
good idea. It’s also because some of the competitors are doing that, 
so they tried to sort of jump on that train, before it are too far away 
in the horizon and you can’t sort of. There’s a lot of people 
apparent, apparently there is a lot of people buying you know these 
combination mattresses. It’s a big thing, so they don’t want to lose a 
lot of of opportunity to sell a lot of mattresses. So that’s that’s also 
the reason why they are doing it. 

Informing
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Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Yes. One other thing you also said was that they used to always do 
foam and now they also do springs, so that’s maybe a little bit risky 
or they are going a little bit against what they previously did. Is that 
something that in any way influenced what you did, your creative 
work?

R Yeah. 

I In what sense?
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R It actually sort of, my first reaction was, okay, how would people 
sort of, because they had sort of been doing this foam all their life, 
for forty years and suddenly they are adding springs and the 
springs has always been kind of you know, aaah fuck, it’s just 
cheap, it’s not good, but you know, it’s the enemy. When you are 
suddenly using that I could see a lot of, I was thinking are they sort 
of, how would that sort of, would that cannibalise, would that sort of, 
would they lose credibility by doing it, because you know, abandon 
your own product and all that or not entirely abandoning it, but sort 
of, somehow. So I was actually, we were sort of thinking about, you 
know, how could we approach this so it doesn’t look like, you know, 
that that that they don’t really believe in what they are doing and 
they have to sort of add springs to actually get sales. And and and 
our conclusion was also when we talked to them that they are quite 
open, they like it, they, somehow they convinced me quite fast that 
it’s, that’s just part of the process, why not try it, I mean, you know. I 
mean it’s, why shouldn’t we try it. We have a lot of experience in in 
in the whole kind of sleeping thing and and and the whole kind of 
you know how how people sleep and the pressure on the body and 
all that. So they know a lot about that and and so they are just using 
that expertise and and selecting the right amount of foam and 
selecting the right coils and and so it’s not just, you know, you can 
say a something that happens in panic, like oh my god, we need to 
do something, because the market is going that way. They have 
actually sort of spent a lot of time on finding the right coils and 
finding the right, you know, the right layers of foam and doing all 
that. And and and by actually sort of communicating that we have 
just sort of combined the best of, you can say, the two worlds and 
and and been quite open about it, it seems like nobody actually are 
questioning the whole thing. And I was a little afraid of that, to be 
honest, to begin with, that you could lose some of your you know 
credibility. 

Informing
Credibility 
Research 

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I And you actually see quite a bit, also visually, the combining the 
best of both worlds, like the light streams merging together and 
those kind of things. How did you, how did that process go for you? 
What did you. 

R It was, I think it was, it was actually to sort of say that we, you know, 
the whole Hybrid, the name is is, so it was, yeah how, it seemed 
quite obvious to say okay we take one thing here and another thing 
here and we put it together and and try to sort of make them equal, 
so they so one is not better than the other and it’s and the whole 
kind of visual kind of very simple sort of two streams meeting each 
other, joining you know. It’s it’s, you can say it’s obvious, but it’s 
also to sort of talk to the unconscious or or the subconscious mind 
that you know, if you put two things together they will make, they 
will get stronger. It’s about sort of getting. Merging is always 
somehow better, you know. Joining forces is always better, so when 
you use that literally and show that, the signal you send is, you 
know, okay then it’s probably stronger or better and more kind of, 
you can say, solid and it’s and and I think people will look at it and 
say it’s it’s it’s, it looks it looks kind of, how do you say, it seems it 
seems quite natural. And it seems as as, you know, a logic kind of 
choice that you merge stuff. And of course it must be better when 
you merge, somehow. That’s at least what I think people will sort of 
react to it. So that’s why and simply also to sort of illustrate that you 
know (makes sound) putting together. That’s also the reason why 
we sort of take, have this you know one layer of this, one layer of 
that and put it together and then the streams, so try to be, also to 
sort of say that they, it’s in the working together the fantastic result 
comes. Yeah kind of. 

Visuals Premium Ethos
Pathos

I Yes. And what do you think people will think or feel when they are 
watching this film?
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R I don’t know. Hopefully, they will understand it. That’s, and hopefully 
they will feel that it’s, that it, that there’s a logic in it and it should be 
appealing as well. So at least think about or at least consider that 
okay maybe I should try this. Maybe I should consider buying this, 
because it’s actually no coincidence and they have been thinking 
about it and I would actually like to try to try it in real life and see 
how it actually feels, because it’s. So hopefully, hopefully it can help 
people to, you know, to consider buying a mattress, hopefully. And 
hopefully it can maybe also be, you know, you can say the the last 
argument, or not the last argument, but the final stone you put on 
the whatever so you actually buy it. You know, if you need some 
argument, if you need some kind of, you know, okay and then you 
see this film and then hopefully it will give you, okay, yeah it makes 
sense. 

Informing
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I So you expect most people to watch this after they have already at 
least considered a Hybrid? It’s not one of the first thing they see, 
but more one of the later elements in?

R Yeah, I don’t know how they are going to use it exactly, but I think I 
think or the original though was that when you are sort of in the 
process of buying a mattress or a bed, then you can see this and 
then you can sort of, then you could hopefully you know, give you 
some of the, make you curious and make you want to sort of know 
more and make you try it and discuss it with your partner or 
whoever you have next to you in bed. 

I Yes. So it’s it’s a lot about convincing people, but do you think it’s 
convincing in a rational way or more emotional way? Did you have 
a certain appeal in mind?

R Yeah, I mean it’s it’s very much rational, you can say. And it’s very 
kind of hard facts and it’s very kind of. But it also tried to, that was, 
this has to been seen you know together with other stuff and it’s, 
you know, you have to sort of you know you know, if you show it in 
on digital kind of stuff you would probably also see it combined with 
a big picture and when you see it in the store it would probably be 
combined with the real bed. We also added the last part of the film 
where you had real pictures. Real footage. So you can get a feeling 
of textures and so you can get this nice kind of comfy feel, so it’s 
not just you can say the graphical world. So you try to add a little bit 
of feeling and a little bit emotion into it. At least on the visual side. 
So so, but it’s mostly kind of hard facts and and you can say a lot of 
information and and reasons to believe. 
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I Yeah, but you say hard facts, but, for example, things like 45 
millimetres diameter, seven turns and those kind of things, that 
might not say, actually say a lot to people. They might not feel like 
these are really hard facts. They can’t deduce that from the film 
itself. 

R Yeah, I mean I think they are hard facts, but you can discuss 
whether they can actually use it to anything or for anything. It 
should send a signal about that we are very much into the details, 
in every detail, we are very thorough, we are very determined, and 
we are very kind of almost obsessed by every little thing. If you go 
into details about how these coils, how big they are and all that, it’s, 
you know, that’s not the reason why I would choose this bed, 
because oh they are seven centimeters, okay, then I would 
definitely go and buy it, but if they were ten I wouldn’t. But it sends 
a signal about somebody that really knows what they are doing. 
And are really sort of into the into the core. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Thinking about this, yeah. 

R Yeah. Basically, every thing and we are not afraid of telling, even 
though it’s, you can say, very detailed. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos
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I Yes. Okay. And what do you think is, what do you generally say is 
important when you work as a creative director in persuading 
people? Like, maybe just in general instead of related to this film. 
How do you persuade people, visually?

R Visually? 

I Yes. 

R I think it has to be, it has to be somehow, you have to be curious to 
see see some more, or you have to sort of, when you look at it it 
has to be of course appealing. It has to sort of, it has to it has to 
sort of play on play on the facts that you know, whoever is going to 
watch it, the target group, the language has to be something that 
they might find interesting or funny or, you know, whatever. So, 
knowing a little bit about the target audience, you have to sort of 
create a visual language or universe that are, where you want to 
know more and where you actually are, want to spend time on 
going into details, or reading about it or listening to it, because 
normally advertising is sort of something that comes in from the 
side and sort of steal away your time and your attention. So you 
have to be relevant and you have to be, you know, you have to 
have people to open up for this, because you are sort of knocking 
on their door and sort of want to sell and want to sort of steal away 
their attention and if you are, so if you are a nice person with a big 
smile and you are sort of, you know, and you are, what you have on 
your mind is relevant and you are, then there is a chance that the 
other person would listen. But if you are like (makes growling 
sound), you know, or just knocking on the wrong door, then people 
won’t listen and so, I mean, that’s that’s the basics. It has to be 
appealing and it has to be or funny or it has to be of course 
relevant. 

Visuals
Consumers
Brand 
personality 

Premium
Brand 
personality 
appeal 

Ethos
Pathos

I Depending on the target group?

R Of course on the target group, because there is you know a huge 
difference between, you know, men being 20 years old and women 
45, they have they have different aesthetics and they have different 
stuff they look for. 

Consumers
Visuals 

Premium Pathos 

I So what did you have in mind with this with this film?

R It’s more it’s more it’s more you can say 40 plus, 45 plus. People 
that are, can afford buying an expensive mattress, so that’s kind of, 
you know. It’s about people that are also well-educated somehow, 
so they can consume information like this. So they don’t sort of say 
ah fuck it, I just want something cheap from IKEA, but something 
that are sort of you know. Actually also not just buying stuff because 
it has to be cheap, but something that has to be good. And and and 
for that reason sort of searching for information and want to know 
what they are actually sort of buying, whether. So that’s the reason 
why it’s been made like this. 

Consumers
Price 
positioning

Premium Ethos
Pathos

I But can you give some examples, like how does this, you can say 
visual universe then relate to the target group? What they find 
important? 
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R Hopefully it relates so, you know, it has to be, the visual language is 
is was, the working title was sexy performance, so, you know, trying 
to make boring graphs and boring statics and numbers and, you 
can say, almost like blueprints, which is a very masculine world, try 
to make it more feminine, try to make it more kind of poetic. And 
and actually spend more time on doing it, so it’s not just kind of, you 
can say, more kind of, because it’s a bed and the target group is 
also very much women, it has to, I think it has to be a little bit more 
poetic and nice to look at. But still with a fairly high level of 
information. Not only women of course, that’s, it’s not to sort of drag 
any kind of sex thing over it or being like women are like that and 
men are like that. But I think, in general, because it’s so, I imagine 
the target group and I think they would love to see something like 
that. Or at least, try to do it a little bit different. You know, because 
you know pie charts and blue prints and and outlined beds and and 
all the statistics are normally quite boring. Try to make it a little bit 
more different. 

Visuals
Consumers
Informing

Premium
Credibility

Logos 
Ethos
Pathos 

I Did you get any input from Tempur about if it were more women 
than men buying these mattresses and what the target group is 
like?

R Yeah, I think we had at some point a discussion on on on you know, 
it’s of course something you buy together, but but you can say also 
to be again very kind of gender sort of black and white you know, 
for women, if it has to be appeal for women it has to, it can’t be too 
kind of you know masculine. I don’t know if it’s true, but that’s kind 
of how we work with it. So it has to be it has to look appealing. It 
has to be something you want to spend time on looking at. And at 
the same time not going, you know, not being so kind of fluffy and 
poetic that men can’t relate to it. Also being very, me being very 
kind of black and white in terms of gender. But that that was the 
thing and and and so they both have to sort of accept it. The man 
and the woman. And that’s, yeah, and I think we found a nice 
balance, hopefully. 

Consumers
Visuals 

Premium Ethos
Pathos

I And can you give some examples of how you made these graphs 
and hard facts more poetic as you called it?

R Yeah, try to look at some inspiration to start with. Sort of, really sort 
of going around it and then after that, I did some experiments 
myself, trying to sort of, from the inspiration I got sort of say maybe 
okay, work with work with light and colours and work with stuff that 
are not sort of crisp all the way, but also had this sort of blurry kind 
of feel. And sometimes it doesn’t have to been one to one, maybe 
you can also be a little more abstract in what you do. And and and 
some of the stuff also has to be very kind of straight forward, this is 
a coil or whatever. But also allow that you sort of let in some more 
poetic parts in the storytelling. And and using the light and using 
depth as well, so you sort of, so the universe is not flat, but sort of, 
you can sort of almost imagine that you can fly into it. 

Visuals 
Storytelling

Premium Logos
Ethos
Pathos

I Is that the 3D effect?

R Yeah yeah and try to add some stuff that you would, also more stuff 
and add also texture to it. There is a lot of grains and there is a lot 
of particles and stuff like that. So it becomes more rich in the feeling 
and also more kind of premium. But adding these elements gives a 
little more kind of poetic feel. 

Visuals Premium Ethos
Pathos

I Yes, and what do you think people will feel? Like this poetic feel, 
how do you think that translates to?
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R I don't know. To be honest, I don’t know. I hope, I can’t imagine that 
it would be, that people would say oh I think it’s awful (laughing). 
Maybe some would. I think it I think it works fine, because it’s, you 
buy the premises of you know, a lot of information and a lot of 
details and a lot of a fairly long story. And you have to sort of soften 
it up a little bit. So and and and give them something that they 
wouldn’t expect. So try to also, I am not saying that, you know, but 
we have thought about sort of, you know. One thing is to tell them 
the story, and there is a lot of information, and then adding these 
layers of you know, okay, that was an interesting way of showing a 
graph or that was, I like this kind of thing happening here, because I 
didn’t expect it, so. And so, that’s hopefully will, people will say okay 
that’s, maybe I didn’t get all of it, but I. It’s also okay, you know, 
because there is a lot of information, so if you can sort of, if you sit 
afterwards and think I got at least, you know, I got the big picture 
here. It was something about the coils and putting together and 
doing this and that and, you know, merging and blah blah blah. 
Then I think you are, I would be happy. You don’t have to remember 
every little thing, but it sends a signal about, you know, that we are 
very much into detail, we are very professional and we are, you 
know, we are almost obsessed by doing this, so. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I And if people end up buying a a Hybrid, do you think having 
watched this film can also influence in any way how they eventually 
experience sleeping on the Hybrid mattress? Or do you think those 
things are separate from each other?

R Yeah. No I think, I think they, yeah, it’s a good question. I think it 
will, if they can remember the film and have bought the mattress 
and, I think the mind is and we are we are getting so many inputs 
that we don’t even realise that we are getting, you know. Everything 
from colours and textures and, you know, so when you are, so you 
probably remember this film and let’s just imagine that you bought 
the mattress and you have that film somewhere in your brain and 
then the feeling you sort of you got when you saw it and the 
textures and all that, I think you will take some of it and and and it 
would also sort of influence how you how you how you will 
experience the bed in real life. You can sort of, in that sense you 
can trick the mind a little bit. If you made it, if you for instance made 
a film about being ecological and, you know, being friendly to nature 
and all. And then when you lie on the bed then you would feel it 
differently, I think. Whereas if you went very technical and all that, 
that’s another feeling. If you said this is the, if you made a film 
about this is a bed made with, you know, it’s very expensive and it’s 
like the most expensive bed in the world, then you would probably 
also feel the bed differently. It’s a psychosomatic thing that, you 
know, oh I can actually feel it it’s the most expensive bed in the 
world. But you can’t. But it’s because you you trick yourself. So I 
think that this will affect, you know, ah yeah I can actually, you 
know, I can almost hear people say yeah I can actually feel. 

Product 
experience 

Pride and 
belief

Pathos

I They want to feel the difference?

R Yeah! They want to sort of feel that, you know, yeah that’s, you 
know. It’s the same thing with labels. If you buy a beer and and and 
the label is really beautiful and a lot of kind of, you know, and 
ornaments and oh my god, the beer tastes better. You can just, if 
you took away the label and and you drink it, you will have a 
different feeling of the exact same beer. And a really ugly kind of 
label would sort of, you know. I think all these things are playing a, 
adds to the whole experience, so when you actually are lying you 
can, yeah. I think so. 

Product 
experience 
Visuals 

Pride and 
belief 
Premium 

Ethos
Pathos

I What was for you the biggest challenge creating this campaign?

R It was. 

I Or one of the, if you had some challenges. Probably. 
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R Yeah, we had we had a few. I mean it was like a lot of information 
and trying to make it interesting. Sort of story boarding stuff. You 
don’t have anything, you have to create everything yourself on a 
computer in 3D. That was challenging to sort of try to to make the 
flow kind of logic and also interesting in that sense. Also knowing 
that apart from this film there were like six others or five others, so it 
had to be sort of in a series. So you can’t use all the tricks on one 
film only, because you had to sort of, you had to sort of, you know, 
make it into a family of films and this is one of them. It was just, 
because it also could, it could also get very boring to some point 
and. Well, that’s another story so. I think it was challenging to sort 
of and also to some, you know, it can also be challenging also not 
just to sort of, the whole kind of animation part, you know, how you 
move from one scene to another and actually make the flow 
interesting sort of. The camera movements, you know, how you go 
from one situation to another, so that was also sort of challenging to 
sort of. It should feel all natural, it should be like and and and there 
should like a, you know, a lot of dynamics and and and and thinking 
about, you know, you know it shouldn't be boring, it would be. And 
there is a big challenge when you are doing films like that that you 
can kind of lose the audience, because it’s simply too much 
information you have to sort of sit there and so try to sort of, also to 
cut down the story and take away the stuff that you don’t really think 
is needed. And try to make it kind of dynamic even though you 
know it’s a lot of information and and and. So, you know, everything 
from the voice-over, to the music, to the animations, to the graphics, 
to the whole flow, it has to, it has to sort of, it has to work. You can’t 
have too long sequences where you are sort of, you know, so there 
has to be a natural flow. And that was quite demanding, because 
there is so much information you need to sort of put in. And and and 
people stop listening and you also need to sort of, you need to 
have, build in some kind of chapters, maybe you don’t, maybe you 
don’t see them, but we have also put income chapters where you 
can actually consume the information. Maybe only for a few 
seconds or half a second and then you can sort of continue. But 
you have to have some different kind of, it’s like in a film, it’s like in 
a novel, you have to have some. 

Informing
Visuals 
Storytelling

Credibility
Premium

Pathos

I Breathing moments or?

R Yeah or where you can actually sort of say okay (sighs). And then 
you go. 

I And how how how do you create those visually?

R By actually sort of creating pauses or creating kind of, changing the, 
you can say, the the music, changing the visual side, so it could go 
from very technical to sort of just something very fluffy. You can also 
change the pace, so you go from a lot of information to (sighs) and 
more la la la la la. So, that. Stuff like that. 

I And what role do you think the music plays in this film. Last 
question (laughing). 

R Okay. Yeah it it it. 

I Have you been a part of the choosing of the music?
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R Yes. Yeah it, hopefully it sends a signal about, it should give you, 
yeah, it’s, music is very important. It’s like half or 40 percent of a 
film. So it should it should play together with the voice-over, you 
know, the male voice-over, very kind of convincing thing. It, you 
can’t have, you can’t have a lot, you can say, drums and beats per 
minute. It has to be sort of, it has to be, play a, what do you call 
that, the role of the music should be kind of send send send a 
serious signal about, you know, what you are sort of are looking at. 
It shouldn't sort of be too dominating, you know, and with a lot of 
instruments and a lot of, you know. There is no vocals. There is all, 
you know, it has to it has to also be, have the right energy. And it 
can’t be too complex, because then you start listening to it. So it 
should just be there and help you understand and want to watch, 
but it shouldn’t take over on any point. But at the same time it 
should also have a feeling of being kind of, you can say, the 
instruments and the whole kind of orchestral kind of composition 
should be, it shouldn’t just be a piano or some drums or a trumpet, 
it should be a lot of instruments to also sort of send a signal that 
this is actually quality. That is also the reason why we have chosen 
analog instruments. It will send a signal about, you know, you can 
say it’s another (inaudible), but it sort of goes up against the whole 
kind of very technical stuff. You could also have chosen.  

Music Premium Ethos
Pathos

I So more the female appeal in that sense?

R Yeah or in opposite of the technical parts, because the film is very 
technical and lights and (makes growling sound) you can you can, 
normally you can other people would have maybe chosen 
something more kind of you can say techno, synth kind of music, 
electronic music. 

Music Premium Ethos
Pathos

I So more to amplify the technological part instead?

R Yeah and we are going the other way to sort of add, you can say, 
craftsmanship and you know the whole kind of you know real 
instruments and and violins and having it, having it with a feeling of 
there is high high ceiling kind of feeling. There is a lot of space. And 
it’s and it has a nice kind of rhythm, so you don’t get stressed, so 
you can actually concentrate on the story.  

Music Premium Ethos
Pathos

I Great. I don’t know if you if you want add anything that I feel I 
should know that I haven’t asked you about?

R No. Maybe that it’s also, it also has to be quite, you can say, it has 
to be very kind international. And it’s maybe funny to say, but in you 
know, thinking about in that it has to sort of work in a lot of different 
countries and a lot of different cultures. So in that sense you can 
also, you have you have to sort of think about that as well. I don’t 
know how how it’s you know, but it’s been part of the whole thing in 
that you know, you have to go worldwide with this, so you can’t you 
can’t sort of play on too much humour, because that is only 
understood in some countries and you can’t translate it and, you 
know. So the whole approach is thinking about that a lot of different 
people hopefully will sort of get this. And that’s, yeah, that’s 
something we have been thinking about as well. Oddly enough. 

Markets Market 
adaption

Pathos

I Okay. (laughing) I think that makes sense. Okay, great! 
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Appendix 4: Transcription Of Interview With The CEO
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I So, I’m I am taking the Tempur Hybrid campaign as a case study. 
And I am looking at the argumentation used and then specifically 
in one of the promotional films that was made for Tempur Hybrid 
which I would like to ask you some questions about, but also just 
more generally about things. 

R You have to show it to me. 

I I have it right here, so (laughing). Yes. Do you want to start with 
that otherwise? Then. 

R Yeah, I don’t know. I haven’t done it all. 

Watching film. 

R Yes, yeah. 

I Okay. So I don’t know if you want to maybe tell me for starters a 
little about the Tempur Hybrid campaign and your role in it?

R Well, first of all that’s not the Tempur Hybrid campaign. 

I No, it’s part of the. 
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R It’s part of the Sleep Technology. The Tempur Hybrid campaign 
looks a tiny bit different, but well it’s a, you can say to understand 
why Tempur Hybrid is an important product for Tempur, you have 
to understand where they come from. They do foam mattresses 
only until just, you know, with this new product. That has been the 
claim to fame. It’s been the only thing they did. So there was a 
market where you can say there was a huge difference between, 
there was actually some people that we did not address. At all. 
That did not want a foam mattress. So as you grow and become 
an international player the you can say the challenge with having 
a market segment completely out of our reach, at one point 
overgrew you can say the wish to have a very straight forward 
simple brand with foam only. So that is what had happened. And 
actually up until the Hybrid launch we did do already a mattress, it 
was called the Sensation, which used an underlay of foam that 
was very springy. So it actually felt very much like a traditional 
feel. So you can say that that the market reasons for this are 
multifold, so its very simply a way to address people that do not 
want a foam only mattress. There is also some people that want 
that want a feeling of more bounce back not the mattress. A 
classical Tempur feel you sink in to and totally conforms to your 
body and has very little push back, which can create, some 
people dislike, for most, for many, of course our loyal consumers 
they love it. This is the feeling you buy into. But for other it’s a 
different feel. It makes them, it’s a little bit more difficult to turn for 
instance. Because you actually sink in and the minute you start 
rolling over, it actually stays for a while it stays moulded to your 
body, so it’s actually a little difficult. You can be, maybe, six, 
seven eight centimetres into sinking into the mattress and when 
you then try to turn, it’s problematic. So so so there were good, 
there were some functional reasons and so on. But of course it 
was a major major thing for for Tempur. It’s a major thing because 
we considered ourselves as a, you can say a foam mattress 
company only. To understand the Hybrid you also have to 
understand that Tempur as a company has changed from being a 
single product company, we are now multi-brand company. There 
used to be just one Tempur, the Tempur Original and then we 
built the Cloud, we built the Sensation. So you can say we 
expanded the brand through new product developments, but all 
within foam. Then we bought the Tempur Sealy or the Sealy 
brand, we bought the Stearns & Foster’s brand and that turned 
us into one of the biggest bedding brands in the world. So we 
have become a total supplier. Now, in theory that should mean 
that Tempur could stay foam-only, because then we could let 
Sealy be the one that had both springs, which were (inaudible) a 
spring mattress, but springs and foam, because the foam itself is 
not important. It’s viscoelastic and so on, but it’s not a, the key 
selling point, this uniqueness of the foam. It’s just a viscoelastic 
foam, on some of them. So you would say, in theory it should 
make Tempur able to stay very true to its heritage. 

Client and 
campaign 
background

I Because there are all these sub-brands in which?
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R They could take care of the spring issue. You know, so in 
traditional marketing you could say that why are you introducing 
springs exactly now when you have other brands to actually take 
care of that. So that is a different, in theory you would say why 
why is this? And that comes down then to the second thing that 
drives a company and that is profit. And often profit has to give, 
you can brands have to give if there is a profit thing. And Tempur 
simply is the stronger brand. By launching things under the 
Tempur brand you can take a premium price. There is not a price 
premium on Sealy. Sealy is simply cheaper. So you can say that 
the profit rate is higher if you succeed in launching things under 
the Tempur brand. So it’s a very, so that was the decision. There 
was also some situations where you have a larger distribution of 
Tempur internationally, specifically in Asia. You also had a Sealy 
brand, that was not very big in Europe, big in the States, but not 
in Europe. So the Sealy brand could not make a line, and 
extension like this. They did, but it’s not successfully so, because 
they are a weaker brand. So it was simply decided to move this 
and personally I think it’s a good choice. I don’t think it’s a, I don’t 
think it’s a massive problem as long as we have a minimum 
amount of this special Tempur material inside. I think so, I think 
that’s that’s okay. And then comes of course the whole 
communication challenge with this. I don’t think that the 
consumer gives a shit. I think that they think it’s fine. I think they 
expect. 

Consumers
Brand image 

Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I Give a shit about? 

R About that there is springs. But the trade did. The trade did. The 
actual, the stores, the retail chains. Of course there was a huge 
explanatory, we had to explain them that the core of the brand did 
not change even though we did a new thing. But I think that it’s, I 
think we were locking ourself into a trap of being a foam only and 
I think, I think the brand was strong enough to to make this. And 
also it’s a quite, quite successful so far. It seems fairly succesful. 
It’s a very expensive product. 

RSA training
Informing 
Brand image 

Credibility
Premium

Logos
Ethos
Pathos 

I Yes. 

R But it’s also the best of all worlds you could say. 

I Is that also why there is quite a lot of focus on Tempur on its own 
in this film?

R Yeah. There would always be a, in a Tempur product we would 
always emphasise the uniqueness of the Tempur material. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I And so that people know that you still stay true to the to the core?

R Yeah, you have to do that. It’s not just a bed. It it is a Tempur bed 
and Tempur is a special material that we own in it’s proprietary. 
And we will always lead argumentation back to that. In our 
training we will sell Tempur material first and then sell the bed. 
That’s the order. It’s not sell a bed, feel it, oh by the way that 
special feeling is the Tempur material. It’s the other way around. 
In these beds there are special Tempur material that will make 
you feel different. And that’s the point from a, you can say an 
argumentation point. So that’s why it starts with the Tempur. It’s 
not just an add-up. You would normally say, for Tempur in many 
ways the interesting thing is that you have springs, now. So some 
would only focus on that, but we have decided to stick very tightly 
to the to the to the core story of the Tempur foam and of course 
these wonderful micro coils that we have. So I think that’s the 
that’s the messaging hierarchy. It shows itself quite clearly in 
these sleep technology films and maybe a little less so in some of 
the other communication. But it is always the focus of our 
communication when it’s the Tempur brand, it’s to have that. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos
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I You said that one of the the people want to impress is the retail 
sales assistants. 

R Yeah. 

I How how does the communication differ from retail sales 
assistants to the end user?

R Well technically you cannot you cannot distinguish in that sense. 
It has to be the same core. But of course they have a different 
situation. They have training, more formal training things, they 
will, we need to convince them that that we have, we need to 
convince them that Tempur is still a premium brand. And so 
that’s, you would say some of this Sleep Technology goes into a 
depth that’s much more than you would normally go to a 
consumer. It doesn’t matter that it’s cold drawn springs, 
technically. Nobody knows what that means, but it’s a way to 
premiumise. 

RSA training 
Sleep 
Technology 
Informing

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Directed to the retail sales assistants or?

R Yeah, the retail sales assistants will see this and will will get more 
into it than a normal consumer. A consumer will say well that’s 
technology, that’s probably good. So they think they are paying, 
so they feel they are paying for something. Not just the brand, but 
they are paying for an actual thing. Some special springs, some 
special Tempur things, but the depth of the knowledge has to be 
higher with the retail sales assistants. And most importantly they 
have to believe in it. They have to believe that this thing works 
and is a better, is a better option. And this is, I would say it’s a 
challenge. I think it’s worked out fairly well, but I would normally 
prefer the communication to be based on the same core insights 
and the same core information. But I would target it a little bit 
more on the trade, the retail sales assistants. But they, we don’t, 
in general there is not a huge focus on how it’s done and in any 
way it’s not considered a real brand issue, it’s considered a 
Tempur Sealy issue to train the retail sales assistants. 

Informing 
Price 
positioning 
RSA training 

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Why is that?

R Well it’s the company. When you train you don’t just train one 
product, you train the entire portfolio. And I would say the most 
important thing here is to place Hybrid into their selling 
techniques. How do you do this. You could say historically the 
way to sell a Tempur was, you would tell about the Tempur 
material and then you would have three different beds with three 
different feels. There would be the Original and there would be 
the Cloud and there would be a Sensation. You know, Original a 
firmer feel, Cloud a softer feel and Sensation would be a more 
traditional feel is how they put it. So now the problem is, you, 
how, so you would say the biggest challenge from a retail sales 
assistant is how do you now talk about, and we have the 
Sensation which was the traditional feel. It was a foam mattress 
built to feel like a spring mattress. How do you then sell that? But 
now that you have a traditional, a more.

I A bed with springs?

R A bed with springs, more traditional. And I can tell you I talked to 
the German marketing manager and she was very concerned, 
because the Sensation is 300 euro or 400 euro cheaper. And I 
will say it’s difficult to feel the difference. You know, you might 
have a perception of a difference, but I think if you if you did not 
know, it’s difficult to say, if you lay down in those two I don’t think 
you could feel which one is the spring and which one is not. 

I Okay. And did you hear that before you started?
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R No. We did know it, because, you know, the Sensation was built 
to give like a springy feel, so. So this is challenge and then you 
disrupt you would say the normal selling procedure. And that’s 
the big deal. How do you then sell Tempur? Do you do you put 
them in a Hybrid first or the Sensation afterwards. How do you do 
it. Or do you just simply not take in Sensation. Do you take that 
out of the, you can say the products that they have in a store. 
And that’s a big issue. If you start taking out beds, it’s a big issue. 
Normally, you want spaces, slots. So you would normally hope 
that the Hybrid would take an extra, give us an extra slot in retail. 
But it’s, it remains to be seen. But it’s definitely, you would say 
that the communication is different, not on a product, what you 
say about a product, that should technically be the same. But the 
communication changes in a, a retail sales assistant has to 
understand how the product relates to other products or precisely 
and how they sell it. Do you do top down selling, which means 
that you put them in the most expensive bed you have. Normally, 
it could be a Hybrid, it could be an Original or you put in them in, 
what do you call it, an elevation bed. Adjustable, which is the 
most expensive bed we have. So you put them in an adjustable 
with the most expensive mattress and then you sell downwards. 
You say now you tried this one, let’s try some others. Then you 
go down in price, instead of making an upsell, you make a 
downsell. 

I Okay. 

R And that would be the normal way. And that, but it creates some 
problems if there’s not a feel difference between the very 
expensive and then you meet another one and you say well I 
can’t feel the difference. Then you mainly would choose the 
cheap version. So that has created some, you could say some 
challenges. 

I And how did that influence the communication used for the 
Hybrid launch?

R Well, it actually didn’t. I don’t think, from an external point it didn’t. 
But we have realised this very massive educational problem and 
hence the big educational effort being done right now. 

I Yes. 
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R But you also have to consider that it’s not just a problem within 
the range, it’s basically, some people want a spring mattress, so it 
might be that we get some kind of cannibalisation. We get some 
problems. But there are people that will pay and will trans, go 
from a competitive brand to us now that we have a spring 
mattress. It’s simply that, there’s simply some people that don’t 
want a foam only. I was myself like that. It’s often, it can have 
something to do with how you grew up. A lot of kids, young 
people lie on cheap foam mattresses and when you then grow 
older you decide not anymore. So things like that, so I think it’s, I 
think it’s it’s okay. I don’t think it’s a massive challenge, I would 
say. But it takes some education. And also, but they are used to 
selling, it’s not like Hybrid is a unique, very unique thing. There’s 
quite a few hybrids out there. Even Sealy has a hybrid out at the 
same time. And there would be competitors also, It’s the, you can 
say the flavour of the month, right now. So, you can say it’s 
primarily it’s, for retail sales assistants it’s always important to 
understand how products are placed in their selling methodology, 
the way they sell, top-down selling and how does that work. One 
of the different arguments. And it’s important for them to 
understand the position of the product within the whole portfolio 
that they have. So they have, you would say they have extra 
communication, but not much more than this. The level of sleep 
technology we have here is, you wouldn’t go much higher. They 
would of course know how are the zippers and how do these 
things work and what is the the breeze technology that wiffs away 
moisture, you know, or the heat or whatever it is. They would 
know more about that, but not a lot more. 
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I Not a lot more than in this film?

R Not a lot more. They know a little more. But not more than you 
would write in two, three lines. We don’t expect them to know 
much more. It’s more important that they can tell a story about 
the product. And why we have done it and the feel and so on. It’s 
much more important than the details. In general, at least. 
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I Would you say then the primary goal of this film was to educate 
retail sales assistants or?

R No. The primary goal for this particular film is to give a reason 
why we are excessively, very very expensive. 

Price 
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I Okay. 

R You do that by saying it’s a technology, Tempur is a technology 
brand. It’s a performance brand. A performance brand means that 
inside this product there are technology and things that makes it 
perform better. You might not be able to see it. It’s like a BMW. So 
Tempur is the BMW of of mattresses. And the problem is that you 
can buy a mattress at one tenth of the price of a Tempur. So you 
got to say, and they look the same. You can’t, you can feel the 
difference, but it's still, you know. It’s very expensive to give three 
or four thousand dollars for a mattress. That’s a lot of money for a 
mattress. And we need to always make that argumentation. And 
there are differences in how you do this in the different 
competitive environments you are in. You have a Stearns & 
Foster’s which is more in the luxury market. They would have a, 
the bed is a metre high, it's this, you know, about a metre high 
when you get into it, right. It's elaborate sowing and the sheets 
and so on. Like Hästens it’s luxury, it's a luxury product, and it’s 
very prestigious. You know, you can be certain that people that 
buy a Hästens seng will tell their friends and peers. 
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I Do you think that's also the case with Tempur Hybrid?
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R No, not in the same way. Not in the same way. Because it's a 
performance brand. A performance brand is something you buy 
for yourself. So you, it’s like why would anybody buy a BMW? It’s 
one of the brands that has the worst images if you look, if you 
drive around in it, it's really really, I mean they have an image 
problem. A lot of BMWs. But it is probably the best driving 
experience you can get. So it's a performance, it’s something 
inside. It’s how they do things, it's a mechanical wonder, you can 
say. And that’s how how you do it, so a Tempur you don’t buy for 
the same reasons, it's not to show off. You buy Tempur, because 
you want to pamper yourself. You want to yourself to get 
something out of it. And that's a performance. It feels different. It 
simply is a different feel. And that's also why we are the most 
recommended brand. People that have a Tempur they love it. And 
they recommend it a lot, but it’s not in the same way as a 
Hästens. A Hästens you would take to show off.  
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I Okay, so it’s not a status symbol in that sense?

R I wouldn't say it's a status symbol. It’s it’s of course it has what all 
premium have, a certain amount of status, but not a lot. It’s more 
a personal choice, because I want to sleep, you know, sleep well. 
I want a great product. So we always have to reinforce not that 
we are prestigious, not that we are luxury, it's not handcrafted. A 
lot of luxury you would see is handcrafted, they would talk about 
that at Stearns & Foster, they would talk about that at Hästens 
and so on. But what we emphasise on is that we are the most 
technologically advanced mattress that you can get. And that's 
the point, that's our differentiation. So when we do Sleep 
Technology by Tempur, it's to show them we are the one that 
defines, you know, the sleep technology, how you build beds. Not 
from a luxury point, but from a performance point. To make the 
best. That’s what we strive for. We do design and design is 
important, but it’s a silent point of difference. You can see it and I 
think I think from a marketing perspective I would say that one of 
the most interesting communication or features of Hybrid is the 
design. It’s one of the first times you actually saw a design on a 
mattress. I have seen a lot of designs on beds, but not on a 
mattress. 
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I On the inside?

R No, on the outside. There is a grey bottom, there’s a white top. 

I And a zipper. 

R And a green zipper. And you can say, wow, why that? But it looks 
great and it makes you again feel that you are getting something 
special. But we don't emphasise it a lot. You know, look at the 
marvellous looking green. Because we are still more performance 
than we are design. But we do put into this, that it gives this 
feeling of it's something special. So I think that’s, I think it’s very 
interesting that that, you know, what we are working with is to 
how to that why do you design a mattress that you are covering 
up with a sheet? Just, interesting. And one of the reasons why 
you do it is because it doesn't have sheets on when it's in a store.  

I Good point (laughing). 

R So it looks, simply it has a stand-out effect when you are in a 
store. 

I And what do you think if end-consumers are watching this, what 
do you think they will think or feel?
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R I think they will think it's a technology, interesting technology. I 
don't think they will remember things. I don’t think they will. They 
will say oh my god it's very special. And it will give people that 
really want a Tempur an excuse for themselves. You need an 
excuse, you need an escape clause. If you are buying something 
that is really really expensive you need to be able to rationalise it. 
Specifically if it is not luxury. To rationalise luxury is a little 
different. Luxury and premium is not just a scale, it’s completely 
different ways you sell. We are in the premium market, we are not 
in luxury. We might be luxury priced, but we consider, I think we 
consider ourselves more premium in a classical, in a more 
classical way. A premium brand, not a luxury brand. And if you 
buy premium, you need to rationalise, you need to, you might 
really just want it for emotional reasons. But you will need, most 
consumers will need to explain why. And the interesting thing and 
what makes bedding and mattress market different is that it is a 
social buying situation. You are two. You are often two that are 
buying. And one might be a sleep agnostic, which means that 
they don’t care what they sleep on. There’s a certain part of the 
population they will sleep on anything. They don’t care. And then 
there’s those those sleep believers if you could call them. And so 
the sleep believers will feel that it’s important for their health and 
their mental wellbeing, for their, you know, for their whole life. 
They believe that it’s important that you sleep well. So they will 
have a tendency to invest much more in a bed. But they might 
have a husband or a wife that don’t feel the same. So one of the 
things, they have to be able to make an argumentation to, and all 
argumentation between people are often a little more rational 
than the argumentation you have in your head with yourself. So 
we just give them some excuses to say well, you know what, cold 
drawn steel. That must be more expensive and better than steel. 
You even believe that. If it’s cold drawn steel you would believe 
it’s better than ordinary drawn steel. 
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I So it doesn’t matter if they actually remember it or understand 
what it means?

R No it doesn’t matter at all. Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I It's about the type of wording, that it sounds. 

R It gives me a reason to believe that it’s a better product. Hence, 
an excuse to pay more. 
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I So you can say that it’s even though it’s seems rational it’s 
actually more emotional? 

R It's completely emotional. There is nothing rational about it. Emotions Emotional 
appeal

Pathos

I For the end user. But there is something rational for the retail 
sales assistant in it?

R They have to understand it. But not really. I don’t think they care. I 
think the important thing is that they believe, that you believe that 
it makes a better bed. You got to believe that. But it’s not a 
rational thing. If it was rational I would have to make the 
connection. If you notice one thing, I do not make the connection 
between the springs and sleeping better. Because it can’t be 
made. It’s not possible to make that connection, at all. So what I 
can say is say we have this spring bed and the springs are 
fantastic, but at no point have I said it makes you sleep better if 
you noticed. Does it say anywhere that it makes you sleep 
better?
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R And everybody just wants to sleep better. So it’s a different game 
that’s going on. It’s a game where I make you believe that you 
are buying quality. And you are. And it’s not, by doing that I may 
give you a reason why it should be more expensive. Nobody, not 
even rich people will not buy expensive thing unless there is a 
good reason. They will buy luxury without reasons, just to show 
off. But they are not buying a premium product if they don’t 
believe it’s better. You got to feel that it’s better. You know people 
that can afford these, some of those could also afford a Hästens 
or a more expensive luxury beds. Definitely. So that’s the 
competition we are in here. But we get, a lot of people that really 
don’t spend, that don’t want to spend this much, really, but 
because they feel that it’s important, how they sleep and you 
know. It’s eight hours a day. You are in that bed eight hours a day. 
Our product has you know, keeps and stays good for ten years. 
So if you divide that out, how much is that a day, you know, it’s it’s 
okay. It’s probably okay. It’s less than a fiver every night. To sleep 
in a fantastic bed. And that’s what we, but you got to believe it’s 
fantastic. 
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I Yes. 

R So this is, this is the role of the Sleep Technology concept. It has 
a dual role. It is a rational argumentation for an emotional sell. 
And it’s at the same time actually technically a training thing for 
for the RSAs. They will look at this and okay, what are the, these 
springs are really different, it’s cold drawn, you know. So they will 
use some of these things more, you can say more directly. So it’s 
both things. But the important thing is that we expect the retail 
assistant to understand and we don’t, we do not expect the sleep, 
the actual customer, we don’t expect them to understand. It’s 
also, one of the other things is also that we know that people 
make quite a lot of research before, online, before showing up at 
the store. And by using audio-visual, this you would never read, 
you would never read it. The format of this is very important, that 
it’s done in a film format, a short one minute 20 second. 
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I Was that your choice to do it or was that required by Tempur?

R No we did it. It’’s our concept. It was us who proposed that we 
move the brand into a more, a different type of storytelling. This 
storytelling that we have here is parallel to the other 
communication that we make. There’s also a Hybrid campaign. 
But each of our products and all the features all the things we 
have, also have these Sleep Technology stories, which helps 
support the overall brand and gives this performance appeal to 
the product. That’s, it’s very very successful. Tempur is very 
happy and so is the retail assistants that has seen it. It gives 
them, it’s easier for them to sell very expensive things. You know, 
a retail sales assistant want to sell something that is expensive. 
They make more money on it and so all the argumentation that 
they can get to do that. 
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I All the tools. 

R Yeah, all the tools that we can bring out there they enjoy. So 
that’s that. 

I And I am actually also curious to hear if you think that when 
people wouldn’t have seen this film when buying a Tempur 
Hybrid. And they would sleep on it. Do you think they would have 
a different experience than people who had seen this film, 
sleeping on a Tempur Hybrid?

R Yeah. 

I Could you explain why you think that?
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R Because you want to be confirmed. What you do when you buy 
something for 30.000 kroner, you don’t want to be wrong. So I 
think there’s a huge difference in how you feel. You can say, you 
would, there is a tendency that you would at least say that you 
are more happy. Most people will actually protect their buy. If you 
buy something expensive, you will rationalise that it works out. 
There is nothing worse than buying a really expensive thing and 
then it doesn’t work for you. A lot of people, very few would send 
it back. Because you would simply rationalise that it’s good. 
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I But of course both people, who had seen and hadn’t seen the 
film, would have paid the same amount of money. 

R If you have seen this yes, I think yes. I think they would, I think 
because as it is a rationalisation process that goes on. I think 
they will, the more argumentation that you can give them, it will 
influence them. It is an interesting question. I do believe that one 
of the reasons why Tempur is the most recommended brand is 
that people do remember, know that there is a special, you know, 
a special Tempur material. But there is no people in the world that 
can feel the difference between the different viscoelastic 
materials. So the the the the story of, it’s exactly like eating at an, 
if you eat at an expensive restaurant where you are told the story. 
People will believe that ecology, ecological products, produce will 
taste better. But normally you can’t taste the difference. But we 
are all creatures of our imagination, so all things about what you 
like and what you don’t like, is very very, I mean it’s specifically 
where it gets a little (inaudible), you can provoke those feelings a 
lot. I can put a beer, which is done extensive testing on, will taste 
different depending on the bottle it’s in. On the design of the 
label. A blue beer would taste different than a green beer and a 
brown beer and so on, just by the label. We know that that’s been 
heavily researched. And people will in general believe what they 
are told. That’s why advertising works. In general they will. So I 
believe so. I would say specifically and also very importantly, 
because we are not really promising anything. We are promising 
that is has a comfort of in the material and so on. They will know 
this by the feel. But if we tell people that their body is more 
supported, they will also experience it to be more supported. So, 
in general people experience what they are told. 
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I Can you think of any other examples?

R Of where that happens?

I Yes or what you’ve personally. 

R Well. 

I And what do you think is important then? Is it the product, is it the 
communication? 

R Well the product is always important. I mean, it's not, the reason 
why it works is it's not a shitty product. If it's a shitty product they 
won’t, but I can still influence the interpretation and the feeling of 
quality. There is no doubt about that. People will think, if I tell 
them, a lot with food, you can tell how things are done and you 
can make it taste differently. 

Informing Credibility Logos
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I But how would you approach something like that? How would you 
approach such a different experience through communication?
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R It's very simple. If I am doing a refreshing beer, I would put it in 
bluish colour. Or a look through bottle. But, of course I would do a 
fairly light beer in the taste. It’s not like a brown ale you would put 
in one of them, but I would, you would still see that the 
perception, if they have the bottle, that's why you do blind testing. 
There is a big difference between blind testing and bottle testing. 
You know it from wines, even really very knowledgeable people 
will interpret it differently based on what the label says. That’s 
why you have blind tastings. And the same goes for things like 
this. If you tell people. You can also say, you can help people 
notice the things where you are stronger. And you can help them 
not notice the things where you are weak. So and there will be a 
tendency that those that then buy it, for those reasons that you 
give, will feel confirmed. So I think there is a multitude of things 
playing in, but there is a definite thing with this type of products, 
premium products, where they will try to, they want to like it. And 
this is one of the things where you also have a social buy. Social 
buy, one, there is a tendency if that you can get very embedded 
in your thinking when there is a social buy. Meaning that because 
you have to rationalise, you have to explain why you want 
something. And the more you explain it, the often the more you 
feel, you convince yourself that this is good. So if they start using 
their arguments and so on. So I think this is a very very important 
thing. It would be interesting to test, actually. The problem with 
the Tempur is that they are already buying a brand that has a 
story, you know. You don’t go into that, so it’s a little difficult. We 
are not, this is not changing dramatically the way you perceive 
Tempur, if you know Tempur when you get in there. And we also 
know that people that buy Tempur often know about Tempur 
before they get in there. So it’s a quite determined buy, you could 
say. It’s simply so expensive that if you don’t know it at all when 
you enter the store it’s a long, it’s a tough sell. I would say, 
because it’s two or three times as expensive as most 
competitors. But it is interesting. I would I would I would guess 
that they would, actually like it better if they have seen it. 
Specifically if they have seen it all. 
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I The other communication materials. 

R All the all the all the Sleep Technology things and so on. I think 
they would. It’s a, it also plays with a quite interesting thing which 
is that most people actually do not sleep well when they get a 
new bed. Which is an interesting dilemma. Whereas a new car 
feels fantastic. A bed actually does not. 

I Because it needs to conform first? 

R Yeah, no it’s your body simply has to get used to a new feel. And 
so there is quite a lot of people that have problems with their 
beds and their mattresses for a week or two weeks. And then it 
goes away, but that’s an important part. 

I Okay. And what do you know about the the end-user, the target 
group of the Tempur, Tempur Hybrid?

R I know who our target group is, but there is a huge difference 
between who is the target group and who actually buys. 

I Okay. And how do they differ in this case?
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R Well, target group you could say you can have a, a target group, 
a communication target group, which is your aim point when you 
develop you communication and in this Tempur world it’s active 
optimists. But it’s, I would say, you have a product here that is 
very very clearly defined, also by its price. It’s simply so 
expensive that you can say the primary, first target group, first it’s 
actually good old social-economic thing. You got to have money. 
If you don’t have money you are not in the market. So you start 
out by having a target group that in itself is fairly small. And those 
that are young, we know that those that are young that buy the 
product, often are very very very strong sleep believers. Where 
it’s part of their whole health feel. Or are sleep sufferers, which 
means that they have bad backs. There are three, between three 
and five percent of the population that have a bad back. And if 
you have that, and if you ever tried that, you would buy whatever 
goddamn mattress you think is the best. So you can say you 
have a core, that’s where it came from, this whole product came 
from that. The problem being though that you have to expand 
beyond those three percent, three percent market. But there is 
definitely still a part of that. And so we know that our target group 
is slightly skewed a little towards older, above 30, 35, simply 
because you got to make the money to be able to buy it. And 
that’s that’s an important thing. But we also know that it’s, it’s a, 
exactly because of the social buying thing, it’s a complex, a 
complex thing. But we also know that they buy beds for 
themselves. It’s not a feeling that this is a family bed, you know, 
that my kids need this. You will see tonnes of places where mom 
and dad has a Tempur bed, but not the kids. It’s a very, it’s for 
themselves, you would say, which is quite interesting. It’s a 
somewhat egotistical bed. 
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I What does that mean?

R You know, kind of a bed that’s more for me. It’s my bed. So we 
would also say that these people have quite a strong relationship 
with their beds. It is for some reason, in different ways for some 
of them, but quite important. You would say, they talk about it, 
they recommend it, they are very passionate about it, about their 
beds. That we know. 
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I But you said it differs from the ones you communicate to? 

R Yeah yeah. The target group here, you know, the active optimists 
is a very, you can say, about 40 years old, more you know, both 
women and men. They live an active lifestyle, bahdabahdabahda. 
So and and you can easily define kind of a core target group. But 
the reality is that overall of that is, do they have the money? And 
then there is some sub target groups, which is do they have a 
bad back? That goes into when they might not have a lot of 
money but will still buy this. And then you have, then you start 
these things. I strongly believe that, I am not a big fan of the 
active optimists target group to be honest. It’s defined by Tempur 
and it doesn’t really guide, what does that guide? How does that 
help me that people are active optimists? Then I should show 
lifestyle and nobody buys this because of lifestyle. They buy it 
because of the performance of the brand. Performance of the 
product. 
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I But could that not be connected to lifestyle?

R No. 

I Health oriented? 
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R No. I don’t think so. You cannot have very complex positionings 
on these type of things, because you don’t build a brand. You are 
only in the brand, you only worry about a bed when you need a 
new one. So you don’t build brand in general. So you got to, you 
have ten minutes to build a brand when people are in the market. 
So you can’t have very complex situations and I must say that, 
remember one thing, the classical lifestyle things without product 
is often quite mainstream. Happy go lucky people, is often very 
mainstream in things. And then if you move all the way up to 
luxury then it becomes a different thing, then you have different 
ways of being luxury. Some of them being lifestyle, but very rarely 
can it be used for products of this type. To put a real lifestyle. It’s, 
you have some problems, some issues when you talk about 
lifestyle, what’s your in bed lifestyle? Seriously. That’s a problem. 
So I can show happy people, because they sleep well, but I 
cannot make that argumentation that you sleep better in one bed 
than another. It’s very difficult. So, I think it would be trap for a 
brand like Tempur. A lifestyle brand is Sealy, Sealy is a life brand, 
that’s a happy, family living. That’s a lifestyle brand. Because 
that’s not an expensive brand, it’s just a bed. You know, and why 
not buy this one, it’s nice and it’s okay. It’s an okay bed. Then you 
can talk lifestyle and fun kids having jumping up and down on the 
bed and so on. But this is this is a bed you buy for yourself. They 
have already ventured into more like a, kind of well-being and 
wellness type things, but it becomes to mystical if you know what 
I am saying. It’s not big enough. You don’t buy an expensive bed 
because I put three rocks on top of each other next to the, you 
know, and show the lifestyle of this way of living. I think it’s a big, 
it’s a big challenge if you know what I am saying. 

Consumers Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I So you couldn’t really use the active optimist insight or?

R Well (sighs) we don’t pursue it quite a lot. 

I Okay, how did you, what kind of target group did you have in 
mind then?

R No, but I think it’s a, I believe more that we have a couple of, I 
think that they are engaged in their bed. Our target group are the 
people that feels that their bed is important. So it’s a self-
selection target group. They are probably a lot of those that are 
active optimists, but there are also some quite big pessimists 
between them. And those that would be willing to pay this amount 
of money for a product which is foam, have to believe that this is 
a special thing and it does something especially for them. So, I 
believe that other types of target groups are better and those are 
the ones that we work with, which is, you know, sleep believers 
are people that believe sleep is important and when you feel that 
sleep is important, you willingness to pay is higher. And so its 
very easy. I think there is a lot of people that believe that sleep is 
important, that would love to buy a Tempur, but just can’t afford it. 
So and that’s where I want to be. That this is the, so I would 
would rather put them into more classical, or in a, I would make a 
target group, and we used to. I can tell you the active optimists, 
the reason why they arise is for a complete reason. It’s a 
technical reason, which is that, it’s a target group that the media 
agency can find.  
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I Okay. 
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R It's a classical media agency thing, a profile. So the media 
agency can find them, but if I say I want a sleep believers, then 
they wouldn’t know what newspaper to put it in. And as I am not 
doing media planning, but doing communication, the driving part 
for my things are what drives people that are in this thing. Another 
thing is that image just doesn’t work in modern communication of 
this type. Simply because what do I want to talk to them about? If 
we have social media and so on, I have to talk to people, in our 
products I would have to talk about how important sleep is. I 
would have to talk about how important it is that your bed 
performs to your body and all these things. And if you read these 
things and engage in these things in modern communication then 
you are interested in sleep. So you can say that nobody is really 
interested in lifestyle, then what should I talk about? Is it design, 
or it’s just, it doesn’t add on. This is the, and also we have such 
an enormous range in age, from 30 year old to 70 year old. To 
talk lifestyle to them is an absurdity. 

Consumers Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I But they all share the same interest in good sleep?

R Yes, but that can manifest itself in different ways, you know. For 
some that could be, because they have a bad beck, back, and 
know what it means not to sleep well. For some it can be other 
other things and for some it’s just a mental health thing. For other 
it’s about the bed plays the role of a home in a home. You know, 
it’s my private place, it’s the place where I feel safe and most 
comfortable and I am looking forward to go there. And I think 
that’s a, it’s a much much more fruitful way of looking at the target 
group than saying an active optimist, which doesn’t, don’t care, 
what if they don’t care about sleep? You know, they will never buy 
or what if they don’t have money? You know, so so that’s why we, 
it’s a media target group, but that we, so we use a, we use our 
own (laughing). 

I Yes. 

R Which is fine. Nobody cares. As long as it feels that it hits the, hits 
the right thing. I would rather put active optimists and family 
oriented on on the Sealy brand. These types of ways of looking at 
the at communication is much more connected to mainstream 
products or cheaper products. The demands for what you, the 
interest in the product, their knowledge about the product just 
gets much higher when it’s premium, you know, real premium 
products and so on. You got to believe that it’s well made and all 
these things. It’s less classical image. Of course image is 
important, but it’s still different. I mean nobody buys, I would still 
buy a LandRover for the image, but I do know it’s the best all-
round, you could say terrain vehicle. I know that. Even though I 
buy it, I drive around it only in the city. I have to believe, you 
know, I have to trust. If they started doing LandRovers and just 
talked about the outdoors and, but didn’t explain me that it 
actually has two chassis and you know, how its suspension can 
be changed and the height of the car, I wouldn’t buy it, I wouldn’t 
believe it. 

Consumers
Informing
Brand image 

Credibility
Premium

Logos
Ethos
Pathos 

I Okay. So you think actually for, because it’s an expensive 
product, the data and the research, the logical arguments, you 
think it’s the image?

R It supports it, yeah. 

I But eventually it’s actually also an emotional buy, so it’s a 
combination of all those things? 
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R Yeah. I think you need, that, of course it’s an emotional buy and 
also you are of course buying a dream of better sleep and so on, 
but it it. We use it’s it’s a funny way and a very interesting way 
where you do use rational argumentation to make an emotional 
sell. And that’s that’s the core to understand at least the bedding 
market and many other markets that it’s a very, it’s a crucial 
insight. It’s a crucial insight that I don’t talk to people because I 
think it rationally makes them understand why they should buy 
this bed. I talk rationally to them so that they can emotionally buy 
into this product. And that’s the, that’s what we do. That’s the 
whole Sleep Technology. And it’s. 

Emotions
Informing
Sleep 
Technology

Emotional 
appeal
Credibility 

Logos
Ethos
Pathos 

I And can you give some examples of like how you triggered that?

R Yeah, but it’s cold drawn steel. It doesn’t matter, you know. It 
doesn’t matter if, there’s nobody that can feel the difference 
between a foam, our Sensation and the Hybrid. Nobody can feel 
the difference. I don’t think they can. There is a there is a lot of 
products where where, you know, you just believe it’s better. You 
trust. You know that it’s done in a special way, so you believe it’s 
better. I think it’s the more the rule than the exception. To be 
honest. So in all, if you look at the communication here, we say 
it’s proprietary, the Tempur material. Why should that make it 
better? It just says that we are the only one that can have it. Does 
it make it better? You know, there is there is a lot of 
argumentation in here which you identify, what you do is you 
make your own rational universe. You make a universe while I am 
not making the argumentation it’s a better bed. I am not trying to 
say that. Well I am trying to say that, but I am not technically, 
rationally, from a rhetorical point, not doing it. I am keeping the 
argumentation completely within its own world. I am telling 
feature by feature by feature by feature. I do have the adapts and 
supports, which is the Tempur material, which is a very, but in 
general I am keeping the argumentation just saying, well it’s cold 
drawn steel. Fantastic. You know and argumentation like that. So 
it’s, but it makes me feel that I am getting something that is 
different. And I think one the things that you can’t do, which is 
very important in this type of argumentation, is that you can never 
make the argument that you are better. People do not believe 
ever an argumentation where you simply say it’s better. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I For what reason?

R Because it’s not trustworthy when a company does that. But what 
you can say with full trust is that we are different. That’s what you 
do. So you tell, you use things where you talk about that you are 
different. Because that is very hard to refute. If I, it’s the same 
when we sell this agency. I never say we are a better agency 
than others. Never. But I can say we do certain things differently. 
This is how we do it. And that’s a difference a difference, so I 
think it’s it’s more important that people say yes to what they 
actually say yes to. So if if I’m saying, you know, we have a better 
bed, they’ll say well you are supposed to say that. But if I say that 
we do it different, we have a different bed. In this case with 
Hybrid that is does, you know a dual technology, 
dumdumdumdum. Say well that is different, isn’t it. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I So it gives more trust or credibility?
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R In general you will have, you will say yes ten times and the last 
thing you will say yes to is will you buy it. Right? It’s it’s it’s it’s an 
continuous story of yesses that leads to a sell. And that’s that’s 
how it’s, how you do it. So it’s very very important to have 
consumers say yes. More important than you actually, it’s not 
absolutely certain that they have to say yes to that you are better. 
Of course if you can prove it, I would do it. But as I cannot prove 
it. That’s also why you would say no, if you look at wines for 
instance, they would not say it’s the better wine, the one that sells 
it. They would say this is the best at our chateau. They are not 
saying it’s a better wine than all the competitors’. They would say 
this is the one that has been lying the most. This is from a special 
stock. They would say many many things about the wine. Never 
that it’s better. 

I Storytelling of the weather that year and the. 

R It's storytelling, it’s weather and you know. We dig down an ox 
head and so on. So so so, and what you see, what you 
technically do is that you make a disconnect between, you say a 
lot of features and you make the benefit be a mental leap. Right? 
Normally you would say we have this feature and it gives you this 
benefit. And of course you can do that with many, often. But in 
certain types of argumentation you actually have a lot of features, 
but you don’t explicitly say what it gives of a benefit. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Yes, exactly. 

R And that’s a a a an interesting approach. That’s also what, why 
Sleep Technology is interesting. Because normally you will see a 
lot of rational argumentation that leads directly to a benefit. But 
it’s not as clear here. 

Sleep 
Technology
Informing 

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I No. There is no direct logical explanation why cold drawn steel is 
better or the 45 millimetre diameter. 

R Is better. No. There’s, it’s simply not important. 

I Because I heard there’s a lot of data and research available form 
Tempur regarding this. So was it a choice that you made to leave 
this out? 

R No, we cannot make the argument. It’s because, if you start 
looking at it that way, you were trying to, the end result is that you 
were trying to make the argument that you sleep better in our 
bed. And that cannot be proved. It cannot. It’s it’s it’s not true. 
People sleep, you cannot make, you can say that they are 
happier with our bed. We know that. We can say they 
recommend it more and so on. But there’s no direct, you cannot 
make a direct link from the features to the sleep. 

I So that’s why you don’t explain the features?

R It's also because it’s it’s it’s not meant as a rational argumentation 
leading to a specific point. It’s giving people excuses, a belief, 
that inside this is a fantastic. I don’t know if a BMW is better to 
drive, but I believe it.. And I believe it because they are saying 
things where, which is wow. You know. Rear wheel drive, only. 
We never did a front wheel drive, because they are not really 
good. Okay, that’s probably good. So, it’s it’s it’s a different it’s a 
different way. It’s a semi rational, rationalisation you make. So 
which is quite interesting, actually. 

Informing Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Very interesting. 
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R Yeah and and it’s, you can say, and it works. And it works 
because fundamentally you are not making a rational buy. It’s you 
you you just want to think so. You want to think it’s a rational buy. 
And we play on that you want to. That’s the play we do. We try to 
give you what you really want, which is a belief that this is a 
wonderful product. So we we we are playing on that. You can 
only do that if you, and that’s the big, that’s what brands can do. 
You know, you want to be confirmed in your own thinking. And 
most, there are a lot more people that want a Tempur than can 
buy it. So that’s of course a very important a very very important 
thing for us. You know, we have a big target group and we have a 
very very high price. Which is part of it. It’s not a completely 
accessible brand. So. 

Informing
Price 
positioning 

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Because of the price?

R Yeah, but that also makes you believe that it’s good. Right? So so 
now you just need to know why and get it confirmed. So there’s a 
reinforcement, you reinforce the whole feel. 

Brand image
Price 
positioning

Premium Ethos 
Pathos

I So the price position can actually even help support this?

R Of course it does. You cannot be luxury without being expensive. 
It’s very easy. I mean there are designs in here that are better 
than the best luxury brands. But it doesn’t make hem luxury. So 
so so and also I think it does, I think that it’s a huge trap if you 
think that you can do premiumness without trying to rationalise, 
trying to, you have to give excuses why the product is good. You 
have to, try to explain. And we would always try to explain as 
much as we can. Sometimes we just can’t get it all the way. I 
would be as hardcore, as rational in parts of my communication. 
It’s not all my communication. Parts, the specific Sleep 
Technology parts. I would be as rational and hardcore as I can. I 
would talk about how we research, how we test and so on. All 
these things as you have also seen in the other Sleep Tech films. 
And I think brands that don’t do that have problems. They are 
beginning to see problems a lot. Nike had the problem for quite a 
long time that that, people knew Nike, they had a wonderful 
image and so on, but they actually didn’t buy them. Then they 
went out, when they got out the store they had non-Nike shoes, 
because others were doing my serious sell, you know, we support 
you if you have  foot that goes a little inwards 
dumdumdumdumdum. And if somebody else has a more 
compelling story on these things, you lose. So Nike has actually 
never really sold as much as they should, compared to their 
brand. So I think all brands, all premium brands have to make, 
have a core of actually doing a better product. I think you have to 
have a strong belief and actually try to make a better product. 
And Tempur does that. And you got to tell those stories. Else you 
lose, long-term. Or even medium-term. You can say tonnes of old 
premium brands died, because they didn’t succeed in trying to 
make an argument why they are better. You can say Carlsberg 
and other other beer brands have been killed by by quite a lot, by 
other types of beer, Samuel Adams and other types of beers 
have hurt them quite a lot. So. 
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R Because they don’t talk about product quality. So they actually 
have to at one point, what we call credential communication. You 
could also say Sleep Technology is a part of credential 
communication where you say you have an image, more image-
ish type communication which is the nice feel and you know, nice 
emotions surrounding a brand. And then you have a credential 
communication, which is there are actually some real realness 
underneath that. And that’s of course our Sleep Technology plays 
that part. For us, because we are a performance brand. It could 
have looked differently. It could have been craftsmanship, which 
made by hand, but we don’t make it by hand. It’s just a big 
machine that blows out foam, so I think that’s a, it could be that 
position, but there’s many different ways you can make the 
argumentation. It could be other types other types of positioning 
could definitely be possible. But for Tempur it felt natural to to 
make it the performance part, which inherently makes it more 
rational, how we talk and so on.  

Informing 
Sleep 
Technology 

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Great, I think I went though all my questions. 

R That’s good. 

I I don’t know if you feel like I should know anything, if you want to 
add anything? 

R I don't know. I think it was interesting this thing about I wonder if 
people see it how their perception was, afterwards. I wonder I 
wonder how explicit that is. I wonder if it could be tested, but but 
it’s, I think it’s an interesting thought. I think it’s interesting, 
because, but I think it’s a more nuanced thing. I think it’s not the 
film, I think you shouldn’t, I wouldn’t focus on the actual asset, the 
film. I don’t think that’s that’s the, I think people that know the 
story of the Tempur brand, if you can say that, and have, you 
know, known about the product, so do they interpret. Well we 
know that they will interpret the experience differently, but how 
much can that be influenced? I know with other products it can be 
heavily influenced. And I think, probably, I am not, I think there is 
an enormous difference. I think, because we have told the story 
about this special product, this special, you know, material and so 
on. And I think people want to feel, wants, they want it make it, to 
feel different. So I think we help them interpret. It’s like the 
difference when you are at a restaurant. That’s why a restaurant 
explains what you are being served. You would see in luxury 
restaurants they would always explain what you are getting. 

Product 
experience

Pride and 
belief

Pathos

I Yes. 

R And that is to lead your interpretation. It is to tell a story that you 
then buy into. 

Storytelling Communicati
on through 
storytelling

Pathos 

I Even if you often don’t remember, only remember half of the 
ingredients yeah. 

R It doesn’t matter. It feels like oh my god, you know. 

I Yes. 

R And I think it’s the same thing. I think, so so when you come into 
these premium products and so on, you would see that, an 
important thing is to to actually control interpretation. 

I And that's through storytelling, that’s an important part? 
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R That's though storytelling. And that’s also why there are certain 
things of our story we want people to remember. That’s why we 
are retelling all the time the story about the Tempur material. But 
other parts are less important. That’s more likes supportive 
evidence, you could say. But I think that’s an interesting thing. I 
think for me it creates the question where you could say would 
people love their Tempur mattress as much if they didn’t know it 
was a Tempur? It’s an interesting thing. Maybe? It is a good 
product, so of course they, but still it’s it’s a relative, so would they 
relatively like it more? I think absolutely. But it also it shows the 
power of storytelling. 

Storytelling Communicati
on through 
storytelling

Pathos 

I Yes. 

R You can say. And that’s what we are doing here. This is, it’s just 
an argumentation for technology inside. It’s really really very very 
technology, it’s high performance. That’s enough for me. I don’t 
care what they remember of that. As long as they remember that. 
It feels like I get something for my money. You know, I think that’s 
a, that’s important. But I don’t know. Depends on what you are 
going to write, what you are. What’s you what’s your, what can 
you say, what’s your thesis? Do you have a kind of a angle on it 
or you’re just investigating? Or what is your theory? What is 
your?

Informing
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positioning 

Credibility Logos
Ethos

I Yes. Theories I am using is rhetoric, so how ethos, pathos and 
logos are used. 

R Oh so here you have a problem, because that, this way of 
arguing, making an argumentation is difficult to put in a classical 
rhetoric argumentation. Because I am using rational arguments, 
but not trying to convince. 

I Exactly, and that’s why I think that’s the interesting thing, yeah. 

R In the same way. I think that’s interesting. 

I And I am relating it to transformative advertising, so indeed if 
advertising can actually transform someone’s experience with a 
product. And because I think the general, you also have the 
general sense of service quality, which is very old-fashioned in 
the sense that experience minus expectations equals quality. And 
I don’t think that’s true anymore, because I think communication 
can also transform experience, so I think it’s a. 

R Absolutely. I think I think you can, what we would, how I would 
put it is that you have a, I would guide them, you know, an 
experience is like is like a map, right. So I could, it’s like saying, 
we are driving on a road, right? Out here is a wonderful view, 
down here is a garbage, you know, place. And I would simply say 
look left. That’s what we do in our advertising. That’s so so I think 
I think you are right that we we will make people interpret it in a 
favourable way. I think that’s that’s, it’s a good argument that it’s 
not the same as the service industry. I don’t think you can lie. I 
think you, I think you can skew interpretation. But I think it’s very, 
also remember people don’t want to be wrong. They don’t want to 
be wrong. They are buying something. That’s why you will see 
people get less frustrated with expensive products. Because if 
you bought an expensive product and it’s bad you are an idiot. 
People will go far far far to not be idiots. 
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R Right? You will never hear anybody say my Mac is really difficult 
to use, my Apple. Even though a lot of people do not have an 
idea of how to use it. Because it it would make them look stupid 
to pay double up. So you will see a lot of people, you know, they 
will all sort of say that the the iPhone is a nicer design. Which it 
hasn’t been for many many years if you compare it to some of the 
other phones. So that, you need to reinforce, so I think you have 
to divide this. There is many things that is happening at the same 
time, with this interpretation, I think. But I think it’s quite 
interesting, actually. I think, after people buy they want to have a 
good experience. I think that’s important. I think it’s very 
important, also when you are in the actual purchase situation that 
you guide people to what to to expect now. I think that’s very 
important. 

I And that's the role of the retail sales assistants? 

R Yeah. That’s very very important, it’s to guide the interpretation. 
You will now feel you sink in. This is when it supports you best, 
you know. Things like that. Instead of saying oh that feels odd. It 
feels it’s, you know, it’s programmed, it’s the way it’s meant to be. 
I think that’s important. So and I think the analogy with the 
restaurants is quite interesting. 

I Yes. Yeah, I think that’s a good example. 

R It's a very very important example, because it shows both the 
storytelling parts, but it also shows that you if you are up at the 
super premium, that’s also why certain service standards are so 
important, when you are up at three star restaurants. It’s because 
the food in itself is not, it’s difficult to measure. And you will doubt 
yourself. Whereas if the bathroom was clean you will feel 
empowered to actually make that call. So they will make sure in 
luxury restaurants that the surroundings are, you know, very very 
special and very nicely made and the service is good and so on. 
Because it’s more difficult when it comes to the food.  

I And how do you compare that to Tempur? What would be the 
surroundings and that sense and the service?

R Well, you know, that’s difficult, because often we don’t we don’t 
control the surroundings. 

I Yes. Exactly, yeah. 

R So. But we can help them to make the right storytelling. That’s we 
we were trying to do. So, but that’s interesting. I think there’s a, I 
think it’s interesting that that, from a rhetorical point, what is it we 
are doing with this. But just remember it’s not the only part of the 
communication. But I think from a rhetorical point, I think the 
whole Sleep Technology, more than actually the Tempur, the 
Hybrid, I don’t think that’s interesting, it’s the Sleep Technology 
concepts that’s interesting. I would see more as a, I think that’s 
more interesting why how come you have this part of the brand 
as a specific thing. More than the Hybrid, I think. I think Hybrid is 
just accidentally so a product we have right now. And also you 
would say that Hybrid is actually a little different. But, you know, 
Sleep Technology we use on al products. Suddenly we are 
adding that to all products to try to make an argumentation for 
price. But I think that’s that’s a, there’s a lot of interesting, that’s 
an interesting project. I don’t know if you can get, if you can make 
it work. It’s difficult to write, I would say. It’s a much more 
psychological thing, you know, in many ways. 
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Appendix 5: Legend For Colour Coding Of Rhetorical Proof In The Transcriptions

◼ Ethos 

◼ Pathos 

◼ Logos 

◼ Ethos + pathos 

◼ Logos + ethos 

◼ Ethos + pathos + logos
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